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Compatibility squabbles mar ECL family harmony
European equipment and components market forecast chart
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A big new memory system designed around 4,096- bit RAM chips
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Another Exclusive
From HP
Self Test!

Examine HP's new low-cost multimeter 3490A. It's a
full 5-digit instrument that's priced $ 300 less than two
other major manufacturer's units— yet its low price
includes Self Test.
Self Test is the built-in bonus you get because the
circuits within the 3490A perform double-duty. Design scrutiny coupled with unique signal routing let us
include Self Test without adding more circuits, and
without raising the price.
Always Ready — Need to use your DMM? Simply
flip the switch and Self Test tells you that 3490A is
ready to perform. With a 3490A, you'll never be in
doubt concerning your DMM's readiness.
Programmable — For systems work, 3490As Self
Test is remotely programmable, which lets your computer determine its operational capability before you
start to measure data. You'll have assurance that your
DMM is ready to tackle its assigned tasks.

SAMPLE / HOW
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Cuts Equipment Costs— Because calibration is
aided by Self Test, the time needed to calibrate your
3490A is trimmed significantly, while the need for
costly calibration equipment is reduced. And, if problems ever should occur in your 3490A, Self Test will
assist your technician in isolating the fault.
Price for the 3490A is just $ 1650 which includes
AC, DC, Ohms, and Self Test functions. ( Systems features— isolated BCD output and isolated remote control are low-cost options.) For further information on
the 3490A, contact your local HP field engineer, or
write Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California 94304.
In Europe: 1217 MeyrinGeneva, Switzerland.
A092/ 3
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SERIES

• hermetic
phototransistor
• packaged for
printed circuit
board mounting

115E

SERIES

• hermetic
phototransistor
• sensitive, fast
switching
• for detector arrays

Ll4A

SERIES

• hermetic
phototransistor
• 3lisec turn on,
turn off

Ll4F

SERIES

• hermetic
photodarlington
• high sensitivity

L1V

SERIES

• hermetic "SCS"

OUR NO. 1GOAL:
TO MAKE
GENERAL ELECTRIC
YOUR BEST BUY
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Ll4D

SERIES

• photodarlington
configuration
• high sensitivity

114E

18, 19 SERIES
• hermetic
photosensitive SCR
• switches 1.6 amp

SERIES

• phototransistor
• typical 3psec
turn on

1141

SERIES

• PNPN photo switch

AVAILABLE NOW FROM
YOUR AUTHORIZED
GENERAL ELECTRIC
DISTRIBUTOR
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Electronics' survey of 12 European nations
reveals a good 1972 wherever color TV is
booming, with the same again expected for
1973. With some variation from country to
country, telecommunications and components are also big, but computers are slow
and industrial equipment slower.
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2 /
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Trend-spottin gis

eight years now, our late—
December issue has brought our
readers around the world a Christmas card of sorts—our colorful foldout chart packed with data about
equipment and components markets
in Western Europe for the year
ahead (see p. 85). This year, as always, we've reworked the categories
slightly to keep up with technological changes in the markets.
And, this year, there's anew country
in the charts— Finland.
Adding categories and countries,
of course, adds to the time our reporting team has to spend to do the
job. Team leader Arthur Erikson,
our Paris-based International Managing Editor, logged more than 24
hours in the air—and considerably
more than that in airport waiting
time—criss-crossing Western Europe
from Madrid to Helsinki to interview marketing experts for our consensus forecasts.
"Our contributors include some
of the sharpest market researchers
in Europe," says Erikson. This
honor roll, though, will never be
compiled, much less printed. All inputs for the charts are confidential.
On the other hand, its no secret
that Erikson's efforts are backed up
by Electronics' own field men and
correspondents for McGraw-Hill's
World News Service. If we put bylines to the stories that go with the
market charts they would read John
Gosch (West Germany), Michael
Payne (United Kingdom), Michael
Johnson (France), Andrew Heath
(Italy), Robert Skole ( Sweden),
Dominic Curcio ( Spain), James
Smith ( Belgium), Laura Pilarski
(Switzerland),
John
Gosch
(Austria), John Heaslip (Denmark),
and Martin Schultz (Finland).

one of our most
challenging and satisfying jobs.
And one of the best vantage points
for our trend-spotters is the International Electron Devices Meeting,
held this month in Washington.
As usual, there was news there in
abundance. You'll find a fistful of
items from the meeting—gathered
by Laurence Altman, our Solid
State Editor, and Sam Weber,
Executive Editor—in the Electronics
Review section and the Electronics
Newsletter.
And, the meeting bristled with
trends. Says Altman: "Only 18
months ago, ion implantion was still
considered something for the laboratory in most companies. Now,
though, its impact is being felt all
across the semiconductor industry.
What's more, better than 75% of the
semiconductor papers at the meeting homed in on implantation."
"It looks, too," he says, "as if this
year marks the end of acycle. Companies have been optimizing old
technologies; now they are gearing
up to get the new technologies into
products."
And, says Weber: "Solid state
processing techniques have become
so pervasive that they are even
being used in vacuum-tube work—
especially in the display area. For
example, techniques developed for
IC arrays are solving the problem of
blooming in silicon-target image
tubes. And, the writing speed of
cwrs is being upped by similar techniques."
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asystems
power supply
for the
better systems
the KEPCO

BKF
• 15 W and 25 W, Group I
• 100 watt,

Group

II

• Overvoltage Crowbar
• Five Year Warranty
• UL Recognized ( Group I)

GROUP I
MODEL

VOLTS

GROUPII
AMPS

MODEL

VOLTS

AMPS

BKF 5-3

5.0 ± 10%

0-3

BKF 5-11

5.0 ±-5%

0-11

BKF 5-5

5.0 ±
- 10%

BKF 8-10

8.0 ±
- 5%

0-10

BKF 12-7

12.0 ±-5%

0-7

15.0 ± 5%

0-6

BKF 12-1.4

12.0 ±
- 10%

0-5
0-1.4

BKF 12-2.4

12.0 ±
- 10%

0-2.4

BKF 15-1.2
BKF 15-2

15.0 ±-10%

0-1.2

BKF 15-6

15.0 ±
- 10%

BKF 24-4

24.0 ±
-5%

0-4

BKF 24-0.8
BKF 24-1.2

24.0 ±
- 10%
24.0 ±-10%

0-2
0-0.8

BKF 28-4

28.0 ±
- 5%

0-4

BKF 28-0.6

28.0 ±
- 10%

0-0.6

BKF 36-3

36.0 ±
- 5%

0-3

BKF 28-1

28.0 ± 10%

0-1

BKF 48-2.5

48.0 ±
- 5%

0-2.5

0-1.2

The effects of source and load changes are reduced below 0.05%;
ripple is well under 500 microvolts, rms. Transistors and IC control amplifier are socketed for easy maintainability.
Kepco's BKF is designed for the OEM in the data processing,
business machine, or test equipment fields, where quality and reliability are paramount. The MTBF for Group Imodules is in excess of 60,000 hours; for Group H ( 100 W modules), the MTBF is
in excess of 50,000 hours, as computed per MIL HBK 217.
THE FULL STORY IS ON PAGE ELEVEN OF OUR CATALOG B-703.
IF YOU DON'T ALREADY HAVE YOUR COPY, SEND FOR ONE NOW.

KEFOD®

Write Dept. DA -13

MOM

KEPCO, INC. • 131-38 SANFORD AVENUE • FLUSHING, N.Y. 11352 • ( 212) 461-7000
TWX # 710-582-2531 • Telex: 12-6055 • Cable: KEPCOPOWER NEWYORK
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When You Buy aPower Supply,
Why Not Get the Best?
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A simple stepper solution

To the editor: Ihad aproblem similar to that described and solved by
Michael Doering in his Designer's
casebook, "Logic circuit converts
synchronous motor to stepper,"
[Electronics, Sept. 25, p.108]. My solution, with a four- phase A. W.
Haydon stepper motor, was simpler,
but it required a double- pull,
double-throw switch:

slocU

MEG

Readers comment

•
AMIS

TERM +

RASE

TEMP

INPUT e

AMPS MAE

JB

.
AMPU

• 6t ONPuT (a)

5

KA

Juu
CLOCK
INPUT
28 VDC to DC

28 VDC to 400 elt ,

400 eke to DC

(55,463 Hrs.)

(61,387 Hrs.)

(56,148 Hrs.)

Model C95D

Model S3D

Model W5D

Abbott's New Hi- Performance Modules
are designed to operate in the stringent environment required by aerospace systems — ( per MIL-E-5400K
or MIL- E-5272C) and MIL-STD461 for electromagnetic interference.
RELIABILITY - MTBF ( mean time
between failures) as calculated in
the MIL-HDBK-217 handbook can
be expected in excess of 50,000
hours at 100°C for all of these
power modules. The hours listed
under the photos above are the
MTBF figures for each of the
models shown. Additional information on typical MTBF's for our
other models can be obtained by
phoning or writing to us at the
address below.
QUALITY CONTROL — High reliability can only be obtained through
high quality control. Only the highest quality components are used in
the construction of the Abbott
power module. Each unit is tested
no less than 41 times as it passes
through our factory during fabrication — tests which include the sent-

tinizing of the power module and
all of its component parts by our
experienced inspectors.
NEW CATALOG— Useful data is contained in the new Abbott Catalog.
It includes a discussion of thermal
considerations using heat sinks and
air convection, a description of
optional features, a discussion of
environmental testing, electromagnetic interference and operating
hints.
WIDE RANGE OF OUTPUTS — The
Abbott line of power modules
includes output voltages from 5.0
volts DC to 3,650 volts DC with
output currents from 2milliamperes
to 20 amperes. Over 3000 models
are listed with prices in the new
Abbott Catalog with various inputs:

FF A

15

A

..11116

9
10
FF B

r12

SIGNETICS 322 DUAL FLIP FLOP JK

The outputs A, A, B and IT give
the required logic for the four
phases. In the case of the A. W.
Haydon motor, a single transistor
2N3569 was used to drive each
phase, as shown below:

MOTOR COIL
100 12
+18 V dc
1N4004

8

2N3569

*TYPICAL INPUT —
SIMILAR CIRCUITS ARE
USED FOR A, B, AND B.

By interchanging A and /-;
through adpdt switch, motor direction is reversed.
Note that the following modes are
used in the flip-flop:

60esc to DC, Regulated
400r\i to DC, Regulated
28 VDC to DC, Regulated

te .1

tn

28 VDC to 400G, 1 or 3,'
,
24 VDC to 604c+c , 1

Please see pages 930 to 949 of your 1970-71 EEM (
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS MASTER Catalog)

J

K

Q

0

1

0

1

0

1

for complete information on Abbott modules.

Send for our new 68 page FREE catalog.

abbott

transistor

LABORATORIES,
5200 W.

Jefferson

(213) 936-8185

Blvd. ' Los

Angeles

4

INCORPORATED

90016

1224 Anderson Ave. Fort lee, N.J. 07024

Cable ABTLABS

(201) 224-6900

Circle 6 on reader service card

Joel Schwartz
President
Bio-Optical Devices Inc.
White Plains, N. Y.
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The Sperry eye test
for display equipment buyers
The old saying " what you see is what you get" certainly
app ies to the purchase of equipment incorpo-ating displays — panel meters. DVM's, multimeters, counters,
inst -unents, calculators and other equipment. If you
can't clearly and easily read the information being displayed then you're not getting full product value. And,
you're obviously not getting equipment supplied with
advanced Sperry planar displays -f.
How do you tell if they're Sperry displays? Simply take
the Sperry eye test.
1. Do the displays appear as uniformly bright, continuous characters with no irritating gaps or filaments
and screens to redLce readability?
[7] YES [1] NO
2. Do the displays remain bright and clearly legible with
no glare or appreciable fading even under direct sunligh
E YES
El NO
3. Can you quickly, easily and accurately read the displays from 20 to 40 feet away?
D YES
D NO
4. When the unit is positiored within a130 viewing angle,
can you still clearly read the displayed characters?
fl YES
D NO

1
Sperry I/3 "

LED I/4 "

Sperry y,"

If you answered YES to all four questions, you already
have your eyes on eqt.ipment featuring preferred Sperry
displays.
If you answered NO to any of the questions you owe it
to yourself to take 3 comparison look at products
equipped with superior Sperry displays.
FREE BUYER'S GUIDE —

2
Sperry I/3 "

LED '4"

To help you make -.
he right equipment selection, Sperry
offers the handy " Buye's Guide for Equipment featuring

Sperry /
2 "
1

Electronic Displays". It's your's for the as.cing. Order
yoJr copy today by checking the reader service card or
phome or write: Sperry Information Displays Divison, P.O.
Box 3579, Scottsdale, Arizona 85257, telephone
(602) 947-8371.

3
Sperry 1,,,"

LED Vs"

Sperry /
2 "
1

SPER"«

Niivie '/2"

INFORMATION DISPLAYS

Sperry

LED V."

Sperry /
2 "
1

Niele

The above is a printed interpretation of the appearance of the more popular
displiays. You are encouraged to make the same comparisor with actual devices.

Sperry Vs"

Sperry 14"

units a-e available for use with red Miters

It's awhole new ball game in displays!
tPatents Pending

1r
SPEIZet,

RAND

"NIXIE is the regis'ered trademark of The Bur -oughs Corporation.

Cede 7 xi reader service card

These new additions,
Duals
5 & 10A PNPs
20A NPNs...
New Dual 10A NPN Power Darlingtons give you twice as much
in asingle package. And double the space efficiency. They're
ideal for full wave bridge applications such as stepper motor
drivers and converters and desirable as print hammer, servo,
relay and lamp drivers, and linear amplifiers. They provide
inherently higher reliability through the use of monolithic planar
Darlington chips.
The completely new PNP line beginning with 5A and 10A
devices and the 20A NPN additions provide design advantages
through unsurpassed performance in saturation voltage,
current gain, compact packaging and voltage ratings. It adds
up. We'll continue to give you more in Darlingtons because our
capabilities are still growing.
For complete specifications and prices, call Sales Engineering
collect at ( 617) 926-0404 Unitrode Corporation, Dept:12Y,
580 Pleasant Street, Watertown, Mass. 02172

it- LINE
POWER DARLINGTONS

add to our unequaled
Darlington capability.

paying less.

European production of ECL10,000 has started
First in the field is Philips
with a pin- for- pin compatible
family. Twenty devices are
currently available, more are
coming throughout 1973. Including
a 256- bit RAM and 1024- bit PROM.
As well as being the first and
only European produced
ECL range, Philips GX family
has other advantages.
Smalje but significant, is the
convenient type numbering. Philips
GXB 10102 is equivalent to the
ECL 10102, for example. And although
they are compatible, Philips GXB 10,000
does not suffer from spurious
oscillations. A special network
is built into every logic input to
ensure that the real part of the
input impedance stays positive.
The table straws you what's
available ( we're already delivering)
plus what's coming through 1973.
For price, delivery, technical and
quality control information contact:
Philips Industries,
Electronic Components and
Materials Division,
Eindhoven - The Netherlands.
In USA contact: Amperex Electronic
Corporation, 230 Duffy Avenue,
Hicksville, N.Y. 11802.

GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB

10101
10102
10105
10106
10107
10109
10110
10111
10115
10117
10118
10119
10121

Quad OR/NOR Gate with Strobe
Quad NOR Gate
Triple 2-3-2 OR/NOR Gate
Triple 4-3-3 NOR Gate
Triple Exclusive OR/NOR Gate
Dual 4-5 OR/NOR Gate
Dual 3-Input/3-Output OR Gate
Dual 3-Input/3-Output NOR Gate
Quad Line Receiver
Dual 2- Wide 0-A/O-A-1 Gate
Dual 2- Wide OR-AND Gate
4- Wide OR-AND Gate
4- Wide 0-A/O-A- IGate

*GXB 10124
*GXB 10125

Quad TTL to ECL Translator
Quad ECL to TTL Translator

GXB 10130
GXB 10131

Dual D Latch
Dual D Master-Slave Flip- Flop

*GXB
*GXB
*GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
GXB
*GXB
*GXB
*GXB
*GXB
*GXB

10132
10133
10136
10160
10161
10162
10164
10173
10174
10175
10179
10181

*GXB 10149
*GXB 95410
*To be introduced through 1973.

Dual Multiplexer with Latch
Quad Latch with Output Enable
Universal Up/Down Binary Counter
12- Bit Parity Generator/Checker
Binary 1 of 8 LOW Decoder
Binary 1 of 8 HIGH Decoder
8 Line Multiplexer
Quad Multiplexer with Latch
Dual 4-1 Multiplexer
Quint Latch
Look Ahead Carry Block
4- Bit Arithmetic Logic Unit
1024- Bit PROM ( 256 x4)
256- Bit RAM ( 256 x1)
PHILIPS
4431\

Electronic
Components
and Materials

40 years ago
From the pages of Electronics, December 1932

Give
your
sweep
and
signal
generators
a

bowl
Our boost is a2-500 MHz RF
Power Amplifier, known as the
Model 500L. This completely
solid-state laboratory instrument
will boost the output of any signal
source by 27 dB and provide
more than 11 volts P- Pinto 50
ohms. A combination of hybrid
integrated circuits and microstrip
construction, our state-of-the-art
amplifier will operate into any
load impedance (from an open to
a short circuit) without oscillation
or damage.
The boost. Priced at $295, it's
one of the great bargains of our
time. Give yourself aboost by
writing to Electronic Navigation
Industries, Inc., 3000 Winton
Road South, Rochester, New
York 14623. For an even faster
boost, call 716-473-6900,
TELEX 97-8283.
ql"""IP

F \l"
ENI ... The world's leader
in solid-state power amplifiers.
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According to G.R. Stanbury of the
Wool Industries Research Association, visual methods of wool comparison, although popular among
practical men, are unreliable; for instance, a black yarn on a white
background always appears to be
much more uneven than a white
yarn of similar quality on a black
background.
For accurate work a photo-electric method has now been developed. A shadow cast by a short
length of yarn affect Sthe amount of
light falling on a photoelectric cell
and the resulting current is measured and recorded with the aid of a
Lindemann electrometer. A constant- speed induction motor,
through a400-to- 1gear, drives both
the rollers which draw the yarn
across the slit placed before the cell,
and also the recording camera. The
results obtained agree quite well
with those obtained by weighing
yarn samples.

Procond is
young
(electronics
too)
Plastic film
and electrolytic capacitors
for entertainment
and professional
field.

At the Business Show held in New
York City this fall, the Royal Typewriter Company exhibited one of its
automatic electric typewriters which
continuously printed the same message. Ordinarily this machine was
not in motion, but if avisitor came
into the booth and reached for one
of a pile of circulars on the table
alongside the typewriter, the machine immediately began pounding
away, being controlled by a photocell, the beam of which was interrupted by the visitor's hand reaching for the circular.
In one of the plants of the International Paper Company it became
important to find some way of
counting the logs being ground up
into pulp while the logs were on
their way to the paper machine.
After trying various methods a
photoelectric cell was resorted to
with entire success, the logs being
automatically counted as they flash
by, carried by a rushing stream of
water moving at high speed. A projector lamp throws a beam of light
across the log raceway, and each log
that sweeps by intercepts the beam
and operates the counter.

PROCOND S.p.A. - 32013 Longarone. Italy.
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Ain(
bullish about
ceramic capacitors
The ceramic capacitor market is bullish. AVX
Ceramics, subsidiary of Aerovox Corporation,
turns bullish to meet industry's demands.
AVX Ceramics recognizing design, quality assurance and production as keys to satisfying the
market needs, beefs up operations to meet any
and all demands.
AVX Ceramics uses the industry's most advanced- production techniques, equipment and
controls — along with a highly qualified and
skilled staff.
AVX Ceramics' capabilities are unlimited. A
wide product line includes Ceralam multilayer
ceramic capacitors in chips, molded and dipped
radial, molded axial as well as ceramic discs,
tubular feed thrus, voltage multipliers and
ceramic filters.
When our new manufacturing facility opens in
six months, AVX will further enhance its position as the leading manufacturer of ceramic
capacitors through continuation of an outstanding line of quality products, increased production and assured on-time delivery.

4
.

ank CERALAMTm CHIPS
:*e
Type ULA

1PF through 50 MFD range in tolerances of 1%,
2%, 5%, 10% and 20%. Dissipation factor:
.1% to 2.5%. Working voltages of 25, 50 and
100V.
CERALAM RADIALS
Type CK05 — CK06 and
CKR05 — CKR06
Established Reliability
10 PF to 1 MFD range in tolerances of ± 10%
and ± 20%. Dissipation factor 2.5% maximum.
Working voltages of 50, 100 or 200 VDC.
CERALAM AXIALS
Type CK12 through CK16 and CKR11 through
CKR16 Established Reliability
10 PF to 3.3 MFD in tolerances of ± 10% and
± 20%. Dissipation factor 2.5% maximum. Working voltages 50 or 100 VDC.
For complete information, write AVX Ceramics
Corporation, P. 0. Box 867, Myrtle Beach, South
Carolina 29577.
(803) 448-3191.

e
ry»X
RAVICSCO PWATIO\
Braintree, Massachusetts
Electronics/December 18,1972
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FREE
Engineering
Handbook
From
Electromagnetic
Delay Lines
Including Dips
(Dual- In- Lines)

NEW ' 73 Edition
Terms ... engineering
definitions... how to
test methods.. .
specify delay lines...
characteristics of various
types ... specifications
... they're all included in
this concise. easy-to-read
handbook ... yoursfor
the asking.
LUMPED CONSTANT...
DISTRIBUTED CONSTANT
... VARIABLE
all three types are covered
in this reference
handbook.

RCL ELECTRONICS, Inc.,
General Sales Office.

Seven Hundred
South Twenty First Street
Irvington. New Jersey 07111
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People
NRMEC'S Beale set
for telecommunications
With anice-sized piece of the calculator and business-machine mos
business in its pocket, North American Rockwell Microelectronics Co.
is setting its sights on telecommunications. And the man in
charge is H. A. (Andy) Beale, most
recently manager of advanced systems at the Research and Technology division in NR's electronics
group in Anaheim, Calif. Beale's
function as director of telecommunications development will
include analyzing prospects for
NRMEC's existing products, and recommending areas for future effort.
Beale, 39, has ahead start in this
area. NRMEC is already delivering
complete 4,800- bit- per- second
adaptive modem assemblies to an
OEM customer, is making sets of
mos chips for American Data Systems to put in modems, and is producing lower-speed modem chips
for other manufacturers. The company has also developed a pushbutton- phone generator circuit
("We've had some good nibbles
from telephone suppliers"), and has
amicrocomputer set called the parallel-processing system that appears
useful in PABX and other telecommunications switching uses.
Beale says that NRMEC will continue to make both mos chips and
such value-added equipment as the
modem board. However, he evinces
no interest in marketing to endusers and expects to stick to the OEM
role. A good reason may be that
some of the products seem likely to
disappear as separate entities. Says
Beale: "The tendency is to integrate
modems into equipment, rather
than use standalones." For example, in low-speed one-chip modems, NRMEC emphasizes systems.
A part of Beak's work will involve tying together efforts in telecommunications in various parts of
NR's Electronics group. His background seems well-suited for that;
at the R&T division, he worked with
graphic systems, and earlier he supervised design of the original
Sharp calculator, as well as point-of-

Beale: NR's man for telecommunications.

sale terminal equipment. The Autonetics division—another part of the
group—is active in military telecommunications, and R&T has devoted considerable effort to simulation of communications systems.
Beale has worked at NR'S Electronics group and its predecessors
since he received his MSEE from
Stanford in 1956, but he obviously
relishes the new area he's in: "We
expect to have considerable ' 73
growth in the telecommunications
area."

Caffiaux heads EIA response
to Defense economy drive
When Jean Caffiaux departs his
Washington office at the Electronic
Industries Association at the end of
the day, he usually heads for asuburban Maryland- bound bus marked
"Leisure World." But, as staff vice
president of EIA's Government
Products division, Caffiaux more often than not totes a heavy attaché
case that suggests his after-office activities are not all leisure. For example, Caffiaux's latest effort involves pulling together an EIA task
force to determine what industry
can contribute to the Defense Department's design- to- cost goals
[Electronics, Aug. 28, p. 25].
"We are well under way," says
the lean 47-year-old manager, "on a
program that will come up with
some definite hard recommendations to DOD on the reduction of
data" required of contractors and
customers alike in the military procurement system.
From that effort, as well as more
than adozen other analyses of military contract cost escalators, Caffiaux figures that EIA's membership
may be able to come up with as
many as a half-dozen responses to
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The AN2532 got to be the largest
selling digital panel meter in the
world with Nixies. Now it's also available with abig, bright, up-front
Sperry planar display. You can read
it from wider viewing angles and you
can see it plainly from 25 feet. Makes
any front panel look more attractive.
But we didn't compromise any of
the 2532's best-selling features, like
accuracy 0.05%, stability of 50 ppm/°C,
floating bipolar differential inputs,
1000 megohms input impedance, BCD
outputs, low power requirements.
And reliability — few other meters
can survive our QC routine.

The AN2532 is still under $100 in
quantity and still backed by technical
assistance in the Analogic tradition.
Start by asking for complete technical information — we'll include our
28-page booklet on the theory and
applications of DPMs and our AIDDIA Reference Guide. Analogic
Corporation, Wakefield, Mass., (617)
246-0300, manufacturers of the
largest line of DPMs in the world.

ANALOGIC®.
Northeast, 617-235-2330, 203-966-2580, 315-446-0220
Mid Atlantic, 201-652-7055, 212-947-0379, 215-272-1444, 301-937-2215
Midwest, 314837-0597, 216-267-0445, 513-434-7500, 313-892-2500,
312-283-0713,913362-0919, 412-892-2953
South, 713-785-0581, 817-268-3505. 305-894-4401,919-227-2581,
305-773-3411, 813-867-7820, 205-534-9771
West, 3037443301, 505-523-0601, 602-946-4215, 505-2968303, 714-540-7160,
408-374-5220, 206-762-7664, 503-646-6064, 503-646-3416
Canada, 613-836-4411, 604-688-2619, 416-444-9111, 514-861-1375

THE MOST POPULAR DPM
HAS A NEW FACE
41
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High
pulse duty
capacitors
lot power
electronics
The newly developed capacitors
are the answer to improving
the reliability of your
equipment.
Please send for
the latest
technical catalogue.
16
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• WIMA MKC 10
Polycarbonate dielectric
(radial lead).

• WIMA MKP 10
Polypropylene dielectric
(radial lead).
All plastic design with
self healing properties.
Very low power factors
of up to 1to 3x10 -3 and
2 to 3x10 -4 .
Pulse rise time rating of
up to 150 V/ps.

• WIMA MKB 10
Polypropylene dielectric.
Metal case housing
similar capacitor units
to the WIMA MKP 10.
Capacitances up to 15 pF.
Pulse rise time rating of
up to 75 V/ps.

WILHELM
WESTERMANN
Spezialfabrik
für Kondensatoren
D-68 Mannheim 1
Fed. Rep. of Germany
Augusta-Anlage 56
P.O. Box 2345
Tel.: (621) 40 8012

the Director of Defense Research
and Engineering's drive to cut
weapons-system costs. Says DDR&E's
Jack Ganzler of the EIA effort, "give
us one good idea and we'll be
happy."
But Caffiaux, a determined optimist, suspects that EIA has more
than one. "We're going to explore
the concept of getting industry involved in DOD systems decisions at
earlier stages, before the contracts
are let, without the limiting factor of
hardware exclusions," he explains.
"And there are the questions of
standardization, greater use of standard modules, and the whole area
of using 'warranties' for systems"
similar to those offered on commercial and industrial-product lines.
Changes. Caffiaux's latest effort
reflects asignificant change in EIA'S
role since he joined the association
19 years ago as a staff engineer.
Then based in New York, "we had
offices looking out on an air shaft,"
he recalls, "and it was filled with pigeons. It seemed certain that they
would fly in and take over the conference room." Most of the effort of
the small overworked and overextended staff was devoted to trying
to write standards and assigning
type numbers and standards to
tubes and semiconductors.
Son of a New York City policeman, Caffiaux grew up in Bayside,
Queens. It was on Long Island that
he entered the electronics industry,
working seven years for Sylvania
Electric Products Co. there while
taking his BSEE nights under the
G.I. Bill at the polytechnic institute
of Brooklyn.
It was at Sylvania that he met his
wife Joann, the boss's secretary,
and, he recalls, "the only girl in the
operation" with half-a-hundred engineers. Now the father of two girls
and aboy, ranging in age from 19 to
14, Caffiaux lives in Silver Spring,
Md., where he indulges his interests
in reading, much of it in the area of
government and social growth, as
well as the more active hobbies as
"hunting, fishing, skeet-shooting,
and anything that involves camping
and the outdoors generally." He is
also teaching himself to play the
slide trombone.
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For the really tough applications,
OEM's like Magnavox choose HP.
We all know what collisions at sea
can mean to a company's reputation.
That's why Magnavox sought reliability
above all else in choosing the HP
2100A minicomputer for its all-weather,
worldwide Satellite Navigation System.
It brings added safety and economy to
the operation of large ocean-going
vessels. Including the new deep-draft
supertankers which must navigate
through narrow channels.
In fact, reliability is one of the
major reasons why OEM's are using
Hewlett-Packard's line of thoroughly
modern minis for their systems. But
reliability is not enough. Magnavox, like
any OEM, also must be competitive in
their market place. Hewlett-Packard's
2100A solved their need. Competitive?

Just try us!
And modular. So compact and
rugged that entire Magnavox systems

mentation, training, and service for the
OEM from Hewlett-Packard —
worldwide.

can be transferred from one vessel to
another. Adaptable, too. Commercial
transports, oil tankers, passenger ships,
exploration vessels for the Navy and

Are you laying your reputation on
the line without an HP mini? Call your

Coast Guard. Virtually every large ship
plying the waterways of the world can
use this system to pinpoint instantly its
position anywhere in the world.
Night or day.
Peripherals? HP offers OEM's a
wide range of competitively priced
system components to choose from. No

local HP sales engineer for del ails on
fitting the right mini into your system.
Or write Hewlett-Packard, 1501 Page
Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304,
Europe: P.O. Box 85, CH- 1217 Meyrin
2, Geneva, Switzerland; Japan: Vi-IP,
1-59-1, Yoyogi, Shibuya-Ku, Tokyo, 151.

more shopping around for compatible
black boxes for your system.
More competitive hardware,
firmware, software, spare parts, docu-

HEWLETT ikl

PACKARD
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The 90%
time-saver.
New Burndy One- Piece Contact
for Coax and Twisted Pair

We took five pieces and combined
them into one. The result? A onepiece contact, so much easier to
handle that it takes only 15-30
seconds to install. Not the usual
4-5 minutes. A solid 90% timesaving.
Just four simple steps are
required. Insert the coax or twisted
pair. Crimp the inner conductor.
Crimp the outer conductor. Heat
to reflow the solder.

You can expect fewer rejects and
more reliable connections because
quality control is improved along
the line. There are tiny
inspection holes to
permit avisual check
before each crimp is
made. A Burndy exclusive is the small
black dot that appears
when the soldering is
completed. It's aheatsensitive paint on the
outer ferrule that changes
color to indicate proper heat has been
applied for sufficient time.

A range of Burndy tooling is available
to let you match your job needs and
production rates precisely. For high
production, our bench mount CATS
machine can crimp and reflow solder
up to 240 contacts an hour. If you want
aportable system that works in limited
access areas, use our MINI-CATS
machine ( pictured left).
The new Burndy One- Piece
Contact is designed to work with our
Trim Trio System. It's interchangeable
with power contacts in round or rectangular connectors. And it can intermate
with existing multi-piece, sub- min
contacts. So, in addition to saving time
you save on inventory. And you open
up design options at the same time.

BURNCIY
NorNalk.Connecticut06856

INTERNATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS d. MANUFACTURING FACILITIES:
CANADA/E NGLAN D.FIE LGILIM.,ME TICO ,BRAZILDAPAN/ 3Ies Offices in Matm Cdies
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Meetings

Dear Gabby:

still fashionable
to use microminiature
incandescent lamps
instead of LEDs?"Datatron's Girl Gabby

Business and Equipment Exposition:
New York Hilton, New
York, Jan. 7-10.

"Is it

NRMA,

Aerospace Sciences Meeting: AIAA,
Sheraton-Park, Washington, Jan.
10-12.
International Solid State Circuits
Conference: IEEE, Marriott, Philadelphia, Feb. 14-16.

EAR GABBY: Is it still f
ash- DEAR SOLID: Could be. But
a Shelly 5-volt lamp is rated at
incandescent lamps over LED's?
100,000 hours. That's over 11
IN DOUBT ENGINEER years of continuous use. Will your
instrument
last that
Or system

D
ionable to choose microminiature

Aerospace and Electronic Systems
(Wincon): IEEE, Sheraton- U. of Pa.,
Philadelphia, Feb. 13-15.

DEAR

IN DOU BT: You bet! long?
Most designers don't want "redonly" on their displays. In some
cases it's prohibitive since it denotes "emergency". Sure, acouple
of makers have announced green
and amber LEDs, but they're in
ensive.
short supply and very exp
Another consideration. Shelly
On the other hand, Shelly Brite- lamps are easy to mount. Just drill
Eye micromintature incandescents a # 11 hole and snap them into
light up in blue, clear amber, your panel. And they're re-lampagreen & red — either with trans- ble from the front panel without
parent or translucent caps.
tools. Just remove the snap-on cap,
remove the lamps and insert a
new one. Takes just seconds.
GABBY
*
*
CONFIDENTIAL TO S.W. OF
CHICAGO:
If your boss just told you to get
the LED out he either wants you
to consider Shelly lamps before
15 standard Ti lamps come in
70 different cap styles. You can

freezing your design or he flunked
spelling in school.

GABBY

even specify a numeral, letter or
*
*
*
symbol on our Digicap. Try that
Send your questions — either
on aLED.
GABBY straight or humorous — to Gabby.
* * *
We'll mail a Flair pen for all re-

DEAR

GABBY: Don't LED's
last forever, and won't lamps burn
out?
SOLID STATE FAN

ceived and pay $ 100
question in future ad.

i
f we

use

ihelly/datotron
1562 Reynolds Ave / Santa Ana

IEEE International Convention (Intercon): IEEE, Coliseum and New
York Hilton, March 26-29.

Southwestern IEEE Conference and
Exhibition (Swieeeco): IEEE, Houston, Texas, April 4-6.
International Symposium on Circuit
Theory: IEEE, Four Seasons Sheraton, Toronto, Canada, April 9-11.
International Magnetics Conference
(Intermag): IEEE, Washington Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C., April
24-27.
Carnahan Conference on Electronic
Crime Countermeasures: IEEE, U. of
Kentucky, Carnahan House, U. of
Kentucky, Lexington, Ky., April
25-27.
Electron Device Techniques Conference: IEEE, United Engineering
Center, New York, May 1-2.
Naecon: IEEE, Sheraton,
Ohio, May 14-16.

Dayton,

International Symposium: sip, Statler-Hilton, New York, May 15-17.
Measurement and Test Instrument
Conference: IEEE, Skyline Hotel, Ottawa, Ont., Canada, May 15-17.

Cant 92711 / ( 714) 540-9330

Conference on Laser Engineering
and Applications: IEEE, OSA, Hilton,
Washington, D.C., May 30-June 1.

Automatic
Test Systems

20

Microelectronic
Testing

Timing
Instrumentation
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Shelly Indicators

Vidicue

and Readouts

TV Editors

National Computer Conference and
Exposition: Afips, New York Coliseum, New York City, June 4-8.
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8K MOS ROIVIs:
Delivered in four weeks flat!

(Just like every other device in Signetics MOS ROM line.)
No ifs, no buts. No gimmicks. Only Signetics
guarantees 8K static MOS ROMs— masked, tested,
shipped— in less than 30 days time. A fantastic 3-to- 1
improvement over any other supplier in the field.
Now extended to include the high-speed, high- density
capability you need so frequently today: an 8,192- bit
static ROM, the new Signetics 2580.
No shot in the dark: Signetics has already
proven this incredible four-week turnaround on all our
MOS ROMs— 1K, 2K, 4K, and now 8K.
8K of memory in
2048x4 organization. Fully
optimized to give you the
whole shooting match in
design simplication and
speed. Power supplies + 5V ( gb
and — 12V; 700 ns access time.
All 2580 inputs/outputs are totally TTL compatible.
With asingle TTL level clock. Fully operational to your
specs within four weeks, at only 0.20 abit, in 100-999
quantities— no premium for our exclusive fast delivery.
And how in the heck do we do it? We verify
your coding format from cards and send confirming
print-out to you in 24 hours. Masks and test
programs are computer- generated. Wafers are pulled
from inventory: processed, packaged, tested and
shipped. You get the works— on line, on time. In just
four weeks. Just the way you wanted them.
And what you want, Signetics makes sure you
get. Right down the entire MOS ROM line. Maximized
user-oriented circuits, in minimized user-oriented
time. To push designs into production faster. . and
pull systems out the door for quicker profits.

CS ROM SE
BIT
DENSITY

ORGANIZATION

POWER SUPPLIES

MAX. ACCESS
TIME ( NS)

COST/BIT
(100-999)

TYPE

8,192

2.048 x4

-,- 5, -- 12V

700

0 20c

2580N

5.184

64 x9 x9

+5, - 12V

750

0310

2526N

4,096

512 x8

+5, -- 12V

750

0.39e

2530N

3,072

64 x5 x 7

+5, — 5,

12V

600

0 290

2516N

2,560

64 x7 x 5

+5, — 5, -- 12V

600

0 35o

2513N

2,048

256 x8
512 x4

+5, - 12V

950

0.470

2461Y

2,048

256 x8
512 x4

+12, -- 12V

750

0.470

2430Y

1.024

256 x4
128 x8

+5, — 12V

950

0.94e

2451Y

1,024

256 x4
128 x8

+12, — 12V

750

0.940

2420Y

1,024

256 x4

+5, — 12V

950

0,880

24411

1,024

256 x 4

+12, - 12V

750

0.880

24101

Signetics Corpora ion

811 E. Argues Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086
MOS ROMs in only 4 weeks? Prove it to me.
Please send:
E delivery quotes on parts circled above.
LI specs and data on your new 8K ROM, the 2580, plus your
ROM selection guide and cross-reference chart.

Name
Title
Company
Address
City
Telephone

State

Zip

Signebcs Corporation — A subsidiary of Corning Glass Works

signuties
Electronics/December 18 1972
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Hewlett-Packard
Series 9800.
file Name
And Number
rlhafil ShortenYour
Path SIM
Tk Final Solution.

Get your hands on aSeries 9800 Calculator System and you'll experience
why it's the shortest, simplest path. From
the outset you're certain to notice four
outstanding features.
The modular, plug-in architecture that
lets you design your own keyboard. The
choice of memories that lets you pick the
capacity you need today— with room to
grow for tomorrow. The extensive line
of Series 9800 Peripherals that lets you
handle data in the form best for your
operation. And the instrument interface
that lets you plug in test instruments for
real-time data acquisition.
But one Series 9800 feature really
stands out. Conversation. Our calculators " speak" English, German, French,
Italian, Spanish — even Japanese. In
complete words and sentences, and
scientific symbols. To solve aproblem
you set up a dialogue with your 9800
Calculator. Talk to it through the key-

board. It talks back to you through its
exclusive alphanumeric printer (and
display on some models).
That's the idea. Here's the payoff. On
the left is atypical equation solved with
the HP Alpha Printer. On the right, the
same equation solved without alpha.

identification of each portion of your
solution. And the confidence that you

munity. Today, our line starts with the
dynamic Model 35 Calculator — ashirt-

can send data to your colleagues and
have them understand it.

pocket size electronic, super slide rule.
Goes to our Series 9800 Programmable
Calculators. To our 2100 Minicomputer

Moreover, with these easy-to-comprehend user instructions, your assistants
can confidently and reliably operate a
9800 Calculator with no computer
training whatsoever.
Series 9800 users in science, engineering, medicine, and business have
been telling us this silent, built-in
"mini-typewriter" is the greatest boon
to problem solving since the invention
of the electronic calculator. (Note: If
you need the formatting versatility of a
full-fledged typewriter, we offer one of

SOLUTION TO
QOHDRATIC
EQUATION
ie THE FORM
AX + BX.C=0
ENTER

A=

ENTER B.
ENTER

C.

-0.108
0.066

COMPLEX ROOTS
REAL PART.
-h.580
IMAGINARY PART=
0.866pe

those. Also with complete Alphanumerics.)
This Printer is but one example of the

The benefits? Instant verification of

technology that's enabled us to offer the
widest and most exciting line of com-

your program and input data. Positive

puting alternatives in the scientific corn-

For more information. circle reader service no. 217

family. On through to our System 3000,
amulti-lingual, multi-programming
computer.
The shortest, simplest path? We'll
send you maps in the form of definitive
literature. Or we'll be happy to guide
you with ademonstration of the Series
9800— right at your desk. Just call your
nearby HP Sales Office. Or write:
Hewlett-Packard, P.O. Box 301, Loveland, Colorado 80537.
1,92/6

HEWLETT hPACKAD
HP sales, service, and support in 172 cities in 6% countries.

For ademonstration, circe reader service no. 218

For information on the HP-35, circle reader service no. 219

You know the bends. That's when connector
pins are bent or damaged during mating by
misaligned plug and receptacle.
The bends just can't happen with Bendix
SJT connectors. Pins are recessed. Stronger,
too. And that makes them 100% scoop proof.
You get positive protection whether the pins
are in receptacle or plug.
You get five- key polarization, too. And that
makes mismating athing of the past.
Another key feature: Bendix 100% scoopCircle 24 on reader service card

proof SJT connectors conform to the mounting dimensions of low silhouette (JT) series II
MIL- C-38999 connectors. They're available in
lightweight shell sizes from 8 to 24 with from
3to 128 crimp type contacts accommodating
wire gauges from 12 to 28.
Now then. Like to put an end to the bends?
Write for our new SJT catalog.
The Bendix Corporation, Electrical Components Division, Sidney, New York 13838.

Electronics newsletter

AMI, Motorola
jointly developing
4,096- bit RAM

Raytheon wants
to buy MOS setup

IBM puts
n-channel Schottky
,
on one chip

Russians want
to buy U.S.
ATC equipment

VA awards pay
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A cooperative effort to develop a 4,096-bit mos random-access
memory is believed to be in the works between Motorola Semiconductor and American Microsystems Inc. The device, said to have
reached the prototype stage, is an n-channel, silicon-gate read/write
memory intended for medium-speed applications. Tests of the first devices reportedly indicate that they will hit atarget access time of 200
nanoseconds. Standby power is 1microwatt per bit.
One semiconductor marketing executive says, "To be afactor in the
RAM market, you need asecond source, but the AMIMotorola deal is
unique in that they've worked together in developing the part from the
beginning."

Raytheon Corp. is on the acquisition trail. The company, which for the
lack of abetter investment has been buying its own stock on the open
market, has set aside $75 million for acquisitions. Part of this has been
funneled to Raytheon Semiconductor in Mountain View, Calif., for the
acquisition of an mos facility. The company several years ago let go of
its small mos effort, but now it wants to buy back in— this time with a
going facility so that Raytheon can participate immediately in the mOsmemory business.
Meanwhile, in bipolar memories, Raytheon Semiconductor still has
not delivered any of the 1,024bit V-ate RAms, it announced ayear ago.
The latest effort to get things going has included diversion of a halfmillion dollars from development of ECL and Schottky TTL—to the
V-ate project. The schedule now calls for athousand or so parts to be
shipped by the end of the first quarter of 1973.

The goal of building memories with infinite speed and packing density
at infinitesimal power consumption may have been brought a step
closer by researchers at IBM's Watson Research Center, Yorktown
Heights, N.Y. They have combined standard n-channel mos processing and Schottky- barrier diodes on asingle chip. The result: a2,048-bit
random-access memory with access time of 30 nanoseconds and cycle
time of 120 ns. Chip size is 190 by 135 mils. The memory, which uses
high- barrier Schottky diodes as bit drivers and low-barrier (reversebiased) diodes as loads, had an average cell standby power of 200
nanowatts, which works out to a mere 200 millowatts per chip.

Russian interest in U.S. equipment to upgrade Soviet air-traffic control
systems and navigation aids is sparking a U.S. Government- industry
plan to assess and meet that market. In closed Dec. 12 and 13 meetings,
the FAA briefed industry on the Soviet civil air system. Tops on Russia's
shopping list are terminal area ATC systems, followed by ATC simulation, ATC training aids, and landing systems. One company puts the potential market at $ 1billion.

l'he Veterans Administration has awarded disability compensation to a
Korean war veteran for cataracts allegedly caused by microwave radi-
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ation. The action marks the first time any Federal agency has recognized any injury directly related to microwave radiation.
The veteran, Arthur Kay of New York City, was declared 20% disabled. " I'm going to appeal to the New York office for at least 60%,"
says Kay. In addition, he says he plans to appeal again to the Board of
Veterans Appeals in Washington for other disabilities.

Video disk for
commercial use

IEEE may open
show floor to
sales activity

Autonetics works
on inertial nay
for Trident sub

Addenda
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While competitors like RCA and Philips are rushing to get avideo disk
ready for the consumers, Arvin Systems Inc., Dayton, Ohio, claims that
its new magnetic video disk recorder already has a $ 1million backlog in
the educational/industrial market. Priced at $4,000, the system uses a
flexible disk mounted in a $ 25 Discassette that is inserted into the
player in much the same way as an audio tape cassette.

Exhibitors at the IEEE show in New York next March very likely will be
able to make sales and close deals on the exhibit floor, if the Internal
Revenue Service approves the institute's application for a new tax
status. The application was dictated by the recent members' vote to
amend the institute's constitution.

The Autonetics division of North American Rockwell Corp. is hard at
work on inertial navigation systems for the upcoming Trident class of
missile- firing submarines. Sea trials of an advanced-development model
of an Autonetics inertial unit that uses electrostatic gyros will begin in
January or February aboard the uSS Compass Island, aNavy test ship.
Both Autonetics and Honeywell Inc. in St. Petersburg, Fla., have Navy
funds to develop electrostatic gyros and run the sea trials.
An Autonetics source says that, to avoid detection, the new inertial
units in the Trident subs will have to be able to run for weeks without
any updating. Autonetics also supplied the Ships Inertial Navigation
System ( SINS), which runs for days without updating, aboard today's
Polaris and Poseidon subs. A source says the initial Trident boats could
carry either the new inertial units with strapdown electrostatic gyros or
an updated version of the SINS for the Polaris/Poseidon boats. Autonetics is updating its SINS units, which use conventional gimbeled gyros, to
be ready for either eventuality.

Intersil Inc. of Cupertino. Calif., which introduced a $ 1- perswitch
analog gate six months ago, is about to introduce anew 12- product line
of the devices. But this time they'll be c- MOs devices. . . . Data General Corp. is making its own cores for computer memories. . . . The
tight supply situation in lightemittingdiode displays should be helped
by the entry of anew firm, Epidyne Corp. of El Segundo, Calif., into the
GaAsP field. . . . The Defense Department's drive to have contractors
design to cost [
Electronics. Aug. 28. p. 25] and then hold them to it in
future business reportedly was a significant element in the Pentagon's
refusal to permit cost overruns on the F-14. A court fight seems certain
now that the contractor, Grumman, refuses to deliver 48 more to the
Navy at an estimated price of $ 570.1 million.
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This tape cartridge
may be new to you.

It isn't to your competition.
Our new 1
4 inch "Scotch" Brand
/
Data Cartridge has done everything
we said it would. Evaluation by some
eighty major peripheral equipment
manufacturers worldwide proved it.
They really put the cartridge
through its paces. Backwards and
forwards, at operating speeds to 90
ips and with start/stop accelerations
to 2000 in/sec 2.
They checked out its
1600 bpi packing density, and its
expected lifetime of more than 5000
passes. They tested its single-point
drive, with no external tape guidance, no pinch rollers, no capstans
and no pressure pads. They found out
that its tape handling is fast, precise

and gentle at all times because the
cartridge functions as its own transport. Their conclusion: the " Scotch"
Brand Data Cartridge offers reel-toreel tape deck performance, but with
cassette convenience and price.
In fact, the cartridge tested out so
well and was so easy to use that manufacturers are announcing complete
low cost digital storage systems built
around it. And others are building

drives just for it.
If you haven't done so, isn't it time
that you too evaluated the " Scotch"
Brand Data Cartridge? Give us a
week for delivery; we'll put the solution to your data handling problems
in the palm of your hand. Data Products, 3M Company, 300 South Lewis
Road, Camarillo, Ca. 93010. Telephone ( 805 ) 482-1911. Extension
371/385. TWX 910-336-1676.

Data Products

Hm

COMPANY

We cut one diode's
delivery time 50%
so an OEM could meet
his deadline.
Fighton, Inc., Rochester, N. Y., makes electrical power
supplies and transformers. Production schedules are tight.
Their suppliers weren't always able to deliver the thyrector
diode they needed on time. Until General Electric Sales
Assistant Kathy Calkins heard about it from one of our
industrial distributors.
She began phoning Fighton and offering our services.
They're not a huge company. In fact, they're minorityowned and managed, and fairly young. At first they
seemed alittle skeptical about GE's direct interest in them.
But Kathy kept at it. Finally she convinced them to
give us a try. Our delivery schedules looked good.
Prices were fine. Best of all, we seemed sincere.
Kathy then began to get things moving for Fighton.
Normal delivery time for the diodes was 8-12
weeks. Our plant cut it to four weeks. And
GE got the order through the distributor.
Fighton got their components on time. And
GE gained agood customer. As Kathy said,
"If Ican identify what a customer really
wants and solve his problems, then I've got
an order."
Kathy and others like her at GE want to
keep you happy. Because you're acustomer.
And keeping customers happy by providing
better service is how to keep our business
healthy. 690-13

GE won't leave you alone.
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Test system's
computer simulation
replaces hardware
RCA Equate, built for Army,
does away with racks of
sweepers, oscillators, other
gear, permits 100% testing
If design engineers can use computers to simulate electronic equipment, why can't test engineers substitute computer simulation for test
equipment? They can. This is the
approach taken by the RCA Aerospace Systems division, Burlington,
Mass., in developing the Equate
comprehensive test system.
Its name an acronym for electronic quality-assurance test equipment, Equate could not only potentially do more than such other
automatic test systems as Vast or
RCA's own Sate or Dimate systems,
but it also is smaller, faster, and
much less expensive.
Substitution of computer hardware and software— mostly software— for expensive analog and digital test gear sets Equate apart from
prior automated test systems. Instead of merely controlling the system, Equate's Data General Nova
800 minicomputer also helps compile test programs, generates all test
stimuli up to 1 megahertz, and
analyzes all results. And because
Equate operates under software
control, it can be tailored rapidly to
the needs of nearly any type of electronic test. Because it substitutes
software for test hardware, IC counters, shift registers, and d-a converters, Equate can replace racks of
conventional and costly pulse, word,
and function generators, sweepers,
oscillators, amplifiers, and more.
For example, fast Fourier compu-
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tation can make unnecessary such
costly instruments as multimeters,
distortion analyzers, demodulators,
and spectrum analyzers. Indeed,
RCA engineers even claim to have
improved on the performance of
most of these devices.
Equate grew out of the Army's
need for more thorough testing of
electronic gear. Until now, nearly
everything the Army has bought,
from battlefield- radar systems to
walkie-talkies, has been sampletested—say, a few units per hundred—and it's been necessary to
limit even those tests to a few parameters. There was a need for a
comprehensive, flexible test system
with low initial price and low overhead that could make 100% testing
cost-effective.
On time. RCA signed in mid- 1971
to develop Equate for $650,000. Delivery was set for June 1973. So far,
say RCA spokesmen, development is
ahead of schedule, and the Army
Electronics Command's Production
Engineering branch in Philadelphia
should receive the first system on
time. What's more, the Army's desire for low initial cost and overhead
should be met.
In quantity, Equate could sell for
as little as $ 300,000 for use in commercial environments; units built to
military specifications would probably cost $200,000 more. In contrast,
the price is $ 1.5 to $ 2 million for a
Dimate system. Also, while Dimate
could test only to 500 MHz and required 11 racks full of discrete test
equipment, Equate runs up to 18
GHz and takes only athird as much
floor space.
To cut the number of true rf components, each has been made to
cover as broad aband as possible. A

single attenuator, for example, covers aband from 1to 12 GHz. Components also do double duty: generators serve as local oscillators, and
attenuators not only control stimulus amplitude, but they also simulate range attenuation (as in radio
or radar applications).
An Equate program is constructed from a series of subroutines, each of which may allow the
system to emulate a complex hardware setup. To compose an appropriate test program, the user need
only know the specifications to be
checked and their tolerances, as well
as the logical sequence of events in
the test procedure.
After acceptance, RCA plans to
begin marketing Equate nationwide. As soon as it compiles statistics that it hopes will show that
100% testing can at least be costcompetitive with sampling, RCA
plans to pitch the system to most
major military contractors, the airlines—which are already interested
in cutting overhead by automating
testing— and other military services.
There already have been some nibbles from other services. And
Equate's software flexibility means
that it can be tailored to different
needs, keeping the price low.
El

Memories

Bell builds fast
pVOS RAM
Those who have counted out
p-channel mos technology for fast
mainframe applications had better
take another look. Using a single-
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Fast p. Bell

Labs has built this p-MOS

memory that has an access time of under
150 ns, dissipates 100 milliwatts.

transistor cell construction in
p-channel silicon, Bell Laboratories
has built a 1,024-bit random-access
memory that operates from 10-volt
clock systems, has aconservative access time of less than 150 nanoseconds, and dissipates only 100 milliwatts for the entire memory. This
performance compares with about
350 ns and 350 mw for presently
available 1,024-bit p-RAMs, such as
the 1103.
More significant, the Bell RAM
was built with fairly loose 10-micrometer fabricating rules. And although the Bell researchers didn't
say so, it's clear that if tighter 5-ttm
geometry is used, the device could
be operated at 50-ns access times,
even faster than any n- channel
1,024-bit memory on the market.
What's more, it would be almost as
fast as the new bipolar 1,024-bit
RAMs that are now coming on the
market.
The key to Bell's single-transistor
approach is an ion-implanted process and double-level tungsten refractory metal system that minimizes the number of contacts
within the array, making the
memory more reliable and giving
higher yields. Because no contacts
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are needed between the first tungsten metalization and the silicon,
only one contact is required for every two cells, compared to the two
or three contacts per cell for conventional silicon-gate RAMs.
Alignment. The refractory metal
also serves as an alignment step, as
in the silicon-gate process; selfalignment here minimizes the cell
area (5mil 2/bit), while reducing the
capacitance on the data lines. (This
data-bus capacitance, which robs
the memory of speed, was responsible for the failure of previous attempts at single-transistor cells.)
Cell fabrication is accomplished
with an ion-implanting step for
source, drain, and channel stop.
During the fabrication, one of the
tungsten metal layers is used for one
side of the cell capacitor, and astandard diffusion for the other side,
with astandard thin oxide between
them. Cell capacitance is about 0.4
picofarad, compared to 0.7 pF for
the bus line. This high ratio of cell
capacitance to bus capacitance
means that the data swing outputs
in excess of 0.2 milliampere differential current can be detected quite
easily by conventional sense amplifiers.

Mostek does away
with cell contacts
Although there's much talk about
4,096-bit n-channel random-access
memories, precious few products are
actually on the market—only Microsystems International Ltd. of Montreal has one. Undaunted, Mostek
Corp. of Dallas has developed an-

POLYSI LICON

NITRIDE/OXIDE
I
NSULATOR

other n-channel process that should
cause even more talk.
What Mostek has-is asingle-transistor-cell technique that eliminates
all cell contacts within the array.
The results promise to be impressive: 300-nanosecond access time,
active power of only 60 microwatts
per bit, and transistor-transistorlogic compatibility in both inputs
and outputs. And since only one
transistor per bit is required, instead
of the three or four needed by other
n-channel approaches, there's apossibility for even more density.
A single-transistor cell requires
that charge be stored in acapacitor.
Clearly, this storage capacitor must
be as large as possible because when
the transistor is turned on during a
read cycle, the charge is redistributed between the cell capacitance
and the bus capacitance (a single
bus serves 64 drains in an entire row
of cells). Consequently, if the logic
swings are to be great enough to be
sensed with a sense amplifier, the
storage capacitor must be big and
the bus capacitance small.
To Mostek, this indicated a selfaligning gate process, which would
minimize the bus capacitance. But
in most silicon-gate processes, the
polysilicon cannot cross adiffusion,
so the row-select line would have to
be metal and the bus line would
have to be a diffusion—requiring a
contact for each cell.
No contacts. The new Mostek
process, acombination of self-aligning and metal gates, gets rid of all
the contacts, while yielding a suitably large storage capacitor in small
enough chip spaces to accommodate
the 4,096 bits on the chip. Selfaligned metal gates are used for the
transistors, while polysilicon forms
the grounded plate of the storage
capacitor and makes the interconnections throughout the circuit.
No contact holes are required
within the cell matrix.
Eliminating contacts greatly simplifies the technology, since the
creation of contact holes is one of
the major factors in reducing yields
Simpler. This single-transistor-cell n-channel RAM eliminates all cell contacts within
the array. It's by Mostek.
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from mos fabrication— there are which move, are big, and require in7,000 contacts in the cell matrix of a terfacing of magnetic and semiconductor technologies.
conventionally built 4,096-bit RAM.
Bell Labs thinks so. Using atwoIn fabrication, an n-type diffusion
level refractory gate-channel process
is used to fabricate the bus as well
that requires only a slight modias to make the transistor source and
fication to standard mos-device fabone plate of the storage capacitor.
rication, workers at Bell's Murray
Again, the other plate of the capaciHill, N.J., labs have built explortor is made by a grounded polysiliatory CCD shift registers, ranging
con layer. In addition, an oxidefrom 16 to 128 bits in length, that
nitride sandwich is used for the storage capacitors because nitride has a bear out the promise of charge-coupling for memories. Significantly,
higher dielectric constant than does
quite loose ( 10-micrometer) fabricaoxide, resulting in 2.5 to 3times the
ting rules were used to build these
capacitance per unit area.
devices, but even so, it appears that
the process makes 4,000-bit chips
feasible. If commercially tighter

Charge coupling

photolithographic methods are
used—with, say, 5- to 6-lim tolerances—then 8-kilobit register chips
would result.
Bell uses a doubleimplant process. A barrier implant under the
gate gives the device a charge-flow
bias and makes a two-phase structure possible. A heavily doped implant between adjacent CCD electrodes forms conductive regions,
which render device performance
insensitive to electrode widths and
interelectrode gaps—two yield-killers of earlier devices. Because of this
inter-cell implant, the Bell registers,
which are called "conductively connected charge-coupled devices," or

used in memories
Though the work in charge-coupled
devices being aired these days is
mostly confined to facsimile and
vidicontype imaging, the chargetransfer technique is destined to impact semiconductor memories as
well. RCA, Fairchild Semiconductor,
Bell Labs, IBM, General Electric,
and Texas Instruments all are
known to have laboratory programs
in CCD memory. Others probably
conducting research include Intel,
Hughes, National, and Signetics.
But taking a CCD memory to the
market is much tougher than selling
the imaging type, because the
memory makers already have at
their disposal excellent technology
in self-aligned mos, and solid-state
imaging has next to nothing. What's
more, ccos are inherently serial, not
lending themselves to random-access schemes, and this could shut
out a good piece of the memory
market. However, parallel accessing
could conceivably be used.
Nevertheless, for shift registers,
charge coupling has a lot going for
it: it has no inter-cell connections, so
its yield should be high, and it
should be cheap to build. Since its
parts are small, it should be very
dense, and it's fast. Indeed, many
predict CCD register chips of 10,000
bits with data rates of 20 megahertz.
Some experts believe that this kind
of shift-register component will signal the end of medium-size disks,
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NOAA team uses doppler radar
as asuper bird-watching system
Bird- watching is popularly pictured
as requiring no more equipment
than a quiet afternoon, a wooded
area, and binoculars. But a pair of
researchers at the national oceanic
and atmospheric administration
(NOAA) would bring ornithology up
to date by using doppler radar to
track birds in flight. Preliminary results indicate that the technique
could help pilots dodge flocks of
birds around airports,
as well as help ornithologists solve some
of the ages- old mysteries of bird migration.
Electronics engineer
John L. Green and
physicist Ben B. Balsley, amateur ornithologists at NOAA's
Aeronomy Laboratory,
Boulder, Colo., say
that doppler is better
than conventional radar used by some sophisticated bird-watchers because it can give a
continuous measurement of the
bird's movements toward, or away
from, the antenna. As different bird
types yield different spectral signatures, doppler radar could be used
to catalog specific species characteristics, meaning that birds under

study would no longer have to be
captured and banded to determine
their habits
"We did the experiment at low
power with a ' giant' 100-milliwatt laser at first," Green says. " We purposely used low power so we could
see the birds and corroborate the
results."
They now are building a 1- kilowatt laser to make measurements
out to 1kilometer—distance is a function of
power and antenna
gain, Green notes.
The
part-time
$46,0 00 study is
funded by the Air
Force, which loses
several pilots and millions of dollars worth of
jet-engine parts a year
from collisions with
birds. "The Air Force
needs to know whether
the target is a flock of
small birds or one big
bird," Green says. By June 1973,
the research duo hopes to answer
whether or not the technique can be
incorporated easily into existing airtraffic control systems and whether
the doppler radar technique can
discriminate finely enough to satisfy
all potential users.
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Couples. Bell Labs has built exploratory
CCD shift registers of 16 to 128 bits.

c4D, will also be less sensitive to
drifts in oxide charge in the space
between the cells. All this adds up to
higher yields and more efficient and
faster devices. And most important,
they are built by aprocess that Bell
already has available at its production facilities.

Solid State

Ion implantation
comes to up amps
That ion implantation has left the
laboratory and taken its place
alongside diffusion as a standard
fabricating tool is not surprising.
But the implantation technique has
proliferated in areas never dreamed
of for diffusion—in optical waveguides, light-emitting diodes, power
amplifiers, and silicon bipolar transistors.
Now implantation is even being
applied to the old operational amplifier, and the results are startling.
Using implanted complementary
transistors, workers at Bell Laboratories in Reading, Pa., have designed op amps with slew rates of
600 volts per microsecond. What's
important is that these speeds can
be achieved at very modest power
levels: 50 milliwatts total is all that's
required to power these devices, a
power level several times smaller
than other high-speed op amps that
consume agreat deal of power.
True, high-slew-rate op amps can
be built with lateral pnp construction, but these devices dissipate up-
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wards of several hundred milliwatts
at the highest speed and require
special techniques to remove the
heat. Complementary pnp, on the
other hand, conserves power and
therefore can be operated fast—but
it is hard to build with standard diffusion, since a double epitaxial
structure is usually necessary for
complementary structures.
Enter ion implantation. This
method is ideal for building double
epitaxial structures because, with it,
the doping profile can be controlled
to whatever degree is required. The
result: complementary pnp and npn
devices that are as stable and easy
to fabricate as conventional lateral
PnP•
Two epi layers. Bell's op amps are
made with two n-type epitaxial layers on ap-type substrate, with boron
implants at each level for precise
profile control. First, a high-resistivity, n-type epitaxial layer is deposited. Boron is then implanted to
form the collector of the pnp and
also to isolate the npn. Next, the
second, lower-resistivity, n-type epitaxial layer is deposited. After that,
boron is again implanted on the surface of the pnp region and into the
isolation areas of the npn in amanner that duplicates the pattern of
the first layer. The boron is next diffused until the diffusion profile
overlaps through the epitaxial layers.
Phosphorus is then implanted to
act as alow-temperature predeposit
for the base of the pnp. Next, the
npn base diffusion is adjusted to
give the required sheet resistance
for diffused resistors—about 200
ohms per square. Then the pnp and
npn emitter diffusions follow.
El

Interdigitation
for high power
Getting high power out of a microwave transistor is no mean trick—at
high frequencies, device losses are
high, efficiency is low, and most of
the power goes up in heat. But Daniel Ch'en, a microwave-device specialist at Texas Instruments, thinks

he has the answer: interdigitated
emitter-electrode structures, rather
than matrix types, for powers that
range to, say, 10 watts and more at
frequencies of 3 gigahertz and
higher.
Although interdigitated transistors have been used in many military microwave projects, they are
not widely commercially available.
But Ch'en thinks that their time has
come.
To prove his point, Ch'en and his
colleagues at TI'S Central Research
Laboratory have built 3GHz interdigitated transistors that are probably better than any commercial
matrix structure.
Achieving 45% efficiency, these
transistors generate 10 w of continuous power at 3GHz with a9-decibel gain.
The use of arsenic-diffused emitters for high fr is especially well
suited to the interdigitated emitter
structure. The reason is that the resulting higher series resistance that
kills performance in the matrix
structure can be avoided with the
interdigitated device by using a boron- doped oxide. Indeed, when
these emitters were phosporous-diffused, f
T of 4
GHz was obtained with
1-micrometer geometry. This lead to
a50% increase in f. over other devices.
Ch'en also has good ideas for
achieving these high powers at
higher X-band frequencies. Under
development at TI is adouble-metal
interdigitated design. The first layer
of metal would be the interdigitated
emitter, say; then a thin dielectric
layer would be added for isolation,
then over the dielectric would go
another set of electrodes for the
base.
This double-metal technique has
the advantage of minimizing the
difficulty of narrow spacing between
electrodes that's needed for highfrequency, high-power operation.
The dielectric would allow the electrodes to overlap so that fabrication
rules need not be so stringent. Another advantage is that, since the
base-electrode pattern is now on the
bottom of the chip, flip-chip heatsinking methods are anatural. And
removing heat from atransistor op-
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erating at, say, 10 GHz with 10 w is
going to be a major consideration
for design engineers.

Space electronics

SEP looks
into the moon
Apollo 17, the last scheduled moon
lander, also is scheduled to perform
the most exacting geological experiments yet in the Apollo series—perhaps the most highly sophisticated
ones in the truncated spaceflight
series. Among them is the so-called
surface electrical-properties experiment, or SEP, which uses radio emission to "see" into the moon in hope
of discovering unsuspected layering,
large subsurface rock masses, and
perhaps even water.
Gene Simmons, MIT professor of
geophysics, conceived and developed the experiment. A solar-powered radio transmitter on the surface transmits data to a receiver
mounted on the lunar rover. Both
were built by the Raytheon Co.
Equipment divison, Sudbury, Mass.
Interferometry techniques measure the dielectric and attenuation
properties of the moon's surface. A
reference radio path in free space
above the surface (path 1 in the
drawing) is compared to a subsurface wave (path 2), which is delayed

an amount proportional to the dielectric constant of material just below the moon's surface. This delay
produces an interference pattern between the two waves, which is recorded at the SEP receiver and
brought back to earth for analysis.
A third propagating radio wave
will be reflected from any subsurface layers that have significantly
different dielectric properties. Thus,
the SEP experiment will be able to
detect such layering as deep as 1or
2kilometers into the moon's crust.
Since dielectric constants vary
slightly with frequency, six separate
frequencies will be transmitted consecutively and repeated periodically
as the moon rover traverses the surface. The frequencies are about 1, 2,
4, 8, 16, and 32 megahertz. Each frequency also will be sampled for
each of two transmitter polarizations and for each of three mutually
perpendicular receiver-antenna orientations.
While astronauts on the surface
are conducting the SEP experiment,
high- frequency radio waves will be
beamed down from the orbiting
command module in an attempt to
make a similar subsurface profile
over a much larger area of the
moon. The radio-propagation speed
measurements made possible by the
SEP will calibrate this experiment,
called the lunar sounder. And since
for the foreseeable future, radar will
be the only continually available
method of lunar and planetary ex-

Under the skin. Using interferometry techniques, Apollo's SEP will measure dielectric and
attenuation properties of moon's surface. The object is to " see" what lies below it.
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ploration, this sort of calibration is a
necessity for accurate studies of
other planets.

NASA plans
a heavyweight
asking Administration approval to begin developing an Earth
Observation Satellite (Eos) in fiscal
1974. If approved, the new satellite
would be the first of a projected
series of heavyweight satellites that
would be huge trucks weighing up
to 5,000 pounds at launch.
"EOS would be the first spaceshuttle- compatible spacecraft,"
states Charles W. Mathews, associate administrator for applications.
When the shuttle becomes operational late this decade, it will affect
satellite design because it can be
used to repair satellites in orbit, or
retrieve them, thus changing some
concepts of reliability. Moreover, to
cut costs, NASA is turning more
toward modularization of proven
subsystems. Thus, "EOS will be abasic spacecraft with plug-in weatherand earth-sensing modules," Mathews says.
The preliminary design shows a
cumbersome-looking satellite that
would unfold like a Chinese box to
deploy solar cell panels and sensing
apparatus.
"It looks like a box because it
really is a shipping crate," comments Arch B. Park, chief of the
earth resources survey program. Design of EOS could use existing hardware, but the satellite would have a
very large earth-viewing area for
important day and night global coverage, he says, and pack a lot of
gear. For comparison, the successful
General Electric-built Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS1) launched this year weighed about
2,200 lb at launch.
EOS is the first of three projected
families of basic spacecraft NASA
wants to build. But the other two,
the middleweight Interior Operational Satellite (los) and the lightweight Small Applications Technology Satellite (SATs), have yet to
NASA is
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Tank-Automotive, and Aviations
Systems Commands. And next
month should see at least two more
commands— Munitions and Weapons—sponsor their own meetings.
The seminars deal with the "commodities" handled by the respective
commands.
Already, the Electronics Command has released several requests
for proposals that embrace the new
concepts, says Greenman. Since
none has been decided yet, Greenman won't discuss them.
El
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Government electronics

Big boy. NASA's proposed Earth Observation Satellite would weigh up to 5,000 lbs at
launch, is billed as the first space- shuttle-compatible spacecraft, is first of aseries.

surface as proposed new starts.
NASA also is toying with "mass-producing" them in multiple lots. The
EOS design contract would consider
the costs both of building only one,
or one ayear for several years.
p

Contracts

Army laying down
Desicn-to-Cost law
A series of Army-industry seminars
being held around the country
shows that the Army is deadly
serious about implementing the Defense Department's cost-cutting Design-to-Cost directives [
Electronics,
Aug. 28, p. 25]. The latest seminar,
held last week at the Army's Electronics Command, Ft. Monmouth,
N.J., was pegged specifically at cutting the acquisition costs of electronic equipment.
In general, the regulation emphasizes six basic policies, together with
procedures for a "realistic systemsacquisition program." These policies
include reducing both the requirements-generation and development
times, and trading off costs of an
item in the number that is to be procured against its performance.
In addition, the Army will try to
make decisions regarding a pro-
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gram's progress at a much higher
level than it has in the past, setting
up new review committees to make
assessments at predetermined program points. Also, more precise
funding priorities will be set up so
that work can proceed at top speed
on programs that are critically
needed. This means that certain
marginal lower priority programs
may be dropped entirely to make
sure that funds will be available for
the higher-priority items. "If it's
worth doing, let's do it," declares
Jack Greenman, chief of the Policy
and Compliance division of Ecom's
Procurement and Production directorate.
Another policy is to establish the
cost of a production unit as a performance objective and write it into
the original development contract.
"Bands of performance" acceptable
to the Army may be specified, together with the amount of money
per unit that the Army desires to
spend, he continues. Then it's up to
the contractor to make the necessary
tradeoffs to achieve the over-all
cost-performance specifications.
At the core of the Army's
changed procurement practices is its
AR (
Army regulation) 1000-1, " Basic
Policies for Systems Acquisition by
the Department of the Army," issued last summer. Within the last
three weeks, seminars have also
been held by the Army's Missile.

Coast Guard wants
improved Loran
The U.S. Coast Guard wants to revamp the Loran navigation network
in amultiphase effort that promises
to create alarge market in new navigation gear. If approved by the
White House and Congress, the Loran 70s program would upgrade the
existing Loran C network with
fourth-generation equipment and
entirely phase out the domestic Loran A network within 10 years.
Although the budget climate is
cloudy these days, the Coast Guard
expects that the program eventually
will be funded. For one thing, the
new Loran C equipment will perform better and operate more economically. For another, the Defense
Department will stop using Loran A
by 1975 and is unwilling to support
civilian uses. Beginning with fiscal
year 1973-74, the service wants to
spend about $ 50 million over five
years to upgrade Loran C and $ 54
million in five years to replace Loran A. There are an estimated
14,000 marine Loran A users,
mostly fishermen, plus airborne
users.
To upgrade the Loran C equipment, the Coast Guard is about to
award a $ 500,000 contract for anew
prototype monitor receiver and
some production units. It also plans
to issue a request for proposals this
winter to buy a prototype Loran C
transmitter in late summer. The $ 1.5
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million transmitter will be part of a
$3.5 million prototype Loran C station the Coast Guard is building in
Presque Isle, Maine. The service will
act as systems integrator for the
transmitter, antenna, and communications, for which it will contract
separately. A production decision is
scheduled to be made in the summer of 1974.
To improve Loran C performance
and reliability, the stations "will be
automated as much as possible,"
says Comdr. William F. Roland,
chief of the Systems Development
branch. The computer will have
about 8,000 words of memory,
about the size of a PDP-11/20,
maybe an 11/40. Unlike the rest of
the equipment, it will not be redundant. Should the computer fail, the
station will continue to operate at
the condition just before failure until the computer is fixed.
Replacing the approximately 30
Loran A stations would call for
building 11 new Loran C stations
and modifying six others to cover
the continental coastline and southern Alaska, Roland notes. The existing Loran C system has eight chains
containing atotal of 31 transmitting
stations. For lower user costs, the
service has contracted with Teledyne and Litton to develop less-expensive Loran C receivers.
Overall, Roland emphasizes that
with the Loran 70s program, the
Coast Guard "has no intention of
going worldwide" to replace
Omega. "We're looking for shorter
range and much higher precision."E

Meetings

FJCC finds
core makers happy
Semiconductor manufacturers
aren't the only ones going full speed
to keep abreast of the surging demands of a newly vigorous computer industry. The bulk of computer memories being delivered is
still made with ferrite cores, core
planes, and stacks; the result is that
core makers at the Fall Joint Corn-
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Hittinger's success with Solid State
leads to job as RCA consumer chief
If RCA's naming of William C. Hittinger to direct its consumer-electronics operations says anything, it
is that his management at the longunprofitable Solid State division in
Somerville, N.J., has been deft and
skillful. Taking over as vice president and general manager of the division in early 1970 [
Electronics,
April 13, 1970, p. 46], Hittinger has
reportedly steered 1972 operations
into the black in the last quarter. In
addition, the division has achieved
leadership positions in the semiconductor industry for the first time.
As a result of Hittinger's direction,
RCA's Solid State division now
styles itself the No. 1 supplier of
linear ICs for consumer-electronic
products—with many of the ICs undoubtedly winding up in RCA's own
consumer products. And the division also finds itself in a dominant
position in C-MOS devices. It has,
for example, recently received a $ 1
million contract from Martin Marietta
Corp., Orlando, Fla., for C-MOS
chips to be used in a pocket pager.
And the company is also in strong
contention for amillion-dollar award
from Chrysler Corp. for C-MOS in a
seat- belt interlock system.
What's more, the Solid State division is a leading supplier of power

puter Conference, held early this
month in Anaheim, Calif., report
that business is booming. In fact,
Eugene Prince, vice-president and
general manager of the Ampex
Computer Products division, Marina Del Rey, Calif., says that Ampex is adding 30,000 square feet to
its facility in Hong Kong, where the
division's cores are strung.
Prince looks for the core business
to remain strong for at least 18 to 24
months. "We never did more core
business than we're doing now,"
Prince says, adding that both his division's core and its semiconductormemory-component operations are
"going at capacity to meet mainframe needs." Despite recent corporate fiscal difficulties, Prince notes
that the Computer Products division
is "having its best year ever, with

transistors for automobiles. Another
million-dollar contract was received
two months ago from Chrysler for
transistors to be built into its electronic ignition systems and for
C-MOS chips to go into watches
and clocks. The result of all this activity is that the division plans to expand its production facilities by
more than 30% next year.
Hittinger, 50, as executive vice
president for RCA Consumer and
Solid State Electronics, also will be
responsible for RCA Sales Corp.
and RCA Distributing Corp., which
are concerned with marketing the
firm's TV sets, radios, stereo phonographs, and other consumer-electronic products. He succeeds 64year-old Barton Kreuzer, who is
nearing retirement age, as head of
the Consumer Electronics division.
Kreuzer is noted at RCA for his
development of the all-solid-state
color-TV receiver chassis. RCA and
Zenith are hotly vying for the lead in
color-TV sales, asituation which will
undoubtedly receive Hittinger's immediate attention. Kruezer, who has
44 years with the company, will
continue as an RCA executive vice
president at corporate headquarters
in New York until his expected retirement in early 1974.

more sales and earnings than ever
before." The division makes avariety of tape, disk, core, and semiconductor memory lines, including a
broad range of Ism- compatible
equipment for OEMS and end users.
Lockheed Electronics Corp.'s
Data Products division in Los Angeles is also doing solid business in
core products. Karl Hinrichs, the division's director of engineering, says
he doesn't see any slackening in
core demand, but points out a bit
ruefully that core prices continue to
drop. Says he, " We're shipping
more and earning less on core products."
A marketing man for Fabri-Tek
Inc., Minneapolis, points out that
the firm did more business in the
first six months of fiscal 1973, which
ended Sept. 30, than it did all of last
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year. Fiscal 1972, while slow, wasn't
the worst year in the company's history. Fabri-Tek makes OEM corememory planes, stacks, and systems,
plus extended core systems for end
users of IBM 360 and 370 computers.
Both the OEM and end-user segments in the first half of the current
fiscal year "enjoyed exceptional
growth over last year. And we're on
our way to enjoying our very best
year," the spokesman says. He's
particularly pleased because FabriTek broke into the black at the end
of the second quarter of its first six
months of fiscal 1973 after several
successive profitless quarters.
Ampex's Prince has said for about
two years that semiconductor
memories would overtake cores in

sales by 1975. He still foresees only
alittle slippage, if any, in that forecast. But while his division gears up
for making its own n-channel mos
memory components and is building Ism plug-compatible memory
systems incorporating its own bipolar semiconductor parts, the core
lines at Ampex and its competitors
keep humming along.
Attendance at the FJCC, the last
one ever, reached almost 20,000,
with 165 companies occupying all
408 booths. This compares with 144
firms in 294 booths at the Spring
Joint in Atlantic City. Next year, the
two shows will be combined in New
York in June; 250 to 300 exhibitors
and 30,000 to 50,000 attendees are
expected.

News briefs
Americans look north
RCA and American Satellite Corp., which is a joint venture of Fairchild Industries and Western Union International, were first and second to announce that they plan to inaugurate a domestic U.S. satellite communications system by leasing transponders on ANIK-2, the Canadian telsat to
be launched next April [
Electronics, Nov. 6, p. 33]. With U.S. approval, the
two companies would operate a limited earth-station network for several
years to get experience until the long- delayed U.S. domsat issue is resolved
[Electronics, July 3, p. 72]. Other U.S. companies also have expressed interest in using the Canadian system [
Electronics, Aug. 28, p. 32].
Litton names new president
With Roy Ash, 19-year president of $2.5- billion conglomerate Litton Industries, going to Washington to take over the president's Office of Management and Budget, Fred W. O'Green has been named president by chairman
Charles B. (Tex) Thornton. O'Green has been with Litton 10 years, most
recently as executive vice president with responsibility for shipbuilding, defense electronics, and components. O'Green looks for few major changes
in the company, but he and Thornton agree that future acquisitions and divestures will attempt to get the company back on the basic technological
track in which it has been most successful.
Britons, DEC in $25- million deal
A dual-processor computer system from Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard,
Mass., will become the brains behind Europe's largest international telephone exchange in 1974. Through Plessey Telecommunications, Liverpool,
the British post office has purchased aDECsystem-1055 for more than $ 25
million to handle traffic analysis, international accounting, and performance -monitoring within the exchange. When the system is in operation, it
will have acapacity of 144,000 calls per hour via 20,000 satellite and cable
telephone links.
Brazil to use ERTS-1
Brazil will soon join Canada in receiving and processing data from the U.S.
Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS-1). Bendix International has
received a contract for more than $4.1 million from Brazil's Institute of
Space Research to build an image-processing and recording system to
handle data on the type, distribution, and extent of Brazil's natural resources. Bendix's Aerospace Systems division will build the new facility.
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Probing the news
Analysis of technology and business developments

Makers debate ECL compatibility
To use compensated ECL or not is aquestion confusing users; TI and
Fairchild say it's needed; Motorola leads agroup that says it's not
by Stephen Wm. Fields, San Francisco bureau manager
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compensation. Parts made by Motorola, Signetics, and National can all
be mixed in a system; there's no
question that Ti and the new Fairchild 10K parts can be mixed with
the Motorola, Signetics, and National parts, but there has been a
question about whether or not these,
in turn, can be mixed with TI's and
Fairchild's voltage- compensated
parts. Voltage-compensated circuits
have built-in voltage regulators and
thus have much higher tolerance to
power-supply variations than uncompensated circuits. While compensated 10K families can be mixed
with uncompensated families, the
reverse is more difficult to accomplish.
With temperature compensation,
amore serious situation exists. Tern-

perature compensation in ECL circuits means that the voltage
threshold does not change with
changes in temperature. Conversely,
non-temperature-compensated ECL
experiences shifts in threshold with
changes in temperature. Thus, when
adesigner relies on the non-drifting
nature of temperature-compensated
ECL, he may not mix in non-temperature compensated parts with his
system and vice versa. For example,
with a temperature differential of,
say, 25°C and with certain powersupply conditions, the noise margin
is substantially reduced. As Motorola's Bruederle puts it, "Under
these conditions, the noise margin
would be such that reliable operation could not be guaranteed."
Thus, even though some of Fair-

Neat fit. The 10,000 series ECL that TI is shipping (shaded area) is compared with the data
sheet specs from Motorola for the same part. After aredesign of temperature coefficient, TI's
voltage-compensated parts now match the uncompensated Motorola parts very closely.
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Decisions to commit system designs
to one or another type of 10,000
emitter-coupled logic are becoming
confused by claims and counterclaims about the relative merits of
compensating for voltage and temperature variations in these circuits.
And as the number of ECL suppliers increases, the question of
compatibility between like parts
from different makers has become
important, not only to design engineers, but also to the manufacturers
themselves, because the ECL industry is just approaching its strongest
growth period. Projected 1972 sales
for ECL circuits, including memory,
are about $38 million, and 1973
could become a $50 million year.
While the 10,000 ECL family has
been growing rapidly, its origins go
back only to late 1970, when Motorola's Semiconductor Products division in Phoenix, Ariz., delivered the
first units, which were uncompensated. By early 1972, Signetics
Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., and National Semiconductor Corp., Santa
Clara, Calif., came on as secondsourcers.
With the multiple 10,000 suppliers, demand swelled, and to meet
the demand, Motorola added new
members to the family. Today,
Motorola's line consists of some 38
part types, and 50 will be available
by the end of this year. Stan Bruederle, ECL product marketing manager, promises that "some 20 parts
will be added to the line next year."
Mixing families. Compatibility
problems became acute last year
when TI said that it, too, would be
making 10,000 ECL, but that it
would add voltage compensation.
Recently, Fairchild followed suit
with a 10,000-type with only voltage
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down level will change at the rate of
about 0.23 millivolts per millivolt of
change in power supply, the voltchild's 95100- series parts have age-compensated TI parts (as well as
10,000 pin- outs, Bruederle and the new Fairchild voltage-compenother ECL marketing executives con- sated parts) change at only 0.03
tend that they should not be mixed mv/mv of change.
with other breeds of ECL.
Dave Davies, ECL marketing
Fairchild says that if a system is manager at TI, says that the ECL cusdesigned for worst-case conditions, tomer can look at this voltage spec
a25°C differential, mixed-Ea, parts two ways. " Either he makes his
will work. But the more important power supply fixed—which is very
question is whether or not they will expensive—or he can try to make his
work reliably. And it appears that power supplies drift in the same diFairchild thinks such asystem is not rection. This is how Motorola adverreliable, because it has decided to tised a 10% tolerance on its power
come out with what it calls 10K-plus requirements— all of the supplies
ECL. By using a metal- mask option
have to drift together. And while
on the 95100 parts that have 10,000 this can be done if they are in the
pin-outs, Fairchild bypasses its tem- same rack, there is aproblem when
perature-compensation feature and you go rack-to-rack—one supply can
ends up with voltage-compensated go up, and the other can go down."
10K parts. These can be easily
The second choice, Davies says, is
mixed with other 10,000 parts in a voltage-compensated ECL like Us.
system. Fairchild is charging the
"I've heard estimates on the order
same prices for both its 10K and of $ 1per watt in savings if the cus95K parts.
tomer can use a 5% power supply
TI took what was basically the
instead of the 1% supply.
Motorola- 10,000 circuit approach,
In reply, Bruederle states, "Going
deciding not to add temperature rack-to-rack with ECL, the hardest
compensation to its 10K family. But thing to do is to maintain signal inTI did add voltage compensation. In
tegrity. So we recommend that
terms of typical numbers for the unpeople use aline-driving and receivcompensated Motorola parts, whose
ing technique with a twisted-pair
environment (differential mode).
Not yet, but maybe. Jeff Kalb at National
This essentially unlocks the two
says his firm is investigating voltage comracks, and so power-supply varipensation for 10K ECL circuits.
ation in one has no effect on the
logic level in the other. The receiver
can care less about the relative position of the signal because it's operating in adifferential mode."
Although, for some unexplained
reason, it makes no difference in the
operation of the circuits, TI designed
the temperature coefficient of the
parts at 2.8 mv/°C and not the 1.1
mv/°C of the Motorola, Signetics,
and National parts. And while this
didn't necessarily mean that the TI
parts were not compatible, it did
mean that users of both parts
needed two different sets of tapes to
make incoming tests. It also meant
that to ensure meeting Motorola
temperature specifications, TI had to
screen its parts to asmaller window,
and a certain number of "good"
parts were not shippable.
TI has now redesigned its voltagecompensated 10,000 series to have
the same 1.1 mv/°C temperature
coefficient as Motorola. TI and Fair-
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The other ECL
About a year ago, Fairchild
Semiconductor and Raytheon
Semiconductor, both of Mountain View, Calif., announced another type of ECL. The Fairchild
family was designated the 95100
series. Both companies offered
ECL that was " easy to use" or
"easy ECL" because its on-chip
regulating circuitry compensated
for power-supply and temperature variations so that there was
no significant change in noise
margin or logic level, and thus
the systems designer didn't need
particularly tight power-supply of
cooling tolerances. But these
families could not be interchanged with Motorola's 10,000
family. And it was the 10,000
family that became the most popular ECL choice.

child, however, are claiming that because of voltage-compensation,
their parts offer some definite user
advantages. And this puts the other
three companies in adifficult spot.
What the big boys do. George
Rigg, ECL marketing manager at
Signetics, says, "The big boys [ big
mainframe makers, who are the
large users of ECL] do it their own
way, anyway. They write their own
specs, and so far, their specs for all
customers except one have been
written so that voltage-compensation is not allowed." He adds, "One
major company has written an
open-ended spec that will allow either compensated or uncompensated parts to be used." And so for
now, Signetics is not planning to
produce compensated ECL.
At National, the question is still
up for grabs. Jeff Kalb, manager of
bipolar operations at National, says,
"We are not designing any circuits
with voltage compensation, but we
know how to do it." Tom Thorkelson, ECL marketing manager at National, adds, " We are evaluating the
market potential of a voltage-compensated ECL family."
Even Motorola's Bruederle admits, "We are running some evaluation tests on compensated ECL,
but the customers are accepting our
present family the way it is, so now
we have no intention of adding voltage compensation to our line."
D
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International

Israel pushes electronics exports
Paced by military production, industries turn to overseas customers;
excellent technology benefits from low R&D and manufacturing expenses
by Sigismund Goren, McGraw-Hill World News, Tel Aviv
The development and export of Israeli electronics are closely aligned
with the strength of the country's
military systems, and there is now a
push to increase the already extensive exports of military electronics.
Defense Minister Moshe Dayan told
the graduates of the Command and
Staff College last August, "There is
no other area in which the development and sophistication of means of
warfare are so striking as in electronics."
A high rate of exports keeps the
production lines moving at the required pace, encourages the infusion of advanced technology to keep
competitive, and maintains an influx of much-needed foreign cash.
And inasmuch as the Middle East
may be headed for alengthy period
of cease-fire, if not peace, "more
and more of the local output will
have to be channeled to export markets, and more efforts will be necessary to this effect," says Eli Katzir,
managing director of Koor Systems,
which produces printed circuits.
In fact, military preparedness is a
major reason for Israel's competitive
position in electronic exports. Foreign sources attribute the deadly efficiency of the Israeli air force
largely to sophisticated electronics.
It is rumored that electronic devices
also protect sensitive defense sectors
of the cease-fire line. And the Israel
Aircraft Industries, a company
owned by the Defense Establishment, recently undertook to export $38 million worth of Gabriel
missiles to unidentified customers.
This in itself is a good indication
that even more advanced missiles
are being developed or manufactured.
The U. S. buys less than half of
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Israel's electronics exports. Other
large customers include Holland,
Belgium, the United Kingdom, Iran,
and anumber of countries in Africa.
Exports, which totaled 500 million Israel pounds ($ 118 million) in
1971, are expected to double by
1975. And Israeli officials and businessmen are determined to find
more foreign markets.
Oded Vered, manager of the technical products department of the Israel Export Institute in Tel Aviv,
says that exports of electronics,
which totaled $2.6 million in 1967,
jumped to $28 million in 1971. Israeli officials hope that exports will
reach $ 100 million by 1975. To
achieve that target, a government
program has been established to
provide for more:
• research and development,
• reliability control and emphasis
on international standards, including U. S. military specifications,

• participation in international exhibitions,
• cataloging of international standards,
• and servicing in the market areas
before and after sales.
And in the next year or two,
Vered says Israel will establish two
major after-sales servicing centers
for its electronic exports; one will be
located in Western Europe, and the
other in the U. S., probably on the
West Coast.
The rise in exports that may necessitate such centers stems from research and development investments by the Israeli government of
nearly $300 million from 1967 to
1972. As a result of these "investments," the Israeli electronics industry is exporting awide range of military electronics hardware, including
communications and radar fire-control systems, advanced circuitry and
microminiature electronics. Major

Communications exporter. Assembly line for communications equipment at Tadiran. The
company is one of the major producers of vehicular, backpacked, and airborne transceivers.

Probing the news
non-military exports include telecommunications and medical-electronics equipment, as well as various types of instruments.
The effectiveness of the country's
various R&D programs is attributed
largely to the low salaries paid to
highly skilled engineers and technicians—less than half the rates of
their counterparts in the U. S.
For the same reason, manufac-

turing costs are cheaper in Israel
than in other advanced countries.
"We provide more performance and
quality per dollar," boasts Mark
Shavit, general manager of Monsel
Electronic Instruments Ltd., Haifa,
founded jointly in 1968 by the U. S.
Monsanto Co., St. Louis, and Elron,
aHaifa company.
Israel's reputation for high-quality military products has helped the
export effort considerably. "We
have gained a good reputation as
suppliers to our defense estab-

Let us tell you if
our custom
linear LSI can
help reduce your
system costs.
High- precision bipolar processing of linear circuits
is one of the important ways that Micro Power
Systems turns technology into profitable
customer products.
Our custom bipolar circuits often feature super- beta
transistors, high-value, closely matched thin-film
resistors sputtered onto the chip ( see circuit photo
below), and high-frequency transistors. These
techniques are ideal for high- precision circuits or
low- power applications. Or both.
At Micro Power, we can offer you the advantages of
bipolar, thin-film on bipolar, and High- Density CMOS
We know how to select the right combination of
these advanced processes to solve your problem and
shrink system costs.
To learn more about some of the other very real
benefits we have to offer, circle reader service
number 245 or give us acall today.

We can help.

MICRO POWER SYSTEMS
3100 Alfred Street, Santa Clara, Calif. 95050 Telephone (
408) 247-5350
Germany
Richard Bladowski
8 München 23, BismarckstraBe 12
Telefon: München (0811) 345600
Telex: Mato 5-215969

Japan
Yas Kanazashi
21 Mori Bldg., 2-2-5 Roppongi
Minato-ku, Tokyo
Phone: 586-0471

lishment, and this helps alot," says
Danny Miron, marketing manager
of Electronics Corporation of Israel
(Ea). "The world knows that if they
(Israeli defense officials) buy, the
product is good."
Of the nearly 100 electronics
manufacturers in Israel, the largest
is Tadiran Israel Electronics Industries Ltd., in Tel Aviv. Regarded as
one of the world's major producers
of military communications equipment, Tadiran exports 50% of its
output. This includes airborne, vehicular, backpacked, and hand-held
single-sideband and fm transceivers,
electronic switchboards, and intercommunications sets. For this gear,
Tadiran has developed lc and hybrid components, modular subsystems, monolithic quartz crystals,
crystal discriminators and filters,
and highly sophisticated digitally
controlled synthesizers.
The company, which in 1971 exported $12 million worth of equipment increased that amount to $ 15
million in 1972.
Ed, which was mainly geared to
consumer-goods production, started
making industrial and military electronic equipment two years ago. Miron says ECI'S output now consists
mostly of military electronics and
includes sophisticated intercommunications systems.
Greater effort. Plans in 1973 call
for more export efforts. Heading
ECI'S export line are navigation systems, air-control towers, and telemetry systems. Next come highquality intercom systems, featuring
memory circuits to retain long-distance telephone calls when stations
Product switch. Two years ago, ECI was
geared to consumer electronics, but has
switched to industrial and military hardware.

are busy or unattended, amaster-tomaster system, and an optional tieinto public address systems.
By 1974, 50% of printed-circuit
production by Koors Systems will
be exported, says Eli Katzir. The
company, which set up its plant in
July, 1971 in Petah Tikva, near Tel
Aviv, is largely export- oriented.
Katzir says Koor Systems Printed
Circuit Plant Ltd. has established
markets in Belgium, West Germany,
and Switzerland. Advanced negotiations are going on with clients in the
U. S., Singapore, and Hong Kong.
The company's prices, particularly for multilayer printed circuits,
are about 40% cheaper than prices
of European competitors, he says,
largely because of cheaper labor in
Israel. Furthermore, "we are better
geared to supply the goods faster
than large foreign companies, when
smaller or medium-size orders are
involved.
Monsel Electronic Instruments
Ltd. makes test and measurement
instruments. "Our specialty is digital instruments, particularly
counter-timers," Shavit says. Exports approximate $ 1million yearly,
and 60% of the goods goes to the
U. S., while 40% is directed to
France, Holland, Germany, Scandinavia. Switzerland, and the UK.
Future exports. "We provide
more performance and quality per
dollar," Shavit adds. " We sell,
among others, to several defense establishments in the world." He did
not specify which ones.
The company projects an export
growth in counter-timers of 15% to
20% a year for the next five years.
Shavit thus summarizes the future
outlook: "We are planning to diversify our product line in the general
instrumentation field to achieve an
over-all company growth of about
15% a year. A further growth and
sophistication is also anticipated in
the industrial market. This will be
reflected on new products which will
be released by Monsel in the nottoo-distant future."
Motorola Israel, Tel Aviv, which
had exports of $2 million in 1971,
increased that figure to $ 7million in
1972, mostly for communications
systems and automation equipment.
In Africa, it has provided a service
organization, which is important
to underdeveloped countries.
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Megohmmeter and Hipot?
YES!

For true integrity in HV benchtesting of electrical or electronic equipment
—you need both! Megohmmeter to test insulation
resistance ( IR)
Hipot to test dielectric strength.

HIPOTRONICS OFFERS
afull Ime of high
resistance megohmmeters —
sixteen
models with
ranges to
20,000,000
megohms and
high current
capability for
testing insulation
resistance to ASTM
specification D-257, MIL, and UL standards.
HIPOTRONICS ALSO OFFERS
a full line of AC/DC hipots — twenty-seven
models with ranges to 10KV AC and 25 KV
DC for non-destructive measurement of
leakage current, corona discharge,
AC and DC insulation strength.
HIPOTRONICS GUARANTEES
complete high voltage — high
resistance capability for thorough
testing of switches ... motors ... coils ... chokes ... insulation
... transformers ... cables ... electrical/electronic assemblies
... harnesses ... and more.
For more information write or call our marketing department
for brochures HP7101 and HP7107.
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Save Cost
Enjoy Quality
with TOKO INC.
Announcing a new cost saving
plan on PCB assembly
with transfermolded
Dual- In- Line
PULSE
TRANSFORMERS
and
DELAY LINES
by thick film
approach.
Offering awide
range of customdesigned features
which meet your
requirements.
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TOKO,

For further information, just call or write:

INC.

Head Office: 1-17, 2-chome, Higashi Yukigaya, Ohta-ku, Tokyo, Japan
New York:
ToKo New York, Inc.
350 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10001 U.S.A. Tel: 565-3767
Los Angeles: Toko, Inc. Los Angeles Liaison Office
1830 West Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, 90006 cat. U.S.A. Tel: 380-0417
Düsseldorf: Toko Elektronik GmbH:
4Düsseldorf, Lakronstrasse 77. W. Germany Tel: 0221-284211
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The Am685
Made for high-speed analog- to- digital
converters, data acquisition systems, optical
isolators, VCO's and line drivers and receivers.
It has 0.5mV input sensitivity, 2mV maximum
offset voltage, complementary ECL outputs
and a built-in latch. The 7.5ns propagation
delay and 2ns acquisition time permit data
processing to be performed up to 100 MHz.

The world's fastest comparator.
$8.95 in 100-up quantities.
Who's -1in comparators?
We are.

ri

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
Distributed nationally by Hamdton/Avnet and Cramer Electronics. Telephone 800-538-7904 toll free, or in Ca',forma 408-732-2400.
and ask for Shel Schumaker. In Los Angeles, Steve Zelencik or Russ Almand at 213-360-2102. In Mid- America, Chuck
Keough at 312-297-4115. In the eastern United States. Steve Marks or Bill Seifert at 516-676-4500,
901 Thompson Place. Sunnyvale, California 94086/TWX 910-339-9280/TLX 346306.
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Washington newsletter

Inter- agency fight An intense squabble among elements of the Departments of Transportation and Defense and the White House Office of Teledelays navigation
communications Policy has arisen over whether to use Loran C or Difsystem decision ferential Omega for acoastal navigation system. It is seen as putting off
selection of asystem for a year, a decision originally planned for the
end of this year at the latest. Reportedly favoring Loran C are the Air
Force, Army, most of DOT and the Coast Guard, which prefers to operate that system. The Navy is split, with the submarine groups favoring
Loran C but surface operations wanting Omega, as does OTP apparently. The FAA also is reportedly against any hyperbolic system, for
fear that such a system might lessen aviation support for its own
VOR/DME navigation network. The White House Office of Management and Budget has yet to weigh in.
The coastal confluence system would improve East Coast coverage
out to 120 nautical miles, and extend service to all of the Great Lakes,
the West Coast, and the Gulf of Mexico. A best guess sees Loran C for
the coasts and Omega for the high seas.

Interior Highly pleased with the success of the first Earth Resources Technology Satellite, launched this year, the Interior Department is propo sDepartment wants
i
ng to start an estimated $40 million ERTS-C program for fiscal 1974.
an ERTS-C Subject to White House and congressional approval, the ERTS-C would
carry similar instruments to the first ERTS and ERTS-B, which is scheduled for launch next year. A $5 million thermal-scanning package for
sensing earth temperatures might be added.

Arinc reconsiders After deliberating on its announced plans for microwave communicommunications cations networks in the Los Angeles and Chicago areas [
Electronics,
Dec. 20, 1971, p. 22], Aeronautical Radio Inc. has decided to see
network whether it can buy the service more cheaply from other companies and
beat the estimated $8million cost of building its own microwave links.
As an example of other technologies it's looking at, the airlines' communications-service organization asked the following companies to
submit ideas by February: American Satellite Corp. (ajoint venture of
Fairchild Industries and Western Union International), Comsat,
Datran, GT&E, MCI, Nebraska Consolidated Communications Corp.,
Southern Pacific Communications Corp., Western Telecommunications Inc., and Western Union.

Electronics companies will spend 25% more in company-funded research and development between now and 1975, according to aNational
forecasts record
Science Foundation survey of 50 of the country's largest corporations.
company R&D Overall, companies will spend a record $ 14 billion annually by 1975,
up from $ 11.4 billion in 1972. The rate of increase also is rising to 6% a
year, compared with an annual 4% hike between 1969 and 1971, which
barely kept ahead of inflation.
NSF forecasts increased employment of engineers and scientists as
well. About 260,000 will be employed in R&D by 1975, up from 240,000
this year and 225,000 in 1969.
NSF survey
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Washington commentary
Military buzzwords for 1973: warranties and standardization
Like most giants, the Defense Department's reflexes are not very fast. But when it does begin
to stir, there is no mistaking it. Recognizing
that it is not getting the most reliable hardware
for its dollar, the American military machine
appears to be taking its cue from another monster movement— the nation's consumers—as it
begins to push for product warranties and increased standardization as a means to hold
down costs. Both concepts, certain to impact
electronics heavily, will get increasing exposure
in 1973 as part of the Pentagon's Design-toCost program unveiled last summer by Defense
Research and Engineering director John S.
Foster Jr. [
Electronics, Aug. 28, p. 25].
Though the broad-scale inclusion of maintenance warranties in contracts is certainly
months, perhaps ayear or more, away, it is an
action that industry suspects is bound to come.
And with it must come increased hardware
standardization, to offset the relatively small
size of some military markets that now makes
warranties uneconomical.

troit's ' 12 months or 12,000 miles, whichever
comes first' doesn't make any sense. Radios, on
the other hand, are adifferent story. There we
can standardize to a large degree. And we
should be able to increase reliability by getting
vendors to maintain them."
The road to warranties

How can DOD develop awarranty system for
its military hardware? One Air Force memo
now circulating in industry suggests an approach. Written by the Aeronautical Systems
division's Robert C. Perdzock some 18 months
ago, it contrasts the military and commercial
approaches to the purchase of inertial navigation systems. Where the commercial market is
"reasonably large" as a result of standardization, the military market is often small.
Where competition is maintained throughout
the system's lifetime with the airlines, it "ceases
at contract signing" with the military. Where
specifications provide astandard interface with
other avionics on the commercial side, military
specs are usually unique to each system. Where
A look at Sears
commercial suppliers remain involved in sysWhen Foster first laid out the Design-to-Cost tem maintenance, military contractors are disconcept, he expressed the conviction that its engaged as soon as possible.
All of this leads to the question of industry's
success would depend on the ability of industry's managers to make their engineers believe ultimate goal: profit. On the commercial side,
"costs are a problem they individually must reliability pays, says Perdzock. With military
face." Failure of Design-to-Cost is unaccep- procurements, it is more likely that unreliability
table to DOD, contends Foster, because "we are pays. " How often have 100% spares been necessary and procured" for military inertial navigarunning out of money."
The National Aeronautics and Space Admin- tion systems? he asks. The argument that venistration, which is running out of money even dors are interested in reliability because of
faster. sought to expose its personnel to new follow-on procurements is put down by
cost-cutting techniques earlier this year by Perdzock on the ground that specifications
sending them to plants specializing in produc- unique to a given system make follow-on ortion of televisions, appliances, and automobiles. ders unlikely in most cases.
Commercial users of inertial navigation sysIt was a move that intrigued Pentagon managers, who note that those industries stress tems, says Perdzock, " have generated amarket,
"standardization of components, modules, and sustained a competitive environment, and
subsystems." Barry Shillito, assistant defense made it profitable for suppliers to provide a
secretary responsible for installations and logis- quality product" by requiring standard intertics, observes, for example, that " there are only faces to expand production runs and paying the
two basically different chassis for the entire line makers to warrant equipment and fix it at no
of Sears television sets, and even they contain cost when it fails. The Air Force, on the other
hand, " has tended to stifle competition, once a
many common modules."
While aprogram of military-wide standards contract has been signed, has been hindered by
for subsystems and modules is recognized as a limited marketplace (sometimes self-generachievable, it will take time. Developing a ated), and has, perhaps unwittingly, made unmeaningful warranty system will be more diffi- reliable hardware more profitable than its
cult. " We probably will never develop a war- counterpart."
The system can be changed, of course. And
ranty for nuclear missiles. If they get used at
all, they are used only once," quips one Penta- there is every indication now that it will at least
—Ray Connolly
gon leader sardonically, "and anything like De- begin in the year to come.
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Now choose from the industry's widest selection of
frequency counters! For details or ademo, contact
your Scientific Devices office or Concord
Instrument Division, 10 Systron Dr., Concord,
CA 94520. Phone ( 415) 682-6161. In Europe:
Systron-Donner GmbH Munich W- Germany;
Systron-Donner Ltd., Leamington Spa UK
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$3068."
30-day delivery.
You can get aPDP-11 for that
price.* That fast. Complete with 4K
memory, direct memory access,
multi- level priority vectored interrupt, UNIBUS construction, line
frequency clock, automatic power
fail restart, serial line interface,

console with light emitting diodes
and full factory warranty. The 16 bit
PDP-11/05 for OEM's. And we'll
deliver within 30 days. In 6months
we've already installed over 600.
Digital Equipment Corporation,

II Nan
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Maynard, Mass. 01754. (617)
897-5111 (
Ext. 3867). European
headquarters: 81 route de l'Aire,
1211 Geneva 26. Tel: 42 79 50.
Digital Equipment of Canada Ltd.,
P.O. Box 11500, Ottawa, Ontario
K2H 8K8. (613) 592-5111.
*In quantities of 100
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Symphonie satellite launching
plans are out of tune
Delays have dogged the FrancoGerman Symphonie telecommunications satellite program since its
inception in 1967. So it is with welldeveloped skepticism that engineers
working on the spacecraft plan for a
launch one year hence.
Indeed, they try not to think
about the crucial meeting of the European space ministers coming up at
the end of December, at which they
may very well decide to give up the
Europa 2 launch vehicle project altogether, leaving Symphonie with
no way to get into orbit. Paris wags
already are branding the program
with names ranging from "Unfinished Symphonie" to "Symphonie
Pathetique."
If the space ministers decide to
junk the Europa 2 rocket, which
never has achieved orbit in 12 firings, Symphonie will have to look
elsewhere for transportation— first at
the U.S.'s NASA, and as alast resort
possibly in Moscow. Either route
would entail delays of at least another year and ahalf, pushing Symphonie's launch date back to 1976.
Sliding deadlines and international politics notwithstanding, the
Franco-German Symphonie team
has developed aversatile spacecraft
that can handle analog and digital
signals. A variety of tests are
planned, including voice, data and
fm color TV transmission.
In anticipation of an on-schedule
launch early in 1974, ground station
hardware from Thomson-csF and
Societe Anonyme de Telecommunications is being installed now at
Pleumeurbodou in France and
Raisting, West Germany. Both stations have dish antennas of about 15
meters in diameter.
The satellite will handle a 6gigahertz uplink and a 4GHz downlink on atransponder bandwidth of
90 megahertz. While Symphonie is
designed to test several transmission
systems that are likely to be used in
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future satellite communications, the
most advanced in preparation at
Centre National d'Etudes de Telecommunications is a time-division
multiple-access (TDMA) system.
Refinements. The TDMA concept
is similar to that in use on Intelsat 4,
but with some refinements. The
spacecraft itself is unusual in that it
will have three-axis stabilization in
ageostationary orbit.
One refinement to be tested will
be the clock- coherent operation
mode, replacing the asynchronous
mode that most ground stations use.
Under the technique, each TDMA
frame is divided into aspecific number of clock periods, and all data
bursts are coherent to the clock. At
each ground station, two clock generators will be required, one for receive, the other for transmit. The receive-side generator is synchronized
in phase and frequency by the clock
of an incoming sync burst. A discriminator output signal controls the
transmit-side clock frequency for
outgoing bursts. The result is greater
precision of synchronization, hence
the possibility to reduce the guard
time between data bursts.
D

Italy

Selenia cruises with
ship radar, computer
Terrestrial travelers of old who were
having troubles with their navigation could take some comfort from
the dictum that all roads lead to
Rome. A lot of modern mariners,
too, have been following roads to
Rome to get help with their navigation problems. That's because Rome
is the headquarters of Selenia, a
company that is charting awinning
course for itself in marine radar.
Selenia officials maintain they

have some 70% of the world market
when it comes to radars for big merchant ships. And the Italian company has what amounts to a bestseller in marine-automation hardware. It had the first production
model of its navigation and anticollision system on view at the
Genoa boat show earlier this month.
Selenia already has orders for 18
systems and figures to sell between
40 and 50 yearly for the next few
years. Raytheon Co., a minority
stockholder in Selenia, handles
worldwide sales of the system,
which cost about $ 55,000.
Courses. In Selenia's system, as
with conventional radar navigation
systems, images are displayed on a
standard 16-inch plan-position indicator display. At the same time, it
automatically tracks up to 40 ships
in groups of 10 and in order of priority. Selenia maintains that its
equipment is the first to show both
true video plots and automatic target tracks at the same time.
All the tracks are analyzed for
possible collision courses by the system's computer, a Selenia model
NDC 16. Anytime there's a danger
of collision, a buzzer sounds, a red
light flashes, and the dangerous targets on the PPI start to flicker. The
men on the bridge thumbwheel in
the values for the minimum acceptable closest approach and the time
before closest approach that they
want the warning.
If the ship has to change course
and speed to avoid a neighbor, the
system comes to the aid of the
navigator again. He can call up a
trial maneuver, telling the computer
whether he wants to turn to starboard or port. The computer then
computes the minimum maneuver
that skirts the danger. The officer on
the bridge also can feed the computer his choice of new course and
speed, and the computer will check
the maneuver.
LI
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At last, areally
new computer.
Imay be different, but when
another new computer comes
along, Icringe. Do they really
think I'll buy it because it has
aSupersonic Omnibus, 66
Multifarious Registers, and
the new universal language,
FOLDEROL?
Imagine my surprise and delight
to discover acompany that
designs computers for the way
people really use them. Instead
of chasing nanoseconds they
put all of the systems software
together first, and then built a
fast, low-cost box where it
could do its exercises. Finally,
somebody has developed asystem that asks not what the software can do for the hardware
but vice versa. The result is a
computer with more software
available now than most computers ever hope to have: DOS,
RTOS, FORTRAN IV, MACRO
assembler, IOCS, the works.
With that kind of software
available, Iwonder what's
small about the PRIME 200?
The PRIME 200 16-bit computer raises
alot of interesting questions for which
we have prepared detailed answers. Let
us send them to you. Prime Computer,
Inc., 17 Strathmore Road, Natick,
Mass. 01760. (617) 655-6999.

Prime 200

small computer
Prime sales offices: Boston (617)
237-4565, New York (212) 896-6262,
Washington D.C. ( 703) 533-9343,
Philadelphia ( 215) 688-0396,
Jacksonville (904) 396-5253, Chicago
(312) 887-1845, Dayton (513) 435-1343,
Detroit (313) 356-4840, Tulsa ( 918) 6630518, Palo Alto (415) 968-6003, Los
Angeles (213) 881-8433.
Authorized representatives:
Phoenix (602) 957-9110, Albuquerque
(505) 255-2330, Denver (303) 771-0140,
Seattle (206) 454-9332.
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International newsletter
Thomson group and
AEG-Telefunken drop
semiconductor plans

Sharp to sell remote
tuner, character
generator in U. S.

German process
metalizes without
a vacuum
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The vigorous recovery of Europe's semiconductor market has prompted
France's Thomson group and West Germany's AEG-Telefunken to break
off efforts to merge their semiconductor operations. The much- anticipated link- up, which would have created anew semiconductor force in
Europe with about $ 70 million in annual sales, "is no longer essential
to our survival," admits one official at Sescosem, one of the Thomson
group.
The collapse comes as adisappointment to international- minded European firms, which had hoped the two electronics companies would
set auseful precedent for future cross-border mergers within the Common Market. Thomson and AEG-Telefunken had been aiming to establish a holding company called Eurosem, chartered in Luxemburg,
which would streamline their semiconductor production, allowing each
the benefits of high-volume production of fewer items. Besides the
market rebound, insiders say, the talks failed because of disagreements
over the make-up of the board of directors. Sescosem president Olivier
Garetta would have been the chief executive, but the Germans objected to giving him atie- breaking power in board decisions. Another
obstacle was the French government, which refused to give Eurosem's
French operations a tax easement unless Thomson could have 51%
control. This, of course, was unacceptable to the Germans.

A character-generator circuit that triggers brief displays on TV screens
of the channel selections in 6- to 7- inch numbers has caught on fast in
Japan since Sharp Corp. introduced it on three remote-control models
last August. Now Sharp plans to offer it to U.S. set makers. Remote
tuners haven't done well in the U.S. market, but the convenience of the
channel display could make them more attractive in this country. Sharp
also will sell the mos LSI character-generator chip to other Japanese TV
manufacturers in the near future. The chip itself was designed for
Sharp by Hycom Inc. of Santa Ana, Calif., afirm backed by Sharp. Hycorn has the chips made to its design by U.S. mOs makers. To date,
more than 150,000 of the chips have been shipped to Sharp.

AEG-Telefunken has developed achemical-galvanic process for metalizing ceramic substrates without high-vacuum equipment. The new
technique, which it calls the chemical metalizing system, works at normal ambient pressure levels. This, the company hints, should spell a
big saving in fabrication costs of thin- and thick- film components and
stripline devices.
In the CMS process, worked out at AEG-Telefunken's Ulm laboratories, copper forms the initial metal layer, and it is applied to the substrate in an electroless deposition step. It can then be galvanically built
up with additional copper or with gold. A tight bond between the metal
and the substrate is achieved by depositing silica during the electroless
metalization step and by subsequent sintering. The substrate materials
that can be used are aluminum-oxide-ceramic, beryllium-oxide-ceramic,
ferrite, titanate, and zirconium. Results obtained with glass, sapphire,
and steatite have not been satisfactory so far, but the Ulm researchers
are working to make their process suitable for these materials.
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International newsletter
Sweden delays on
central registry
of personal data

French device vies
for U.S. circuit
breaker market

Computer system
to fill West
German trucks

Disk memory
desi gned for
rough jobs

The Swedish government has made one of its most embarrassing payments: almost $ 1million to Saab-Scania for development work and
some hardware for acentral registry of all Swedes. Parliament refused
to go along with establishing the registry —at least until aroyal commission on personal integrity in connection with government data banks
had presented afinal proposal. The government had given the order to
Saab in expectation that the lawmakers would go along. One argument
that the government used— that contracts had already been signed—did
not convince parliament.

A high-performance electronic switching module from France is entering the race for ashare of the U.S. market in ground- fault circuit interrupters. The shockproof circuit breakers required as of Jan. 1, 1973, on
all outdoor outlets of U.S. residences have been mandatory in new
homes in France since the mid1960s. The French technique, developed
by LEAD in Grenoble, has been licensed to Shields Engineering Co. of
Wilmington, Del. LEAD also is in negotiation with Siemens of West
Germany for alicense agreement.
LEAD claims that its technology outperforms competitors by triggering a relay even when one supply wire lead is broken. The device
functions independently of the power supply by accumulating energy
in acapacitor. In the event of aground fault, the capacitor discharges
into a voltage-sensitive electronic switch, which trips the relay and
breaks the circuit. The European standards call for atrip value, or minimum operating current, of 25 milliamperes, which the LEAD device
has. Shields currently is adapting the module to function at the 5-mA
trip value of the U.S. standard.

Starting early next year, West German truckers can tap computer services to help them achieve greater efficiency in their operations. The
Central Association for Road Transport in Frankfurt is now installing
two IBM 370/135 computers that will store and process information on
supply and demand of trucking capacity across the country. Over a
1,000- mile leased data- transmission line, the computers will tie together 15 regional centers where IBM CRT terminals will display the
supply and demand information. By telephoning such centers. truckers
can, for example, offer their available load space or find out where
goods can be picked up for transport. The fee that truckers must pay for
this service amounts to about 30 cents for each ton of goods transported. The association says that trucking firms in neighboring France
and the Netherlands have shown interest in the Datafreight system.

A small British memory-disk drive maker, Process Peripherals Ltd., has
developed a220-track, fixed- head disk drive unit beefed up to remain
unaffected when subjected to shocks up to 40 g, the company claims. It
uses astandard 14inch, 17.6 megabit oxide-coated disk. The company
says the unit makes possible random-access disk storage in rough, mobile environments, where cores have to be used now. To prevent the
head pads from touching the disk when vibrated, each pad can roll,
pitch, and lift on multiple spring mountings and is designed to generate
air pressure of 6,500 pounds per square inch between head and disk.
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Solid state computer memory
is now superior to any other
main memory technology in
performance and price.
When you evaluate solid state
computer memory, look for the
company that does the whole job.
There is only one independent
semiconductor memory company
in the world that goes all the
way from silicon to systems: AMS.
Result: we have delivered more
solid state memory, installed and
operating worldwide, than ethe
other suppliers put together.

AuIs
Advanced Memory Systems, Inc.
1276 Hammerwood Ave.. Sunnyvale, Ca. 94086, U.S.A.
Ph. ( 408) 734-4330 TWX: 910-339-9289
AMS means advanced memories. From silicon to systems.
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GENERAL
AUTOMATION
SAYS
BUY DEC
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If you're shopping the minicomputer
market for raw hardware at rock
bottom cost, it's hard to know where to
stop.With more than two dozen price
lists to choose from, it can get confusing.
And time consuming.
We're here to make it easy for you.
Buy DEC.
When you cut through all the claims,
DEC's priced as low as anyone else. And
they have built abusiness fulfilling the
needs of the low- end iron buyer.
We make low cost hardware too.
And if you're price shopping, you'll find us
competitive. But raw iron is not our
primary business.

The cheapest machine vs.
the cheapest solution:
Sure, our goal is to save you money
too. But our long suit is squeezing these
savings out of your total systems cost
rather than off of our price list. So if you
need more from the machine or the
company that sells it to you,we recommend us. General Automation.
'Pake the world's most powerful
minicomputer; for instance.
The General Automation SPC-16.
The SPC-16 possesses the most
powerful instruction set you can buy in a
minicomputer today Think about that.
The most powerful. As aresult, the SPC-16
does more things in less time. It will actually reduce the total cost of your system.
Depending on your specific needs, you
can choose from six different models in
the SPC-16 family Each backed by the best
software and peripheral capability in the
business.There's another very important
reason why you should buy from us.

It's called involvement.
All the other big mini manufacturers

today are touting the fact that they're
"end-user oriented"or that they're now "in
the systems business:'
We've been doing exactly that for more
than five years now. And it's nice to see
that others have begun to recognize our
leadership.
We learned along time ago that the
only way to really help our customers in
solving their systems problems was to
fully understand those problems.
So we got involved with our customers.
Both end-users and OEMs. Listened
attentively. Learned alot. Got answers.
And wound up building systems to solve
some very tough,very complex problems.
Emissions analysis and electrical test
systems for the nation's largest automobile
manufacturers.
Production machine control systems
for some of the biggest companies in the
machine tool business.
lèlecommunications and message
switching systems for the world's leading
communications companies, to name
just afew.
In short, we've built our company
and our reputation by offering answers,
not just iron.

Whds it gonna be?
Actually, we've made your choice
fairly simple.
If all you need is raw minicomputer
hardware at a"rock bottord price,we
recommend DEC.
If you'd like something more- from a
mini with more oomph to the total
solution of acomplex systems problemwe recommend us.
General Automation.
Our phone number is (714) 778-4800.
Or write:
1055 South East St., Anaheim,Calif. 92805

General Automation
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Do you own a

'f you do, you are fortunate.
If you do not, you are unfortunate.
Because whether you own one or
not, you are most assuredly helping
to pay for one.
Somebody has to. A featherbed is
an unnecessary job that pays somebody for
doing nothing. And for every somebody who
is paid for not working, there has to be a
somebody who does work, to foot the bill.
There are all kinds of featherbeds in this
rich and benignly negligent country.
The most visible, and the most publicized,
carry a union label. They are the result of
quite open and perfectly legal agreements to
pay some specially favored people for doing
nothing— or as next-to-nothing as human
ingenuity can devise.
But there are others. Some of the plushest
of all featherbeds are to be found, cleverly
camouflaged, in executive suites. Some of the
snuggest are built into the very structure of
federal, state and local bureaucracies. Some
of the coziest are discreetly tucked away in
the private recesses of the various professional establishments. And some of the most
sumptuous are those precious family heirlooms that are generously handed down from
generation to generation.
No one knows how many featherbeds there
are in the U.S. No one knows how much the
total bill for featherbedding actually comes
to. But there are some things we do know,
and others we can surmise.
In the construction industry, for example,
we know that featherbedding is open, unabashed and rampant. According to asurvey
by Engineering News-Record, anywhere
from 15% to 40% of the construction payroll
dollar goes to pay for work not done. For
time wasted in adherence to restrictive work
rules, or for time spent in meaningless, un-
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productive activities.
The cost of this sanctioned, legalized waste
in the construction industry is an estimated
$16-billion ayear. Which is $ 16-billion added,
unnecessarily, to the cost of everything built
in this country — homes, apartments, stores,
factories, roads, highways, bridges, schools,
churches and hospitals.

f

xecutive and white-collar featherbedding is less visible and
hopefully, less prevalent. But
it is painfully apparent that,
judging by the results, somebody, somewhere, has too
often been paid too much for doing too little.
At a cost reckoned in inefficient and ailing
companies, lagging and troubled industries,
and spectacular failures and bankruptcies.
With regard to the ancient and apparently
ordained institution of bureaucratic featherbedding, we know that the combined federal,
state and local government payroll has increased 88% in the last ten years, to atotal
of $ 110-billion. Today there are more government employees ( 14.4-million of them), making
more money ( average salaries up 64%). But if
there has been a corresponding increase in
bureaucratic efficiency, or the quality of
government services, it has escaped the attention of most taxpayers.
Featherbedding in the professions is, in the
nature of things, amoot question. Mere laymen can only guess at what goes on behind
the impenetrable screen of fraternal solidarity
and lofty mystique. But even mere laymen,
when they pay their bills, are painfully aware
that, of all the costs of living in afantastically
expensive world, the cost of professional
services has increased the most, with the
most devastating impact.
Finally, we know that the American
economy as awhole has become markedly less
productive, at acost in terms of lost output
of about $60-billion in the last two years. Part
of the decline in productivit \, and part of the
Electronics/' ) ecember 18. 1972

featherbed?

$60- billion loss, surely must be charged
against the featherbed account.
Any attempt to define the nature and suggest the extent of featherbedding in our
society runs the risk of misinterpretation.
In spite of the very obvious fact that the
overwhelming majority of union members, of
business men and white-collar workers, of
government employees, and of doctors,
lawyers, engineers and educators, belong to
and make up the working majority.
Any attempt to quantify the total cost of
featherbedding in the U.S. runs an even
greater risk. It is almost certain to be wrong.
But at whatever risk, it must be said. The
real extent of featherbedding, and the real
cost, can be summed up in two words— too
much!
Because featherbedding, whatever else it
is, is clearly waste. Deliberate, purposeless,
wanton waste of time, money, energy, effort,
talent and spirit.
And no economic system, whatever its
strengths and capacities, can tolerate endless
and unlimited waste. At some point, the system becomes not just markedly less productive, but fatally less productive. Costs
mount, prices and taxes rise— and keep on
rising, ever faster, until the system breaks
down.
pe. t he American economic system
is not at, or near, the breakdown point. But it is at the point
where most of us are finding
that, in every area of our lives,
we are paying progressively
more and more for less and less.
Part of what we are paying is the cost of
deliberate, needless waste, with its cancerous
effect on productivity. So that the real problem
with featherbedding becomes clear.
The problem is not that some people, by
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hook or by crook, are getting something for
nothing. It is that a lot of people— most
Americans— are increasingly getting nothing
for something.
The problem is not that featherbedding is
acynical con game, played by afavored few
at the expense of the tolerant and permissive
many. The problem is that it is alosing game,
played or permitted at the common and disastrous expense of us all.
So that the question for the working majority is not, how much featherbedding will
we accept? But, quite simply, how much featherbedding can we afford?
And the issue for the working majority—
and for featherbedders and would-be featherbedders as well — is, even more plainly and
directly, how much farther can we go with
alosing game?
The answer in both cases is clear and compelling.
No more! And no farther!
We at McGraw-Hill believe in the interdependence of
American society. We believe that, particularly among
the major groups— business, professions, labor and
government — there is too little recognition of our mutual dependence, and of our respective contributions.
And we believe that it is the responsibility of the media
to improve this recognition.
This is the fifth of aseries of editorial messages on
avariety of significant subjects that we hope will contribute to abroader understanding.
Permission is freely granted to individuals and organizations to reprint or republish these messages.

John R. Emery, President

McGraw-Hill Publications Co.
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Some of our
don't know
Tell afuel oil dealer that Lockheed
Electronics makes aminicomputer- based
business system, he just might question your
source of information.
Tell abusinessman we make adevice for
fuel oil dealers that rides on their trucks and
produces on-the-spot, error-free invoices,
he may think you've made an error.
Fuel oil dealers, businessmen, research
scientists, control laboratories, service station
chains, the United States Navy and Army

are all some of our best customers.
And the reason our customers come in all
shapes and sizes is because our electronic
products and services come in all shapes
and sizes.
There's our 417 Data Recorder. It's rugged,
portable ( 28 pounds), and fits under a
plane seat.
And have you met SUE? A System User
Engineered minicomputer with unequalled
flexibility, which is available in agalaxy of

1611413'214210 8 817 3 6 413 2
15;41131211910 lb elie 6 413 2
IVA1312111110 8 . 173 6 413 2

best customers
all we make.
configurations.
For self-service gas stations, our LTS
transaction system is agreat advance in
reliability.
Our CC-150 and CB-65 memory systems
combine high-speed with low-cost ( 650
nanosecond memory for the CB-65). Both,
provide off-shelf economy for abroad range
of memory applications.
And for pinpoint accuracy against surface
and air targets from shipboard, we're pro-

ducing the Mark 86 gunfire control system
for the Navy. We also serve the Army at Fort
Huachuca, Arizona, and NASA in Houston,
with awide range of technical services.
In fact, Lockheed Electronics isn't just an
electronics company. It's diversity. Five
profitable divisions accounting for some
$100,000,000 in sales.
It adds up to diversified strength.

Lockheed Electronics

A Subsidiary of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Plainfield, N.J.
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HARD COPY MADE EASY
The Philips Mosaic Printer costs
less than any other printer of its
type. And it's more adaptable
to your specific need. It makes
hard copy areality where it was
too expensive before.
Unlike ordinary printers, this one
forms characters made of
individual dois, by means of
needle- like hammers. It prints not
only plain language and numerals,
but any symbol you can think of
...without any modification of
the printer itself. The range of
characters is determined by a
programmable MOS read-only
memory in the drive module.

With 60 mm paper*) it prints a
20- character line in one second.
Weighing less than 2kilo,
the printer fits into any data
processing, digital measuring or
general industrial system.
It's electronically controlled by
this 64- character drive module,
or an optimal 20- character unit.
Input logic is TTL compatible.
Both 24V/50Hz and 24V/60Hz
versions are available.
A minimum of moving parts
makes it easy on the repair
budget. Silent operation makes
it easy on the nerves. To make
it as easy as possible to fit it into
*) A fully conversational high-speed
page printer with character- bycharacter operation will be introduced
soon.

PHILIPS
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Electronic
Components
and Materials
Circle 64 on reader service card

your system, we're ready to
provide full application support...
including assistance in design of
your peripheral circuitry!
Easy enough? Send for full
information now.
Philips Industries
Electronic Components and
Materials Division,
Eindhoven - The Netherlands.
Distributed and sold in the U.S.A.
by: Amperex Electronic
Corporation, Hicksville Division,
Calculator Components,
230 Duffy Avenue,
Hicksville, N.Y. 11802.
In Canada:
Philips Electron Devices,
adivision of Philips Electronics
Industries, Ltd., 116 Vanderhoof
Avenue, Toronto 17 - Ontario

PHILIPS
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Color TV stars as
Western European electronics
markets to grow by 11%
Components, especially ICs, to soar, as strong minicomputer sales lead
computer growth and as governments stimulate communications
output; but industrial electronics and test equipment will fare poorly
D

Western Europe has made great strides toward becoming a less-patchwork place to do business. The
big trading bloc, the European Economic Community
has signed up three new member countries, Denmark,
Great Britain, and Ireland. And free-trade arrangements have been made with most of the other countries
that ring the original six Common Market members—
Belgium, France, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, and
West Germany.
As it does every year, Electronics sent its reporters
throughout Western Europe to size up the outlook for
the year ahead. In their sessions with marketing people
at some 200 companies, trade associations, and government organizations, the field men were warned over
and over that inflation would undoubtedly bloat the
forecast figures.
Added up, the markets forecast for the 12 countries
surveyed come to $ 12.3 billion for 1973. That is 11%
higher than the figure for 1972, $ 11.1 billion. Price rises
account for about half the nominal growth. Throughout
this report, market estimates are calculated at factory
sales prices for domestically produced equipment and at
customs-insurance- freight (c1F) for imports. All estimates are in current prices.
Along with putting adeceptive gloss on forecast figures, inflation has spurred some real, but not necessarily
healthy, growth in consumer electronics. Consumers, in
fact, accounted for nearly $4billion—slightly more than
36%—of this year's equipment business.
Most entertainment-electronics producers figured—
and figured rightly— that the Olympic Games at Munich
would boost color TV this year. Market watchers at Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken, the Netherlands-based leading set- maker in Western Europe, say sales of color sets
shot up astartling 75% during the first half of 1972, and
they predict again of 35% for the second haff. The forecast for color TV this year is $ 1.61 billion, some 52%
above last year's level.
Next year, too, color-Tv figures will run very strong
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forming about half an entertainment- electronics market
of over $4billion. Very possibly stiff curbs on consumer
spending may be set up next year to cool down the
economy in Britain, France, and elsewhere.
Computer growth sags
For computer makers this year, it's been aquestion of
finding customers for the hardware. Time was when annual surges of 20% or more occurred. This year, gain
was 12%, and the prospect for 1973 is arise of 15%. The
consensus forecast puts the 1973 market at $ 3.5 billion
(rentals are figured on an "if-sold" basis).
The gains will be shared fairly evenly among small,
medium, and large data processing systems. However,
minicomputers, are skipping ahead at something like
30% ayear. A lot of existing systems will be upgraded,
though. As for market shares, 1973 for European companies will be another year of trying to pare down the
dominant position of IBM. West Germany's Siemens
and France's Compagnie Internationale pour
l'Informatique have started teaming up, and Philips
may work out some ties to the combine. However, a
pan-European consolidation still seems out of reach.
Communications-equipment producers can count
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Europe report
prices, especially for oscilloscopes.
As for components makers, they rode the color-Tv
boom and could do little wrong this year. The market
bounced up some 11% to reach $ 3.77 billion. The outlook is for a $4.13 billion year in 1973.
Look for shortages of some components, particularly
semiconductors, during the year ahead. Sales of semiconductors ran an estimated $ 691 million this year and
are pegged at just under $ 800 million for 1973, with
particularly strong integrated-circuit sales.
D

West Germany
All across West Germany these days. there's a sort of
consumer-electronics festival underway. Shops are jammed with crowds snapping up nearly everything in
sight, particularly color-Tv sets. And it's not just the
usual Christmas buying binge. All this year, in fact, set
makers have been hard put to keep dealers stocked.
All told, 1973 should mark asolid rise for the country's electronics markets. Werner Matschke, director of
sales and marketing policy at Siemens AG, puts the rise
at between 8% and 9%. Manfred Beinder, head of market research at the rrr group's Standard Elektrik Lorenz
AG ( SEL), pegs it slightly higher. Electronics, weighing
inputs from dozens of West German businesses, forecasts a9% increase for equipment markets—components
excluded—next year. That's $3.68 billion, all told.
It's not hard to spot the leaders—computers, communications gear, and consumer electronics. The likely laggards are industrial electronics and avionics.
Consumers clamor for color TV
"It would be wishful thinking to believe that the phenomenal sales registered this year will continue unabated," says one trend watcher. And it would be difficult to repeat the stunning climb of color-Tv sales
throughout Western Europe this year. The forecast puts
West Germany's share of the market at $495.5 million
for 1972, asolid 30% above last year's level.
Consumption undoubtedly won't rise as much in
1973; sales should run about $ 570 million. But that's a
lot of business. " Around 1.4 million sets," is the word
from Johanna von Ronai-Horvath, head of market research for Graetz GmbH and Schaub- Lorenz GmbH,
both ITT entertainment-electronics outfits. "About 1.35
million," says Cay Baron Brockdorff, manager for sales
and marketing at Loewe Opta GmbH. At Grundig AG,
largest of the country's set makers, the word is "between
1.4 and 1.5 million." Things look so good to Grundig
that the company was stepping up its color-set output to
some 1,400 sets aday at year-end.
Full transistorization, large-scale application of integrated circuits, and 110° picture tubes are standard features. Grundig has adopted modular chassis design and
remote-control station selection by ultrasonics. The others are following suit.
All is not black for monochrome TV. To be sure, it
looks as if 1973 will be the first year that color-set pro-
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duction in units will reach the level of black-and-white
sets. But a rising demand for portables will keep
monochrome sales from falling as fast as most people
had thought they would. The share of portables in the
monochrome market was 11% in 1969, and this year,
Gerhard Grosse, general manager of Deutsche Philips
GmbH, puts the share of portables at about 40%. Next
year's market for monochrome will be about $ 210 million, Electronics predicts.
As for the radio market, there's nothing spectacular
in sight. It will hover at about $ 240 million this year and
$245 million in 1973. Peter Brandt, manager for the radio sector at Deutsche Philips, figures sales will hold at
about 8million receivers annually—not counting under$8 pocketables— through 1975.
But there will be definite shifts within the market,
Brandt says, " that will lead to aconsiderable increase in
value." Over the next few years, he explains, the percentage of table models will drop as the shares of
higher- priced portables, radio-recorders, and stereo systems increase. Stereo systems now have 12%, and
Brandt estimates that the figure could be 25% by 1975.
The new product to watch next year is the Telefunken-Teldec video disk playback unit, called TED, for
television disk. TED will hit the market next August,
right after the West Berlin Radio Show. The set, which
plays records containing some 10 minutes of color programing, will be ticketed at about $300. Rolf Schiering,
audio-visual marketing manager, predicts that TED Will
show roughly the same growth pattern as that for colorTV sets. This would mean that within five years after
TED hits the market, some 2.2 million units would be
operating in West German homes.
And computers continue to climb
No matter what the whims of the economy, the computer market in West Germany always moves in one direction— upward. "The rates of growth may vary from
year to year, but that's mainly due to shifts of emphasis
within the market, rather than to any let-up in demand," says Johannes Macher, a market researcher at
Siemens. As for near-term prospects. Macher predicts
that sales of data processing equipment will go up some
12% this year and in 1974. Electronics' survey turned up
a gain of 10%— from $ 947 million to $ 1.076 billion.
Communications

going

up.

Symbolic

of

telecommunications

growth, West Germany's latest earth station takes shape at Raisting,
and will work through Symphonie, aFrench- German satellite.

Growth rates of 12% and more seem feasible for some
time to many computer-market specialists. Even after a
decade and ahalf of computers in West Germany, one
points out, less than 20% of the 250,000-odd West German enterprises regarded as "computer-prone" have
turned to data processing. At the beginning of 1972,
about 10,000 systems were in use, according to DieboldDeutschland GmbH, acomputer consultant firm. These
systems are worth about $3.73 billion; add the value of
data-acquisition equipment, and the total comes to
$4.66 billion. Peter Feuser, manager of market research
at Diebold, estimates that roughly 14,400 systems will
be installed by the end of this year. The figure includes
process computers.
Feuser says that unit sales of process-control systems
this year shot up far faster than those of "universal" systems. Gains for the two were about 29% and 7%, respectively, during the first half of 1972. This disparity reflects the onrush of minicomputers. Already well
established for tasks like scientific technical problemsolving in industry and at universities, minicomputers
are now moving into such fields as communications,
transportation, warehousing, printing, and health.
Digital Equipment Corp.—no surprise— leads the
minicomputer market. By the end of this year. DEC figures to have about 1,200 systems operating in the country. Helmut J. Periibner, general marketing manager,
pegs 1972 minicomputer sales in West Germany at $ 50
million, which includes systems operating in conjunction with large computers. For the next year. Peri5bner
predicts amarket growth of 20% to 25% for minis.
Large systems have bright prospects too. Wilfried
Born, manager of market development at Sperry Rand
GmbH, foresees amove toward large computers for international bank networks that will speed up countryto-country money transactions. Similar networks are in
the offing to tie together Continent-wide hotel associations to handle reservations and related jobs.
There's amove under way in West Germany to make
computer services widely available to doctors. Regional
centers, each with a large computer, will help doctors
with their administrative chores, particularly the processing of vouchers for the government health plan.
Sperry Rand's Univac will supply its 1106 computer for
the first three centers. Siemens and IBM are also vying
for future business, which could be considerable.
Well posted?
West Germany's communicationshardware makers
had amagnificent showcase for their wares this year at
the Munich Olympic Games. But with so many big
communications projects finished off for the Games,
there's bound to be some tapering off this year. However "there's not going to be a post-Olympic slump,"
says Karl A. Saxl, a Siemens forecaster. There's a replacement market in telecommunications hardware, for
one thing. Then there are such projects as electronicdata and telephone-switching systems. as well as new
pulse-code- modulation networks to keep communications makers reasonably busy next year.
However, West Germany's post office, the biggest
single customer for communications hardware, most
likely won't have its detailed budget until early next
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West German Electronics Markets Forecasts
(in mIlhons of dollars)

Assembled equipment, total
Consumer products
Computers
Communications
Industrial electronics
Test and measuring equipment
Medical electronics
Components

1972
3,361.8
1,268.0
947.3
611.5
306.3
100.4

1973
3,679.4
1,337.5
1,076.4
685.0
329.6
108.2

128.3
1,222.4

142.7
1,329.7

Exchange rate: Si = 3.22 marks

year. But industry people believe spending for telecommunications will be 10% to 13% higher in 1973 than
this year's $ 1.9 billion. A lot of the money goes for
buildings, cables and the like, but plenty should be left
for electronic hardware. The Electronics survey turned
up a 12% gain, to $ 685 million, from this year's $ 612
million for communications hardware items.
Still not a big-money project, but worth watching, is
the post office's development program for the EWS electronic switching system. The system's stored-program
control computer has acore memory with acapacity of
256 kilobytes and acycle time of 1.5 microseconds. It is
supported by aSiemens 4004 computer, which is used
for external- maintenance diagnostics. The PCM-compatible system can handle both space-division and time-division multiplex transmissions.
The EWS system is ajoint development by Siemens,
SEL, Telefonbau und Normalzeit ( r&N), and Deutsche
Telefonwerke und Kabelindustrie AG ( D'rw). It will
start field trials at Munich by the middle of next year,
handling 1,000 telephone subscribers under normal
traffic conditions. The second and third EWS systems
will be installed for trials in late 1973 and early 1974 in
Stuttgart and Darmstadt. By 1975, all eight central
switching exchanges in the country are to have EWS systems for regular telephone communications.
As for data switching, the post office has its first electronic system ( EDs) under trial at Munich and plans to
cut it over for regular service next year. Two more systems are slated to go into operation next year in Mannheim and Frankfurt. The system's design was worked
out mainly by Siemens, with SEL participating.
The post office is also pushing PCM systems. By the
end of this year. there will be about 80 30/32-channel
PCM systems operating in West Germany. Twenty to 30
systems will be added annually through 1975, says
Theodor Irmer, the man responsible for PCM system
planning. "The demand is for much more than that," Irmer says, " but we are keeping the number purposely
low because we'll have astandardized and uniform version for large-scale introduction in 1975." Presently
there are four system designs being used— from Siemens, AEG-Telefunken, SEL, and TeKaDe-EGE.
One standard version for regular service in 1975 and
beyond will be the PCM-30, a 30-channel system that
transmits at 2,048 kilobits per second. Retaining the
best features of the four present designs, the PCM-30
will replace low- frequency cables in short- haul networks. A standard 120-channel system with rates of 8
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lion. The military and space markets, Vogler says, will
stay flat at $ 15 million.
As for integrated circuits, bipolars still account for the
largest chunk of the business. Next year, $30 million
megabits per second will also be used for phone com- worth of bipolar devices will be sold, versus $ 12 to $ 13
munications in large metropolitan areas. Once video- million of digital-mos types, Vogler says. Despite the
phone communications get under way on a regular euphoria, most semiconductor makers are keeping their
basis, the 120-channel system will also provide that ser- cool. With the disastrous years of 1970 and 1971 still
vice. It's also intended for microwave transmissions stinging memories, semiconductor producers are adding
above 10 gigahertz. For data transmission, there'll be a capacity with caution. "The industry lost too much
third class of PCM equipment with rates of 1megabit or money in the past from over-reacting," summarizes
more.
Fritz G. FRihne, director of sales and marketing at InGünter A. Holzmann, assistant sales director at termetall GmbH, an irr semiconductor company.
p
Rohde & Schwarz, says aboost of sorts will also come
from replacing transmission equipment in service for 10
United Kingdom
years and more with solid-state hardware. "With Germany one of the best radio-covered countries in Eu- To visitors, Britain has acertain consistent charm. The
rope," Holzmann says, "network expansion has become guard still changes at Buckingham Palace with precision
a small business factor. Hardware replacement is pro- and polish. Piccadilly is as raffish as ever. Shoppers still
viding abigger thrust."
crowd Oxford Street.
Another lift will come from navigational aids and airSo long as those shoppers continue to spend money,
traffic control systems at airports, Holzmann says. He electronics markets will run strong in Britain. And the
also forecasts agood rise-8% or so— for the mobile-ra- glow from color-Tv screens makes for most of the
dio equipment market. That market is getting a lift brightness in the outlook. The Electronics survey points
from orders by operators of taxi fleets, road-construc- to an equipment market of $ 2.39 billion, astrong 11%
tion and first-aid vehicles, and fire-truck and police-car increase over the 1972 estimate of $2.14 billion. Comoperators. Big price drops for mobile-radio equipment, puters figure to perk up, and communications and comaveraging 50% for some standard gear, is one factor be- ponents won't be bad. Not much is expected, though, in
hind the spurt in demand. Holzmann says.
instruments and industrial electronics.
But electronics is an exception to the general ecoQueuing for components
nomic growth, which will hop to 4% this year and could
When West Germans, as they're now doing, stage a register nearly 4% again in 1973. However, the spurt
long-lasting consumer- electronics festival, it can only will come almost entirely from aboom in consumer dumean alot of tinsel for components makers. Only ayear rables, and there's no solid sign yet of what's really
ago, their outlook seemed as dismal as the further needed—a thoroughgoing round of plant investment.
reaches of the Black Forest. Now they're wondering While consumer-goods makers prosper, steel makers
how to cope with bulging order books.
and chemical manufacturers, for example, face more
Delivery times are stretched out, particularly for con- slack times, and unemployment is aproblem.
sumer-grade components—from simple discrete devices
If the long-awaited plant-investment cycle actually
on up to picture tubes. Even some types of integrated starts, 1973 has to be avery good year. If it doesn't, a
circuits are hard to get. "All the while, set makers are relatively small hitch, such as the upset when Britain
crying for more, lest their production lines come to a starts operating next Jan. 1 in the Common Market,
standstill," says an official at Valvo GmbH, the German may halve the 4% projection. And last year, the nation's
components subsidiary of Philips.
real growth ran less than 2%.
So there's a strong market for components in sight.
Bright island
Joachim Prange, a components-market analyst at Siemens, figures there'll be a 10% rise. sn's Manfred BeinBritons have been unbelievable this year when it
der thinks the spurt could be 15%. Electronics' survey comes to color television. A year ago, industry optimists
spots the market for components at $ 1.33 billion in were forecasting perhaps 1.5 million sets in 1972. But
1973, up 9% over the 1972 estimate of $ 1.22 billion.
the actual figure is going to be around 1.7 million sets,
Scoring an above-average increase next year will be worth $ 570 million. Some now predict that the market
semiconductors. Siemens' Prange pegs it at 15%. Con- in 1973 will climb on up to 2 million sets. Electronics'
sidering integrated circuits by themselves, the rise will survey puts the value at $ 710 million. With that big
be twice that for semiconductors— roughly 30%, Prange chunk assured, the consumer electronics market will
predicts. Electronics' survey shows much the same gain.
push past $ 1billion next year.
As it was this year, the consumer sector will be the
With dealers running short on stocks, set makers
biggest semiconductor user in 1973 too. It'll buy $ 110 aren't about to slow their output to make radical model
million worth, $ 12 million more than this year, says changes. Hence U.K. color-Tv receivers still have 90°
Dirk G. Vogler, manager of marketing administration tubes, except for the few intended for PAL export marat Texas Instruments Deutschland GmbH. The indus- kets, where 110° tubes are the norm. But there'll be cirtrial sector, Vogler estimates, will consume about $ 82 cuit improvements. More home- market sets will feature
million worth, up $ 7 million from this year. Sales to touch tuners made by three technologies—discrete,
computer makers will be $ 55 million, again of $ 5 mil- bipolar and MOs— and an extra integrated circuit or two
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will appear here and there. In particular, more sets will
use integrated low-level synchronous detectors. The favored designs are by Motorola and Philips.
Hi-fi equipment makers can expect agood 1973, too.
Because it's hard to tell when ahigh-priced phonograph
actually becomes ahi-fi set, there is some confusion in
the figures. Some people in the business swear that
"unit audio" shot up this year by 50%, in terms of pieces
sold, and could repeat that performance next year. Electronics' survey, on the other hand, shows amore modest
climb from $ 70 million this year to $95 million in 1973.
At any rate, there certainly is growing consumer interest
in good sound, which is being backed by aburst of marketing initiative by stores and discount houses.
Technology has had strong impact on the videoplayer market. When Rank- Bush-Murphy Ltd. found it
couldn't produce electronic video- recording ( EvR) players economically, the company abandoned the line,
leaving Philips Electrical Ltd. and its licensee, Thorn
Electrical Ltd., as the only companies delivering videoplayback hardware. They probably will have no difficulty unloading every cassette player they have through
most of next year. Sony and Teldec won't hit the British
market before year-end.
Computer makers convinced of comeback
it's been bangers and bitters, rather than caviar and
champagne, for computer companies this year. Last
year's slump in orders has hit this year's deliveries, and
Electronics' survey pegs 1972 business at some $450 million, about 5% off the 1971 level.
The fare figures to get richer during 1973. The forecast: a 15% gain to $ 517 million, even better than the
previous peak year, 1971. Naturally enough, the sector
where orders slumped most last year—small systems
destined for smaller businesses—is the sector that recovered fastest. Public-sector orders dropped off less and
are picking up again less quickly. Alan Wakefield, manager of marketing objectives for International Computers Ltd., says icL's private-sector orders are standing
about 25% higher than a year ago. ICL, of course, has
the biggest share of the British market.
Wakefield sees two main growth trends for 1973.
First, many operators of medium-size machines are
adding memory and processor power, particularly to
turn batch systems into communications-type systems
by adding remote visual display units (vpu). Following
from that, there's a steady boom in peripherals. Large
disk files-60 megabytes or so—are selling well. InvestBritish Electronics Markets Forecasts
(in millions of dollars)

Assembled equipment, total
Consumer products
Computers
Communications
Industrial electronics
Test and measuring equipment
Medical electronics
Components
Exchange rate:

Si = 41.5 pence ( 15 = $2.40)
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1972
2,140.3
966.0
450.3
496.8

1973
2,395.0
1,098.5
517.0
535.5

138.8
66.8
21.6

149.7
70.9
23.4

893.7

974.6

_.ette40.4- •
Preflight testing. A prototype of Britain's Skynet 2military communications satellite is tested at Marconi Space and Defence Systems.

ors are often national manufacturing, distribution, and
retail chains.
One important question for the computer industry
should be answered next year: Will ICL announce its
new computer range, designed to take over from the
two existing older lines it inherited when it was formed
three years ago? Probably it will, for two reasons. First,
the longer ICL waits, the better start it gives competitive
new ranges, particularly Infs. Second, the company's
order book isn't excessively high ( ifs bad to introduce
new models when demand is running high, because too
many people are put off by long delivery delays).
Minicomputer sales were less affected by last year's
recession, and a steady 10% increase in sales seems
likely. Data concentration, originally touted as the main
outlet for minis, is developing only slowly. Most minicomputer sales are for single units to universities and
company research departments. The original-equipment-manufacturer market for industrial gear, particularly machine tools, is growing fast in numbers;
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is not good for financing research and development.
More money is being spent on displays and data-handling systems, though. Installing the large IBM 9020D
flight-data-processing system for air-traffic control over
growth in value is something else because OEM systems southern Britain will involve spending some $ 50 million
are very basic.
over five years or so for development and production of
There's no sign of an upturn for industrial process- display systems. Direct-view storage tubes, electronic
computer makers, though. For them, the low level of data displays, touchwire data-entry devices, electroopbusiness that's persisted for acouple of years now seems tical runway fog detectors, and doppler VOR beacons
to be permanent. Investment by oil and chemicals pro- will all be used in greater numbers next year.
ducers will be significantly less than in 1972; worse still,
Avionics, too, is looking slightly brighter. British comupturns in gas, steel, and electricity won't compensate.
panies ended up with a fair share of the development
On the technical side, 1972 was a year for develop- orders for the British-German-Italian multirole combat
ment, and in 1973, some of this work will get to market. aircraft, and that has boosted morale. Production of
About mid-year, Ferranti Ltd. is likely to formally an- avionics for the Jaguar and Harrier jet fighters and
nounce its new military computer, so far the only British some military helicopters is rising steadily. There are
machine with afull Schottky-rn processor. Before that, good prospects that British Aircraft Corp. will get an
the company could take the wraps off some new fast initial production order for its Rapier low-level antiairprocess controllers. A year ago, core stores still had a craft missile with blind-fire attachment. On the civil
cost edge on mos memories, but now that's turned side, 22 production Concorde supersonic transports
around, at least for small sizes. Look for some British have now been authorized, meaning steady orders for
minicomputers with semiconductor memories next year. its avionics. And China has placed unexpectedly large
Communications-equipment makers have the steady orders for Hawker-Siddeley Trident-3 jet transports.
increase in post office telephone and telegraph equip- But there's worry about the future of civil avionics. Next
ment buoying their sector, as always. So the prospect year, the government must fund some advanced project,
overall is for arise, albeit nothing to get really excited such as a shorttake-off transport, or R&D teams may
about. The Electronics survey spots the 1973 market at break up, and Britain fall behind.
$535 million, up 8% on the $497 million of this year.
Space-electronics companies won't breathe easily unOne bunch of equipment makers whose sales mes- til Europe's space ministers finally agree to an intesage is coming through loud and clear is the land- mo- grated work program. Once that happens, spending
bile crew. Sales for the sector moved up 10% this year should tend toward amore concentrated effort in aEuand something like that looks likely for 1973. Pye Tele- ropean program. Present space work in hand at British
communications Ltd., the market leader, believes in companies includes subcontracting for Hughes Aircraft
growth to the extent of boosting its sales staff. Other Co. on Intelsat spacecraft, two military communications
makers see signs of a slowdown. Indisputably, though, satellites slated for launch next year, a scientific satelbuyers are asking increasingly for sophisticated extras lite, atechnology- proving satellite, and participation in
such as selective calling. That makes it tough for smaller European Space Research Organization programs.
producers.
Most important for the future, Hawker-Siddeley and
Production of more sophisticated radio systems is Marconi Co. are doing project definition of a geostalooking up as well: awhole new family of military mo- tionary experimental communications satellite.
biles called Clansman will roll off the lines of a halfFor the instrument business, it's amixture as before.
dozen factories. There's also a steady demand for ex- That means little over-all growth, with gains chalked up
pensive equipment for North Sea oil rigs and new-gen- by automatic systems at the expense of conventional
eration single-sideband equipment for shipping.
bench instruments. The best growth sector is the comAs for the radar industry, "it's going through adiffi- munications industry, which will take more network
cult time in terms of orders," maintains Douglas Smee, analyzers, generators, synthesizers and counters.
assistant managing director of GEC- Marconi Electronics
Components sales snap back
Ltd. In particular, the home market l'or large aircraftsurveillance radars is based almost entirely on the deComponents supplier, in Britain went into 1972 figmand for replacements. and dependency on export orders uring they'd fare poorly. Happily, that wasn't the case,
thanks to the surge in color-Tv set output. To make
things even better, prices of semiconductors firmed for
all sorts of reasons. The most obvious, of course, was the
fairly sudden end to the price war for standard ics.
All told, then, components consumption moves up a
smart 13% this year to $ 894 million, according to Electronics' survey. Next year's outlook is solid, too—up an
additional 9% to $975 million. Demand, thus, has
caught up with supply. That's one supposedly immutable law of afree economy. In fact, demand for some
consumer components is outstripping supply, and some
Bright picture. Color sets, like these being made at Thorn Electrical
shortages are inevitable. There's another law of market
Industries' Bradford plant, racked up a boom year in 1972.
economics that says suppliers usually over- react when
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their order books bulge during a boom in prosperity.
Semiconductor producers, particularly, will face
temptations to add capacity. The survey predicts a 15%
rise in the market next year to $ 193 million from this
year's $ 168 million. One big lift will come from builders
of telecommunications equipment. Along with discretes,
there's awide market opening up for mos Lst chips for
push-button telephone pulse generators. Custom mos
also will go into several U.K.-made instruments and calculators. For its calculator, though, Sumlock Comptometer Ltd. will take bipolar Ls! from Ferranti Ltd.
Deliveries of 1,024- bit semiconductor random-access
memories will build up slowly, and new systems incorporating ECL and Schottky-TTL will add something
to demand for the rarer logic circuits.
Light-emitting semiconductors are catching on very
slowly in England. American products will still dominate the small market, but Plessey Co. could grab a
foothold with high-brightness yellow emitters.
Gas-discharge displays aren't doing any better. But in
the belief that they might, Ferranti Ltd. will join Burroughs and Mullard Ltd. next summer in offering a
panel 5by 2inches with two rows of 20 characters each.
CRT displays, however, should do well, particularly
those for computer and airborne use.
For automobile electronics, it will be another year of
slow progress in Britain. Car makers are too hard hit by
inflation to introduce pricey technical changes. But
Smiths Industries Ltd. will mass-produce, mainly for
Ford Motor Co., a hybrid version of its ic-based tachometer. There'll be more electronic ignition bolt-on conversions in the accessory shops, too.
As for new components technology, Plessey and GEC
Semiconductor Ltd. will both offer nonvolatile metalnitride-oxide semiconductor ( mNos) read- mostly
memory arrays in small quantities. GEC will market
linear arrays of charge-coupled devices that can be used
as shift registers, analog signal processors, or image
readers feeding gray-scale information out serially.
Tri-glycinesulphate room-temperature infrared detectors haven't displaced cooled types in the military
market, but have found growing civil sales where lower
sensitivity will do. Examples are spectrometers and radiometers, which previously used bolometers or Golay
cells. The military will continue to take virtually all the
output of direct low- light intensifiers, and for the first
time, aBritish acoustic surface-wave device will get into
British equipment when a filter developed by Microwave and Electronic Systems Ltd. is built into a prototype pulse-compression ra dar.

Fare game. Computers are the ticket for Air France, which has
added aUnivac 1106 to link 130 passenger terminals at Orly airport.

minister Valéry Giscard d'Estaing has already started
taking anti-inflationary measures in harmony with
France's Common Market partners. The aim is to bring
Europe-wide inflation down to 4% in 1973.
What worries people in the electronics industries is a
nagging feeling that the government's anti-inflation
measures—like tightening up on credit— have been tempered to keep voters reasonably contented until the parliamentary elections next March.
"All nongovernmental markets in electronics could
feel a slowdown after the elections, depending on the
scope of the measures Giscard takes," says Henri Batik,
chief of the Fédération Nationale des Industries
Electroniques ( FNIE), the trade association. "The second
half of next year, we could be in for asqueeze."
Industry is clearly on its guard for aseries of new economic policies. "We can't keep on this way, with salaries going up 10%-12% and prices 6% ayear," says Raymond Genêt, chief of economic studies at RTC La
Radiotechnique-Compelec, aPhilips company. "Credit

France
Traditionally, the French have had their doubts about
anything that's not truly French. And adominating national trait has been bullheaded individuality. But
much is changing throughout Western Europe, including the traditional French outlook. International cooperation in matters financial and industrial, in fact, figures to burgeon in 1972.
Electronics will have its share. The "native" French
computer companies are working on deals that will link
them with German firms, now competitors. And finance
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Market factors. Its digital instruments that are providing what little
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there is In

the French instrument market.
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will probably have to be restrained further, among
other things." Even so, electronics marketing men are
forecasting aclear upturn in 1973. Electronics forecasts
sales of $2.22 billion for equipment in 1973, up 11%
over the 1972 estimate of $ 1.96 billion.
Color TV takes on anew hue
There's no question that the impetus is coming from
consumer electronics. Genêt of RTC says, "The color
phenomenon is serving as a driving force for the electronics industry as a whole." Edouard Guigonis, vice
president for marketing at Thomson-CSF, rates the consumer market as "very, very good— far from saturation."
Thomson-CSF is France's largest electronics group.
This year, the color-Tv market at long last started to
take off as sales shot up to some 450,000 sets, nearly a
50% jump from last year's figure of 300,000 sets. Next
year's number should be above 600,000. That's still nowhere near the German and British figures, but it's
enough to keep French set-makers bustling. The government-controlled broadcasting agency ORTF on Dec.
31 will inaugurate its third network, with all-color programing. Although relay facilities are only partially installed, the major population centers will receive the
third program. Set manufacturers are hoping—most
likely in vain— that the wider choice will force an upgrading of program quality, adding a further fillip to
color sales.
Another consumer area climbing fast is the portableradio market. Transistorized sets retailing at around $20
were virtually unknown in France only two years ago.
But last year, about 200,000 were imported from Singapore, and this year imports are expected to total
around 900,000. But, because the profit margins are so
small, French producers let the Asians take over the
small-portable market afew years ago. To the surprise
of the French, however, the Singapore radios—from a
variety of firms, including Philips— have created asubstantial market that could gross over $30 million next
year.
Trans- Rhine computer combine takes shape
In the computer business, it's tough trying to play
David when Goliath happens to be IBM. So France's
proud native computer producer Compagnie Internationale pour l'Informatique (cii) has decided to share
slingshots with West Germany's Siemens AG. The two
plan to pool computer research and development, share
manufacturing, and combine marketing efforts for a
new line of machines. Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken
very likely will also join the combine.
Other computer makers in France view this new togetherness with some skepticism. "Our guess is that they
will have atough time marrying their technical efforts,
not to mention their financial structures," says one competitor. At the outset, anyway, there will be a problem
on how to share losses, since the partners get heavy financial support from their national governments.
Nevertheless, cti and Siemens have successfully
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French Electronics Markets Forecasts
Int rndhons of dollars)

Assembled equipment, total
Consumer products
Computers
Communications
Industrial electronics
Test and measuring equipment
Medical electronics
Components

1972
1,959.0
529.3
636.8
522.6
121.2

1973
2,215.7
604.5
717.8
597.5
133.4

83.3
65.8

91.2
71.3

692.8

759.4

Exchange rate: Si - 5.01 francs

worked out details of their accord, and they hope to sign
before year-end. Germans already were on the scene in
marketing capacities at cii's suburban Paris headquarters, and cii had French personnel working in Germany
with Siemens to help the two operations mesh in 1973.
Meanwhile, cur president Michel Barré is determined
to take on Honeywell- Bull and IBM-France in non-government markets in 1973. The company's turnover this
year will top $ 160 million. Next year, Barré will be
shooting for the magic number of one billion francs
(some $ 200 million). Barré and his competitors can
count on astrong market to joust over. Electronics' survey points to a $ 718 million computer market in France
next year, up 11% over this year's estimated $637 million. To some data-processing market seers, the figure
will look low. Maxime Bonnet of Honeywell-Bull, for
example sees an 18% expansion as possible next year. In
his view, minicomputers and small systems will step out
at a20% pace, and large machines will do well too. Medium machines, he feels, won't grow as fast because
they are losing ground to fast-improving small systems.
France comes up in communications
Although ordinary telephone subscribers can't hear
much difference yet, the massive investment in telecommunications equipment that has been coming out
of the government's coffers means good times ahead for
hardware producers selling to the Ministry of Post and
Telecommunications. The ministry won't make good on
its public promise, made last spring, to have telephone
service " normal" by the end of 1973. But there's been
$860 million spent this year to upgrade telecommunications facilities, and $ 1.13 billion more is
slated for next year, including cable-laying costs.
Some $ 15 million of the 1973 money will go for electronic telephone-switching hardware as the telephone
administration begins aserious shift out of conventional
exchange equipment. There are two main contenders
for this business, the irr subsidiary, Compagnie Générale des Constructions Téléphoniques (cGcT), and the
French company, cif-Alcatel. cif-Alcatel this year
landed orders for four small time-division multiplex
systems, destined for rural areas in Britanny.
Next year, there'll be orders for urban exchanges, and
CGCT expects to score with its space-division equipment. After 1973, the pace of electronic-switching installations will be stepped up progressively to reach
about 100,000 lines yearly by 1975, about 10% of the
administration's switching installations at the time. The
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long-term goal is to have about half the nation's exchanges operating electronically between 1980 and
1990.
Overall, telecommunications is perhaps the healthiest
segment of the French electronics industry. "There are
some clouds on the horizon, however," warns Gabriel
Coron, economic specialist of the telecommunications
trade association. "We can't be sure this rate of government investment will continue beyond 1975." Coron
says that French suppliers could end up with ahuge excess production capacity if government investment
drops off suddenly.
To guard against this menace, CGCT, cif-Alcatel and
other companies are trying to increase their exports to
20% of their turnover by the end of 1975. The current
figure is only 12%. Government export credits are being
made available to help them win orders abroad.
At home, the struggle for the private French market
in electronic-switching equipment continues, apart from
government orders. CGCT claims the lead with PABX
equipment totaling 58,000 lines, followed by IBM at
about 25,000 lines, and cif-Alcatel and Ericsson-France
at 12,000 lines each. This lucrative market is expected to
jump about 20% next year.

ment under control, just to be safe," he says.
Motorola is banking on telecommunications and
computers to help boost semiconductor orders. French
consumer-electronics firms are slow to transfer to ICS,
however, says Chaskelevitch, because the biggest local
market, color-Tv sets, is limited by France's Secam system. Export prospects for special Secam circuits are nil.
"Nobody is particularly eager to develop la for such a
small market," Chaskelevitch says.

Italy

In Italy this fall, nationwide labor contracts again come
up for athree-year renewal. And cynics are wondering
whether the country's economy—once a worthy monument to Italy's post-war recovery but shaky for the past
three years—will continue to sink slowly like Venice, or
will rather appear to topple without ever actually falling, like the leaning tower of Pisa.
Signs are that the economy will lean, perhaps precariously, but not sink. Trade-union leaders talk belligerently, but they seem to have learned that excessively
high wage boosts lead to higher prices and the threat of
unemployment. A first major contract, for chemical
workers, went through in double-quick time in October,
Strength for semiconductors seems sure for 1973
an encouraging sign. Strikes this time around are less
What's good for the " native" computer firm at is violent, and demonstrations smaller and more orderly
good for the " native" semiconductor company Sesco- than three years ago.
sem, strategists of President Georges Pompidou's reBut the economy continues to lack spark, even
gime obviously believe. So Sescosem, the long-strug- though consumers are spending more than they did a
gling semiconductor maker under the wing of year ago. Italian investors are still shy, but the governThomson-csF, tried this year to team up with West Ger- ment and foreign capitalists have moved in over the last
many's AEG-Telefunken, but negotiations broke down two years. In the fall, economic observers were predictlast month, ostensibly because of legal problems in- ing areal increase of something under 3% for the counvolved in setting up a holding company in try's gross national product this year. This is a certaine
Luxembourg. Before the breakdown, however, Sesco- improvement over 1971's real growth of 1.4%.
sem officials admitted privately that the real problem
Until wages-and- fringes contracts for the major inwas splitting up product lines.
dustries are argued out, it is hard to get a solid fix on
This falling out comes at atime when the market cli- 1973. As always, too, there's Italy's chronic political inmate is particularly benign for semiconductor suppliers, stability. Barring along-lasting wave of strikes or some
which makes decisions to go it alone less painful. Elec- catastrophic capers in Rome, the economy stands areatronics' consensus forecast is for amarket of $ 140 mil- sonable chance of maintaining the upturn it marked
lion next year, up 11% from an estimated $ 126 million this year. Whatever the real growth, the 1973 figures in
this year. Along with good over-all growth, Sescosem's current- money terms almost surely will reflect an inflamarketing director, Bernard de Charentenay, foresees a tion of at least 5% to 6%.
particularly attractive market in computers. Technology
The same has to be said of any market forecast, of
is tending to stablize while orders grow, he's observed, course. Electronics' survey this year indicates an equipand that means alonger product life for some semicon- ment market of $ 1.05 billion for 1973, or getting on for
ductor devices. " Our computer customers are not 12% above the estimated $ 945 million for 1972. But the
changing models as fast as they used to," he says. gain loses alot of luster when uninflated.
"These days it's more a question of their refining techIn fact, no luster at all brightens the prospect ahead
nology, adding on, and modernizing." De Charentenay for consumer electronics, for Italy still has not started
says certain transistor and diode lines have thus lasted a up with color television. For industrial electronics producers, too, prospects are gloomy. There's much that's
good deal longer than some forecasters expected.
But if semiconductor makers are riding high again, sunny, though, in the outlook for the telethere's still concern that the price wars of only yesterday communications sector. Nor have the computer makers
might recur. "There's aclear upturn now," says Moto- had to water their Chianti, although they have seen betrola's French marketing services manager, Claude ter times. As for components makers, they can expect
Chaskelevitch, "but we are a bit afraid of 1974. This their home market to move up from the $ 249 million
business runs in cycles." Chaskelevitch says that next logged this year to $273 million in 1973. How different
year is bound to see heavy investment by some semi- it would be if Italy, like its neighbors, were in the midst
conductor makers. "All this will bear fruit—bad fruit—in of acolor-Tv climb.
1974, if it gets out of hand. We are keeping our investDespite adawdling economy, computer makers man-
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age to keep sales growing respectably. This year, the
market on an "if-sold" basis will run about $ 342 million, according to Electronics' survey. That makes a 15%
gain over 1971. For the year ahead, an 18% gain looks
possible: the forecast is for amarket of $405 million.
Besides the rise in value, the market structure will
shift. One big producer figures that something between
75% and 80% of new installations are small machines
bought by small and medium-size companies. The main
reason for this rush is obvious. With the New Year,
Italy will align herself with other Common Market
countries and put an added-value tax into effect. Merchants everywhere will have added bookkeeping to do,
and that spur is getting them into data processing.
Computers in government
All this is not to say that IBM, Honeywell Information
Systems, Sperry Rand's Univac division, and the lesser
lights in the Italian computer business plan to forsake
large machines. The government remains asterling bigsystem buyer, so much so that one EDP-company executive says that if he had it to do all over again, he would
locate his Italian headquarters in Rome and not Milan.
Last year, for example, the Ministry of Finance set up
a nationwide data processing system, and so did the
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications. IBM got that
business. This year, Univac landed contracts for big systems with Italcantieri, the state-run shipyards, and Italsider, the state-owned steel company. The Ministry of
Justice, too, took delivery this year on aUnivac 1106 for
an information-retrieval service for lawyers.
Still more government business is in the offing. The
railroad system is evaluating tenders for a big system,
and prospects at the universities in Rome, Milan,
Naples, and Bologna are good. Even better, when the
national bureaucrats in Rome are sated, the local governments will be heavily in the market. There is still no
sign, though, as to when the government might earmark
loads of lire to automate the hospitals. When the time
comes, it will be happy days for an outfit called SAGO
(for Sistema Automatico Governo Ospedaliero). SAGO
was formed early this year to bring together the main
Italian companies with competence in hospital automation—I.M.I., Montedel, Selenia, Pignone Sud, Olivetti,
and aFiat subsidiary called Sorin.
Whether business is good or bad in Italy, there is always a lot to talk about— more, in fact, than the telecommunications network can handle. But SIP, the state

telephone agency, is pushing hard to pare down the
present six-month waiting period for new subscribers,
all the while improving service generally. Currently, the
agency adds some 800,000 phones a year to the network. This year, the government granted arate increase
for phone service, but to get it, the agency had to promise to do even better.
Communications coming on strong

Spending on telecommunications in 1973, then, will
run close to $ 1billion. sfP's biggest supplier is Società
Italiana Telecommunicazioni Siemens, like sip itself a
member of the government holding company líti's STET
group. But Telettra, GTE, the ITT standard subsidiary
FACE, and the LM Ericsson subsidiary Fatme all stand to
pick up considerable business too.
As SIP expands its network, it is bettering its technology, naturally. For short- haul trunks, for example, it
has a program for switching to pulse-code modulation.
This year, some 8,000 channels-worth of cable PCM links
with hops averaging between 12 and 15 miles were installed. The links actually have 30-channel groups and a
2-megabit transmission rate. Next year, SIP will start using an 8-megabit rate on 120-channel equipment ( four
groups of 30) paired with microcable developed by Pirelli, and will also begin on PCM radio links.
The market for conventional microwave relays is also
good. GTE has a $ 5million job for 2,700-channel hardware that is slated to go into service in 1974.
SIP, like most other West European telephone
agencies, has electronic switching in mind. And although the solution for the long term almost surely will
be fully electronic exchanges with time-division multiplexing, SIP still has to make up its mind as to what kind
of space-division hardware it will use before then. And
since the government has its say about SIP, politics will
be afactor in the decision.
Politics affects the national broadcasting organization
RAI also. RAI is officially autonomous, and, until this
year, had five-year contracts to run the country's radio
and television networks. Now it just has aone-year renewal for 1973, and that's that for any coherent investment program in broadcast equipment. Under debate,
too, is whether cable TV should be wrested from RAI and
turned over to some other body—SIP, for example. So
politics may stunt growth in yet another market.
Set makers wait for the

rainbow

Politics is painful, too, for Italian TV- set producers.
The government has decided no color network will go
on the air before 1974. Even worse, the debate over
which color system to use—the West German system
PAL or the French system Secam—is still unsettled.
Until this summer, set makers figured the choice
would be PAL, hands down. All were geared up to produce PAL sets, and RAI was ready to broadcast using it.
But then Georges Pompidou's government renewed its
pitch for Secam and that was enough to make color TV
another squabbling point for Italian politicians.
A lot of would-be buyers have followed the governApplied technology. At General Instruments Europe, a leading Italian MOS house, the move is toward standard MOS circuits.
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Italian Electronics Markets Forecasts
(in millions of dollars)

Assembled equipment, total
Consumer products
Computers
Communications
Industrial electronics
Test and measuring equipment
Medical electronics

1972
944.6
220.8

1973
1,053.8
236.5

341.7
221.8
95.3
31.8

404.7
238.9
101.6
36.0

sop alot of it up. Largely because of strong markets in
consumer goods, computers, and communications, Electronics' survey foresees a $ 596 minion year in 1973 for
electronics equipment, a respectable 11% gain over the
estimated $ 538 million for 1972.
Color TV carries on

At Philips headquarters in Eindhoven, the company's
business strategists look at Holland as just another West
European market. And as far as color TV goes, the coun33.2
36.1
248.7
273.2
Components
try is exactly that. Sales have been running surprisingly
Exchange rate: Si = 580 lire
high this year, and astrong market is in sight next year.
Electronics' survey puts the 1972 market at $ 88 million,
up one-third over the 1971 figure. For 1973, the forecast
ment'5 lead and postponed decision. As a result, the is astrong further climb to $ 103 million.
consumer electronics market, for which TV sets the tone,
Except for monochrome TV, consumer electronics figis flat. Electronics' survey predicts amodest rise from an ures to stay on this year's high plateau. Hi-fi, particestimated $ 221 million this year to $ 237 million in 1973. ularly, is going to higher levels in sales, as well as deciThe only glow in the market is afairly robust business bels. All told, the consumer electronics sector should hit
in small-screen second sets.
sales of $ 228 million next year, according to the survey.
The estimated figure for 1972 is $ 213 million.
A solider market shows for solid state
There are no bounds forward in technology in sight
Italian component makers can find plenty to com- for 1973. F.C. Romeijn, a top technology-watcher at
plain about, but not as much as last year. To be sure, Philips, expects acontinuing shift to Ics among the set
little is doing in domestic color-Tv production, the mar- makers, but foresees no immediate end to the variety
ket mainstay elsewhere. But equipment production that now exists in splitting up functions among chips for
nonetheless should be enough to boost consumption of color-Tv sets. In Romeijn's view, the next consumer
components to $273 million in 1973, according to Elec- product to make aheavy impact on the market, starting
tronics' survey. That's aboost of 10%-not too bad.
around 1975, will be video-recording equipment. PhilSemiconductor suppliers, who suffered mightly in ips, remember, has video-tape hardware on the market
1971, saw prices firm up this year as excess supply fi- and is readying avideo-disk system.
nally got sopped up. End result was ajump up to $48
As for computers, Holland should turn out a little
million from last year's $41 million. Next year will see a better than the run-of-the-mill West European country.
further rise to $ 58 million, according to the survey.
Philips planners predict an expansion of 15%, on the avNonetheless, caution is the word at SOS/ATES, the erage, for Western Europe. Electronics' survey predicts
Italian semiconductor producer that last year was a 1973 market of $ 157 million for computers and retucked into the fold of the state-controlled electronics lated hardware in the Netherlands, up from an estigroup STET. One major concern is the rise in labor costs mated $ 134 million this year. That's 17%.
that is certain to come out of the year-end contract neDutch don't stint on communications
gotiations. SOS/ATES plans to counter as best it can with
Holland resembles most other West European marhigh production runs of standard devices. One main
push will be with high-power integrated circuits for ra- kets, too, when it comes to communications. There's a
dio and TV sets. General Instrument Europe, a heavy- solid growth for years ahead as the Posts, Telegraph,
weight in Italian mos because of its plant at Naples, and Telephone ( PTT) people keep the country abreast of
also will shift more toward standard mos circuits.
its needs. To do so, the p
rr spends about 0.9% of the
Dutch gross national product for telecommunications
investments. Last year's figure, for example, was $ 280
The Netherlands
million. By 1980, it will be $ 525 million.
Talk with aDutch businessman these days, and the conA lot of the money goes for real-estate and for cableversation usually gets around to inflation. Unhappily,
rising prices and wages have become as prominent in
Dutch Electronics Markets Forecasts
lin millions of dollars)
the country's economic pattern as the windmills in the
flat Dutch countryside. The outlook for 1973 is for a
hike of at least 6% in the consumer price index and an
1972
1973
upward jump of 12% or 13% in wage costs.
538.1
595.7
Assembled equipment, total
212.6
There will be other, less worrisome developments to
228.0
Consumer products
Computers
134.2
157.0
talk about, though. The balance of trade figures to stay
Communications
74.6
84.6
positive, industrial production will move up by some
56.4
59.8
Industrial electronics
6.5% to 7%, and the gross national product looks set to
45.5
49.6
Test and measuring equipment
14.8
16.7
Medical electronics
grow 4.5% or so in real terms.
166.2
180.9
Components
One thing seems sure. There'll be a lot of spending
Exchange rate: Si = 3.23 florins
money around for consumer durables in 1973, and Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken will be there, as always, to
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will be graced with abackbone trunk network operating
at a 60-megahertz bandwidth. Hardware will be from
Philips, and start-up date is " around 1975."
All this communications activity will benefit testequipment makers, who need all the benefit they can
laying costs, of course. But the PTT plans to spend heavily for new hardware. The first semielectronic exchange
get. Jan Schapers, sales manager for Hewlett-Packard's
Benelux operation, rates the sector as having "much
for telephone service, a 1,000-line affair, was cut over
promise". Particularly strong next year, he feels, will be
last month in Utrecht. Philips Telecommunicatie Indusmicrowave test gear with gains perhaps as high as 25%.
trie of Hilversum supplied the hardware, called PRX.
Next year, the aim is to cut over five or six more exThe entire Dutch market for instruments should expand some 8% to 10% next year in the opinion of Rien
changes for a total of some 25,000 subscriber lines. After that, say Philips phone people, there'll be 40,000
van Dijk and Henk Bodt, top men in Philips' Test and
Measuring Instruments department. In other words, a
more lines ayear, starting in 1976. Philips has this busilot of plain price rise and very little growth are in store.
ness but not a stranglehold on telephone switching in
As everywhere else in the industry, the accent at Philthe country. "Our share is less than 50%," insists Jack
ips is on digital instruments. But Bodt is convinced that
van Straalen, managing director of Telecommunicatie.
analog instruments still can hold their own in the lowerAlong with its public system exchange equipment,
Philips has aline of private exchange equipment. After price ranges. Philips' 2403 multimeter, he points out, retails for about $ 125 and offers 1,000 hours of operation
afast start in recent years for PABX hardware, the company is looking forward to a "consolidation" in 1973
between battery changes, 10 megohms input impedand areal growth of some 5%. That's the expectation of ence, a linear ohm scale, and automatic protection
Anton Philips, grandson of one of the company's foundagainst over-ranging. The cheapest digital instrument
with competitive performance sells for $ 175, Bodt mainers and in charge of the private-switching sector.
tains. On this matter, Bodt would get no argument from
With semielectronic switching on the way to becomH-P's Schapers. He doesn't expect there can be a big
ing mundane in the Dutch telephone system, the PTT
market for digital multimeters until there's a batteryplans to try out other new technology. Dirk Van den
operated version that could sell for between $ 125 and
Berg, a top prr executive, says the field trials for picturephone service will start in mid- 1973 and run for a $150—well below current price levels.
year, though PTT doesn't expect to have full-fledged picturephone service until 1980.
Sweden
Further proof the agency really plans ahead is its deIt's not always necessary to read the financial pages of
cision on trunk lines for the 1980s. "We'll skip millimethe Dagens Nyheter to get asolid feel for how the Swedter waveguides and go right to glass-fiber bundles," says
ish economy is faring. There's been all sorts of frontVan den Berg. Eventually, the network will be fully digital, with bit streams for telephone, telegraph, and data page news of economic import in recent months.
The Social Democrats, who've run the country for 40
transmission multiplexed over the same glass-fiber lines.
Long before optical transmission, though, the country years, have put together an employment package intended to create more jobs by spurring plant investments, woefully low for the past two years. Government
economists now say that the outlook is for areal growth
next year of 4% to 5%. Although the economy won't be
running in high gear during 1973, at least it will be in
second, and that's comforting after acouple of years of
chugging along in compound low.
The electronics market, then, seems sure to rev up.
Electronics' survey forecasts a $ 555 million year in 1973
for assembled equipment, up 10% over 1972's estimated
$507 million. Consumer electronics and computers will
be the market leaders. The outlook is satisfactory for
components makers, so-so for communications equipment and industrial-equipment producers, and sad for
military electronic-equipment makers, who have a
dwindling home market (inflation more than offsets the
slight rise in military spending) in sight.

Europe report

Consumers are heavy spenders

At work. The scene could be in any West European college lab. This
Digital Equipment Corp. minicomputer is at Nijmegen University.
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Although unemployment is aproblem for the government, nobody at Svenksa Philips or Luxor Industri AB
has had to face the problems of layoffs. Quite the contrary. The two companies are the main producers of TV
sets in Sweden, and they've both stepped up capacity.
This year, sales of color-Tv sets shot up from 1971's
$103 million to an estimated $ 152 million. Even before
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the heavy Christmas-buying season began, retailers realized they were in for a record buying spree. The annual December tax refund of overdeductions topped
those of previous years, and in early November, display
ads were urging customers to do their Christmas colorset buying " before the big rush."
The pace won't be as frenetic next year: amarket of
$170 million looks likely for color sets. Hi-fi hardware is
selling strong, too, and consumer electronics as awhole
figures to be a $270 million affair in 1973.
Luxor, aprivately held firm, has been chalking up orders abroad, as well as cornering about one-third of the
high-hopping home market. This year's big coup was a
sale, worth about $ 4 million, to a British rental company. Luxor figures its set sales will boom upward between 25% and 50% annually for the next three years.
The sets will be coming out of a unique plant: no assembly lines. Employees work at their own pace. Axel
Holstensson, Luxor's 82-year founder and owner, thinks
assembly lines create too much stress.
Computer makers see no end for terminals
Like Luxor's TV builders, Sweden's computer crew is
operating in a low-stress environment. The market for
computers and related equipment seems slated to surge
from $ 104 million this year to $ 121 million in 1973,
Electronics' survey shows. That's asolid 17% climb.
Big systems will shine next year. The biggest, which
will eventually link some 2,000 savings-bank offices in

Swedish Electronics Markets Forecasts
(In rrelhons of dollars)

Assembled equipment, total
Consumer products
Computers
Communications
Industrial electronics
Test and measuring equipment
Medical electronics
Components

1972
507.4
246.5
103.5
58.6
54.7

1973
554.6
270.0
120.8
57.8
59.3

19.1
25.0
121.4

20.4
26.3
130.6

Exchange rate: Si = 4.71 kroner

the four Nordic nations, was started this year in Finland. Next year, at least 50 Swedish bank offices will go
on line. As Saab-Scania's big deal, Saab minicomputers
in each office work with terminals from Facit AB.
Svenska Philips' big deal is a nationwide system for
Svenska Handelsbanken. The first hardware went in
this year, and by the end of 1973, some 400 of the
bank's 500 branch offices should be on line. Meanwhile
the biggest bank in the country, Skandinaviska Enskilda
Banken, is moving ahead with a national on-line network that uses terminals from West Germany's Nixdorf.
The demand for terminals has meant a major boost
for StanSaat, owned jointly by rrr's Swedish subsidiary,
Standard Radio and Telefon AB, Saab-Scania, and the
Swedish state. Œran Rynger, sales director for data ter-

First of its kind. Cashier terminal in Svenska Handelsbanken's on-line teller system is initial installation in what will be a$12 million system.
Transactions are registered and displayed and account information can be called from local, regional, and central files.
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minais, predicts that StanSaab will sell 2,800 CRT display units next year, 800 more than in 1972.
"Commercial installations will be one- and-one-half
times greater than government installations in the future," he says. Until now, the state has been the major
buyer. StanSaab has some 60% of the Swedish terminal
market, and should get even stronger because it now
has the terminal business of Facit, the office-machine
maker that was on the verge of collapse until acquired
by the Wallenberg industrial empire in November.
Look for further consolidations in the computer business next year. Saab-Scania is the only Swedish producer of general-purpose computers, but a number of
companies are involved in special-purpose computers
and peripherals— LM Ericsson, StanSaab, Facit, and the
big electrical- machinery producer ASEA, to name the
largest. The government wants to get these companies
working together in some way to strengthen them
against foreign competition.
The government apparently means business. This
fall, it overruled the military brass and Statskontoret,
the agency that handles government computer purchases. Both had recommended IBM hardware for a
data processing system destined for military administration. On government orders, the job went to SaabScania, partly to avoid possible layoffs and partly to
strengthen the company.
Components makers contemplate Common Market
As with equipment, there'll be apickup in the components business, too. Last year, equipment makers in the
country made do with $ 112 million worth of components, according to Electronics' survey. This year's figure is an estimated $ 121 million, and the consensus
forecast pegs the 1973 market at $ 131 million. " Ithink
we're in an uptrend that will peak out perhaps in 1974,"
says Ingar Ferrier, managing director of the importingdistributing house Erik Ferner AB.
There's asolid ring to the semiconductor market, too.
It's charted for again to $ 19 million next year from this
year's $ 16 million. "Orders are rising for ordinary products like diodes and transistors," says managing director
Dick Lundquist of ASEA'S semiconductor subsidiary,
HAFO. "
And we've been surprised at the interest in mos
and c-mos circuits. We've gone directly to LS!, although
we thought there would be a period of about a year
when customers would want NBC
Even though complexity doesn't hurt when it comes
to ICS, it will cause problems under Common Market
customs regulations. Sweden, always anxious about its
neutrality, opted out of full membership in the enlarged
market and is making do with afree- trade arrangement.
The deal calls for Swedish equipment to get into the
nine- nation trading bloc duty-free only if 60% or more
of its value is of Swedish or Common Market origin.
All this means that designers, purchasing agents, and
export managers will have to ponder over the right
component strategy for EEC export models: Buy cheap
from U.S. and Japanese components makers and pay
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the tariff? Use amix of hardware from inside and outside the market? Or simply skirt the problem by setting
up aplant inside the EEC in Denmark or Germany? Industrialists started to look at the problem before the ink
was hardly dry on the EEC- Sweden agreement. The solution will be of major concern as 1973 starts.

Spain
While the bullfights and flamenco festivals keep hordes
of tourists coming to play at the resorts, the Spaniards
themselves are working to build up industry in the rest
of the land. They are getting results.
This year's gross national product zoomed up 16% to
reach some $42 billion at current prices. To be sure, this
nominal rise has to be discounted for inflation and for
last year's revaluation of the peseta. But even so, there
is still asolid 7.5% economic growth to report.
Much the same sort of growth seems assured for
1973. And with it will come a 10% rise in Spanish electronic-equipment markets, Electronics forecasts. Here
the figures in the charts are $498 million for 1973, up
from an estimated $452 million for 1972. Reflecting the
drive to industrialize, the growth will come from just
about every sector but entertainment electronics.
The government moves in
If the planners in General Francisco Franco's government have their way, electronics in Spain will do better
still. The planners, working with electronics-industry
executives, are aiming at boosting the country's electronics consumption to $ 1.266 billion by 1975—part of
the government's " El Tercer Plan" to build up the economy during the four years ending in 1975.
To meet the electronics target, which includes conventional telecommunications equipment, the market
has to grow just about 24% yearly. At the same time,
"El Plan" predicates yearly rises of nearly 25% for production, nearly 24% for exports, and nearly 22% for imports. The goals look highly ambitious, but alot of industry people think they are realistic.
Along with strong growth, the government intends to
restructure the industry. "The idea is to have two or
three big companies operating in each sector," explains
JoséMaria Calpe, an executive at Philips Ibérica. As a
first step, the government has banned new companies in
professional electronics, except when the Ministry of Industry approves. At the same time, the government
holding agency, Instituto Nacional de Industria, has
Spanish Electronics Markets Forecasts
Its milhons of dollars)

Assembled equipment, total
Consumer products
Computers
Communications
Industrial electronics
Test and measuring equipment
Medical electronics
Components

1972
451.9
147.2

1973
498.2
151.0

110.0
139.0

125.9
155.4

34.0

40.3

7.2
14.5

8.3
17.3

88.2

94.4

Exchange rate. Si = 62.5 pesetas
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been scouting around the U.S. and Europe for possible
joint-venture partners. Some sort of national electronics
combine could be the result.
Spanish companies will have their say in the restructuring, however. The government for the first time has
allowed them to form an industry-wide trade association. The organization, Asociación Nacional de Industrias Electónicas ( Aniel), will be set up early next year.
So far, it looks as if government planners intend to
confine their restructuring effort in computers to peripherals. This fall, the word around Madrid was that talks
were on with IBM, Sperry Rand's Univac division, National Cash Register, and perhaps others about peripherals- producing plants in Spain. But as of late November, no firm takers had appeared, even though the bulk
of the government's business eventually will go to companies that manufacture in Spain.
And a lot of government business is in the offing.
.Now that " El Plan" has been approved, many government agencies are shopping for systems. So even though
business with the big banks should slow next year—the
tax credit for new investments expired in July this
year— business all told will be good. Electronics forecasts
a $ 126 million market for 1973, up 15% from the estimated $ 110 million in 1972.
Spain's lone native computer producer, minicomputer maker Telesincro SA of Barcelona, keeps on
growing. It has added a new model with astored program to its line of small office computers— the earlier
models had hard-wired programs—and will extend the
line further next year. Production is slated to move up
to 35 machines monthly during the next year, compared
to this year's average of 20 machines. The next big step,
production manager Francisco Roig hints, will be a
"highly intelligent" terminal.
This year, Spain finds itself with a minicalculator
maker in Barcelona as well. Cahue Industrial SA, better
known by its trademark Vanguard, markets its fourfunction, eight-digit, floating-decimal-point machine for
just under $300. Alberto Farrés, Vanguard's export director, says the company plans to sell the calculators
through radio-Tv dealers.
Communications lines open up
Communications will keep coming on strong during
the Third Plan. Among other things, the state-controlled telephone organization Compañia Telefónica
Nacional de España plans to add some 2.5 million telephone subscribers to its rolls over the next three years.
Automatic dialling will be extended with some 38 big
new telephone exchanges, and a special data-transmission network will be added. The military, also, has
strong communications commitments. The air force, for
example, has some $ 141 million earmarked for communications hardware. No question, then, that the market
for communications equipment will be strong. Electronics puts the figure for 1973 at $ 155 million, up 12% from
1972's $ 139 million.
A trio of ITT subsidiaries— Standard Eléctrica SA,
Marconi Española SA, and Compañia Internacional de
Telecomunicación yElectrónica SA— dominates the telecommunications business. But the phone company has
encouraged a trio of newcomers to set up plants in the
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country. These would be joint ventures with LM Ericsson, of Sweden, General Cable Co., of the U. S., and a
still undesignated company, probably American.
Consumer electronics, however, will not fare nearly
as well. The outlook is for astagnant market—$ 147 million this year, $ 151 million in 1973. The market figures
to dawdle until color TV comes along. Experimental
broadcasts using the PAL system have already begun,
but there are no known plans to start full-fledged color
programing next year. Actually, the country still lacks
coverage for black-and-white in some areas although
that is changing fast.

Belgium
Some welcome changes are on hand for Belgium. The
prospects are for aslightly improved economy for 1973.
The government expects the gross national product to
expand about 4.5% in 1973. Consumer spending figures
to be astrong factor in the rise, as in other North European countries. But apickup of some 2.5% in fixed investment is also expected next year— awelcome sign after virtually no rise in investment this year.
Last year's recession seemingly has run its course,
and astrong market is on tap in Belgium for electronicequipment makers. Electronics' survey arrived at aforecast of $ 388 million for 1973, up from an estimated
$340 million this year. In keeping with her neighbors,
Belgium will find most of her equipment-market growth
in consumer electronics, communications, and computers. But as for components, Belgium should do alot better than her neighbors.
Belgium got off to a late start in color TV. But the
market has been bounding ahead like ahare ever since
colorcasts started on the Belgian networks some two
years ago. Sales of color sets bounced up nearly 50%
this year to reach $ 25 million. Another big leap is in
prospect for 1973. The forecast is for $ 37 million, and
that figure could be low.
Although no other product comes close to equaling
color TV output, consumer electronics as awhole can't
help but have a good year. It will be an $ 80 million
market next year, up from this year's $69 million.
No matter what the color-Tv market in Belgium turns
out to be, it will be less than the country's output,
largely because Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken has been
exporting some of the output it has been steadily building up at aplant in Bruges that is jointly owned by its
Belgian Electronics Markets Forecasts
(tn mdlions of dollars)

Assembled equipment, total

1972
340.5

1973
387.9

Consumer products

69.1

79.5

Computers
Communications
Industrial electronics

96.6
95.2

112.3
110.0

47.2
23.2

50.8
24.5

9.2
118.8

10.8
136.2

Test and measuring equipment
Medical electronics
Components
Exchange rate: Si = 45 francs
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Switzerland
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subsidiary Compagnie Belge de Radio et de Télévision
(CBRT). Philips is not talking, but some industry people
think the Dutch company has tapped CBRT for awhopping expansion of production. The output could hit
some 285,000 color sets by 1974.
Even without a spurt at CBRT, TV- set production in
Belgium will show asolid increase. This year's figure for
all producers will be around 140,000 color sets, and it
will rise to at least 160,000 sets next year. And monochrome sets are in heavy production, too. Saba, aWest
German consumer-electronics affiliate of General Telephone and Electronics Corp., transferred most of its
black-and-white production facilities to Tienen this year
and expects to be turning out 225,000 sets annually.
The hustle by iv producers to step up their output, of
course, augurs good things for components producers.
They will do relatively better in Belgium than in alot of
neighboring countries. Electronics' survey puts the market at over $ 136 million, up 15% over 1972's nearly $ 119
million. Good as it looks, that figure may even be low.
"The market could grow between 12% and 18% next
year," says Herman de Clerq, managing director of Siemens' Belgian subsidiary.
Communications-gear makers thrive
Another group making business better for components suppliers is Belgium's communications-equipment makers. The Régie des Télégraphes et Téléphones
(Rrr) has pioneered in semielectronic switching and
thus bolstered the market. In good part because of semielectronic switching equipment, communications-hardware sales in 1973 will move up asolid 16% next year to
$110 million, according to Electronics' survey.
The electronic-switching contracts are finding their
way mostly into the order books of Bell Telephone
Manufacturing Co. ( BTM), an Antwerp-based subsidiary
of ITT. BTM started by cutting over some 10,000 lines for
the Rrr in 1970 and has been building up steadily every
year since. Next year, the company expects to cut over
some 100,000 lines of its Metaconta 10C electronic
switching gear. The equipment has reed-relay switch
points controlled by minicomputer.
This year's business included the additional lift of a
$10 million satellite-communications earth station,
which went into service this fall. But the home market is
just half the story for BTM and the other Belgian telecommunications equipment producers like Manufacture Belge de Lampes et de Matériel Electronique
(mBLE). A full 50% of their output goes for exports.
Computers are set for a good rise— from this year's
$97 million to $ 112 million next year, the survey predicts. However, industrial equipment is down for another near-flat year on the market chart. There is one
bright spot, though. Ateliers de Construction Electriques de Charleroi (AcEc) has acontract to supply 43
traction units for the Brussels metro system. ACEC, a
Westinghouse subsidiary, says that $ 5.3 million of electrical equipment is involved and that 40% of that will go
for electronic controls.
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Time was when the Swiss economy ticked along beautifully, like a well-adjusted chronometer. Now the
movement is behaving erratically, and the government
has started tinkering with it—so far to no avail.
The spiral that has perturbed the oscillations is an inflationary one. Although industrial investment lags, the
Swiss are earning more, spending more, importing
more. All this has sent the consumer price index up over
7% this year. Wages rose even more. All told, then,
1972's nominal growth of 12% for the gross national
product means areal growth of only 4%.
More of the same seems in store for 1973. There will
be good growth, particularly because of consumer
spending, coupled with inflation. That condition makes
for a good market in electronics equipment for all but
producers of industrial electronics. Business next year
should run some $ 362 million, or 12% above the estimated $ 323 million for 1972. The government this
month announced some strong anti-inflation measures,
however, which could make adifference in 1973.
Entertainment electronics will show the way, along
with computers. Spending for telecommunications will
remain strong, but spending for military electronics will
slow down. The government, facing its first deficit since
1945, announced this fall that it couldn't afford to spend
the $ 340 million it had earmarked earlier for new jet
fighters this year. Inflation is again part of the explanation for components, which seem set for asolid gain to
$98 million for next year from this year's $ 87 million.
Color TV continues Alpine climb
Like mountaineers, Swiss entertainment-electronics
producers love steep slopes, especially on sales curves.
This year's figures for consumer electronics then, were
no disappointment. Spurred by summer sales of color
TV sets to Olympics watchers, consumer- electronics
sales by manufacturers and importers moved up from
$72 million last year to $ 89 million this year. Next
year's rise will not be as dramatic, but it will be admirable. The forecast is arise to $ 101 million for 1973.
In numbers of sets, the television market should come
close to 200,000 next year, with color receivers about
half the total.
In telecommunications, the Swiss Post, Telephone
and Telegraph agency (
Prr) has budgeted some $ 280
million for new telephone and telex installations in
Swiss Electronics Markets Forecasts
1,n mIlhons of do ,lars)

Assembled equipment, total
Consumer products
Computers
Communications
Industrial electronics
Test and measuring equipment
Medical electronics
Components

1972
323.2

1973
361.8

89.0

101.0

109.8
58.9
40.5
15.3
9.7
87.1

127.5
61.9
43.5
16.9
10.9
98.1

Exchange rate: Si = 3.84 francs
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1973. Total investments by the agency will come to
more than $ 5billion during the current 10-year investment plan. In computers, too, PTT has big plans. It has
already computerized the routing of telegrams in its
Zurich switching center and now plans to automate its
postal checking service. The PTT, with a turnover of
some $ 15 billion ayear in its banking activities, wants
to have the operations fully controlled by a computer
center in Fribourg by 1980. A pilot installation, based
on Univac hardware, is under test at Berne. Other prr
automation plans involve the agency's administration
and letter sorting.

Austrian Electronics Markets Forecasts
fin mi lions of dollar sl

Assembled equipment, total
Consumer products
Computers
Communications
Industrial electronics
Test and measuring equipment
Medical electronics
Components

i

1972

1973

228

261

73
58

80

52
20
14

59
22
15

72

11

13

40

44

'Electronics' estimates, not consensus figures.
Exchange rate: Si = 23.2 schillings

Times keep good for electronic watches
Swiss watchmakers continue their push into electronics movements, which are selling particularly well in the
U.S. Girard-Perregaux SA reports that its 10% gain in
turnover this year comes mainly from sales of its quartzcrystal watch. The company's timepiece, which contains
ics from Motorola, retails for $ 250 in the U.S. Ebauches
Electronics, the big producer, has been doubling its output every year for the past three years and this year hit
a level of 2 million movements. There will be further
gains next year, but not adoubling.
Ebauches still makes three basic kinds of electronic
watches, with transistor-controlled balance wheels, tuning-fork resonators, or quartz crystal as the fundamental timing device. So far, the third generation—the
quartz-crystal types— has been made with conventional
watch faces having " hands." Next year, Ebauches will
get into serious production of aquartz-crystal electronic
"movement" that drives a liquid-crystal display. The
watch will show continuously the date, the hour, the
minute, and the second. The movement can be guaranteed accurate to within aminute ayear.
In industrial electronics, another flat year lies ahead.
One hope, though, is point-of-sale hardware. Supermarkets are springing up all over in Switzerland. Automation has already had its first trial this year in the
Migros chain. Zellweger Ltd. built the checkout hardware. The readout is by laser and optical scanner.
At CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research, outside Geneva, some $ 5 million has been allotted next year to meet ongoing needs for electronic
equipment. In the next two years, however, the highenergy research center will invest in asophisticated control system, to cost some $30 million and be used with
CERN'S super-proton synchrotron, scheduled to come on
line in 1976. This will be a computer-based multiplex
data-acquisition and - analysis system.
171

Austria
For years, the electronics industries in Austria had
waltzed along in three-quarter time. Lately, they've
stepped up the tempo to the four-quarter beat of the
foxtrot. Moving with the new beat, the country's electronics markets should whirl upward to a 10% gain in
1973, Electronics estimates. There'll be sales of some
$261 million for assembled equipment, up from the
1972 figure of $228 million.
Computers will gain the most, but communications
won't trail far behind, even though the government in-
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tends to put the brakes on public spending to help slow
inflation. Medical electronics is not yet big, but it's
growing fast, and so is instrumentation. And since Austrians adore color TV almost as much as Strauss waltzes,
there's comfortable growth for consumer electronics.
Computer sector heads steadily upward
Austria stacks up as an interesting market for data
processing equipment. For the long term, marketmeisters expect annual growth of 15% through the
1970s. Next year the upswing should be 20%, estimates
George Schennet, a spokesman at Sperry Rand's Univac division in Vienna. That would lift the 1973 market
for EDP gear—minicomputers, process-control machines,
and desk calculators excluded—to some $ 72 million and
bring the total value of computers installed to about
$460 million. More than 800 systems, worth nearly $ 500
million, are now operating.
Austria has no computer production of her own, so
the market is a free-for-all for foreign companies. IBM,
inevitably, has jabbed hardest. IBM now has a60% share
of the number of systems installed. In terms of value it's
nearly 70%. What's left is divided mainly among Sperry
Rand Univac, Siemens AG, and Honeywell-Bull, in that
order. The latter two firms are running neck and neck
with sales of about 8% and 7%, respectively.
One of the biggest systems on the scene is one destined for Austria's oldest bank—and still among the
largest— the Erste Osterreichische SparCasse (Eosc). It
has contracted for a Univac 1106, which will tie together more than 300 terminals installed at some 50
bank branches scattered over the Greater Vienna area.
The computer is programed to handle up to 50,000
transactions per hour on areal-time basis. The turn-key
project for EOSC is scheduled for completion early in
1974 and will cost about $ 2.5 million.
Tax overhangs entertainment electronics
It's hard to find an Austrian household without television. About 70% of the 2.4 million households in the
country now have aset each. As for color, the number
of permits issued had climbed to 125,000 by mid- 1972,
three and a half years after colorcasting started. This
translates into a5.2% saturation level. The end of 1972
may see the level at 7%.
For next year, the big question is whether the consumer market can grow as fast as it has in the past.
"What could well dampen consumer spending is the
continuing inflation and the added-value tax that's
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Europe report
coming up," says Erich Bartoschka, head of the Austrian Association of the Electronics Industry. The
added-value tax, to be introduced Jan. 1, amounts to
16% for many consumer goods. "Just how much the tax
will affect consumption is difficult to predict," Bartoschka says. " But from intuition, Iwould say the entertainment sector should grow 10% next year." Electronics
projects growth from $ 73 million this year to $ 80 million for 1973. Price hikes notwithstanding, sales of color
TV sets should continue strong. Bartoschka's prediction:
between 75,000 and 80,000 sets in 1973, about 90,000
sets the following year, and well over 100,000 in 1975.
By then, nearly 17% of Austrian households should
have color sets.
In receiver design, set makers are keeping abreast
with the technology followed in neighboring countries.
Color sets have from three to six integrated circuits and
black- and-white receivers from two to four. What's
more, with semiconductors abundant, receiving tubes
are all but gone from most sets now being made.
Though the over-all radio market is nearly flat, car
radios are enjoying a boom. In 1970, for example,
Austria gobbled up more than 35,000 car radios and the
following year. 70,000. Nearly all of them came from
manufacturers abroad, with West German makers supplying roughly 60% of them. But next year, Japanese
producers could well become the market leader in car
radios, as they presumably already are in the declining
market for black- and-white receivers.
Schillings galore for telecommunications
Austria's Post and Telegraph Administration has embarked on a massive spending program for telecommunications. P&T communications outlays, fixed by
alaw passed last year, will total $ 97 million in 1973 and
go up to $ 167 million in 1975. From then on through
1980, annual expenditures will hover around the $ 200
million level.
Austrian P&T people find it increasingly uneconomical to pay for using satellite ground stations in neighboring West Germany. So the country will get asatellite
terminal of its own. For the project, the P&T is allocating
nearly $ 19 million from now until 1976, when the terminal is expected to be operational. The P&T has not yet
picked aprime contractor for the project, but Siemens is
generally considered the top contender for the job. The
German firm already has a contract to look for asuitable site for the terminal.
With the markets for communications, entertainment
electronics, and other sectors doing well, it's not surprising to find sales of components going strong. Electronics
pegs next year's market at $44 million. "The semiconductor market in Austria has been booming all over the
place," says Fritz G. Milne, director of sales and marketing at West Germany's Intermetall GmbH, a member of the irr-Semiconductor group. This year, semiconductor sales climbed 20% over 1971, bringing total
Austrian consumption to about $ 8.4 million. For 1973,
the market is expected to climb even more rapidly— by
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30%. This should lift the semiconductor market value to
$11 million, according to Milne.
Foreign companies dominate in the Austrian components market. But there's one Vienna- based firm that's
made its mark. That's Akustische and Kinogerüte
GmbH, which has developed into a world-class producer of microphones

Denmark
Wonderful Copenhagen and the rest of Denmark goes
into the Common Market next month, and that should
make for many fewer melancholy Danes in the business
community.
Denmark's problem in recent years, remember, has
been a lopsided excess of imports over exports. This
year, government curbs on imports worked, and imports
stagnated. Meanwhile, exports continued to climb— for
industrial products, this year's gain was something like
15%. The end result is that the 1972 deficit was only a
tenth of 1971's $480 million.
It's hard to see how such dramatic improvement in
the balance of payments can continue into 1973. There
will be lower tariff barriers next year because of the
Common Market, for one thing. Also, imports will
probably be stimulated by apickup in plant investment.
Businessmen have great expectations about working in
a 260- million-person market and have begun to equip
themselves accordingly.
Working outside Denmark is nothing new for the
country's electronics producers, mostly instrument
makers. Their output this year was some $ 360 million,
up 20% over the 1971 figure. Exports amounted to
roughly $215 million. Next year, the industry trade association, headed by Erik Petersen of radio-communications- maker Storno A/S, expects about the same thing.
Color TV tonics market
As usual, the home market for assembled electronics
equipment won't keep pace with the gains foreseen by
the Danes who turn out hardware (most of their output
is exported). Electronics' survey puts next year's market
at $ 264 million, up from an estimated $236 million for
1972. That works out to 12%.
Like most other countries in the trading bloc she joins
on Jan. 1next, Denmark has agood thing going at the
moment in color TV. Sales should bounce up in 1973 to
$40 million, nearly 30% above this year's figure. It's a
stunning performance, considering there was a nearDanish Electronics Markets Forecasts
lin millions of dollars)

Assembled equipment, total
Consumer products
Computers
Communications
Industrial electronics
Test and measuring equipment
Medical electronics
Components

1972
236.4

1973
264.0

91.2
56.2
47.0
25.3
11.5
5.2
64.1

101.3
67.0
50.3
27.3
12.4
5.7
70.0

Exchange rate: Si = 6.90 kroner
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50% jump this year. All told, the consumer sector will
edge past $ 101 million in the year ahead, Electronics
forecasts.
As for component suppliers, they're " 100% sure 1973
will be agood year," as an executive at amajor supplier
puts it. The Swedes seem set for anear- 10% gain to $70
million in 1973. In 1974, it could well be considerably
better. Norwegian and Swedish equipment makers will
be setting up plants in Denmark so they can operate inside the Common Market, and there's a brand new
batch of customers for components.
E

Norway
Norwegian sailors presumably still are singing their sea
chanteys as lustily as ever. But the tune that alot of the
country's businessmen are hearing these days sounds
more like the blues.
The difference in airs comes from the country's referendum this fall on entering the Common Market. The
seafaring and farming folk up-country voted overwhelmingly against it. The vote went the other way
around industrialized Oslo. But when the totals were in,
Norway was out of the big European trading bloc.
It couldn't have come at amuch worse time for industrialists. Over the past two years, the growth rate for the
Norwegian economy has been edging downward. This
year, for example, the gross national product improved
4.5% in real terms, a0.5 percentage point off the 1971
growth. It doesn't look all that bad until you realize that
consumer spending is carrying the economy and it's
lackluster. Industrial investment, the key to solid growth
for amodem economy, still lags.
Like Sweden, Norway expects to make some sort of
free-trade arrangement with the nine- nation economic
community, so the setback may not turn out as serious
as first thought. But it has to be ahandicap to be halfway inside atrading bloc but to have no real say as to
what goes on therein, which is what a free-trade arrangement amounts to.
Even with the country out on the fringes, 1973 looks
like areasonably good year for electronics. Assembledequipment consumption should move up to $ 189 million next year from the estimated $ 170 million logged
this year, Electronics' survey forecasts. Color television
and computers are the main reasons why.
Officially, the Norwegian Broadcasting Corp. won't
begin colorcasts until 1975. But the agency now airs
about 10 hours of test programs a week. In addition,
Norwegian Electronics Markets Forecasts
(In milllons of dollars)

Assembled equipment, total
Consumer products
Computers
Communications
Industrial electronics
Test and measuring equipment
Medical electronics
Components
Exchange rate: $ 1 = 6.60 kroner
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1972
170.1

1973
189.3

36.5
45.8
51.2
23.1
9.3
4.2
38.6

43.0
53.2
52.5
25.2
10.5
4.9
46.0

some parts of the country can pick up Swedish stations.
The combination was enough in this year of Olympic
games to touch off aboomlet in color Tv. Sales reached
some 40,000 sets.
That's enough, many market watchers are convinced,
to trigger a lasting rise until full-fledged programing
starts in 1975. Prospects for 1973 are for something like
55,000 sets. There's no striking action in sight for tape
recorders, hi-fi hardware, or radios, however. So color
TV alone will carry the consumer electronics sector up a
solid 16% to $43 million next year, Electronics predicts.
Computers, too, will bolster the total figures. The
forecast for data processors and related equipment is a
climb of 13% next year. That will put the market at $ 53
million, according to the survey.
111

Finland
The business outlook in Finland these days is as rosy as
the skin of someone who's just had an overlong session
in a sauna. And like that country's long-distance runners, Finnish businessmen thrive on competition.
Electronics producers will have plenty to compete for
in the home market next year. Electronics' survey pegs
next year's market at $ 112 million, up from this year's
$96 million. That is asolid 17%, which makes Finland
the fastest-stepping market for electronics equipment in
Western Europe. Like neighboring countries, Finland
can count on strong rises in computers and communications. Unlike the others. Finland figures to move up
sharply in industrial electronics and instruments.
There's been marked improvement this year throughout the economy. Growth in the private sector went up
7%, and at the same time the government cut back inflation to 7%, too. The balance of payments improved;
corporate profits shot up 10.6%. Much the same sort of
good business news is expected to come out of Finland
during 1973. About the only thing businessmen can find
to worry about is the impact of Finland's free-trade pact
with the European Economic Community, which augurs tougher competition.
Computer makers can bank on it
For computers, aspurt is in sight— a 21% rise to $22
million from this year's $ 18 million. The country's two
largest banks will order nationwide on-line systems.
Kansallis-Osake-Pankki (KoP) plans to spend between
$12 million and $ 17 million for a hookup with some
2,000 terminals. Nordiska Forenings Banken ( NFB) has
in mind a 1,000- terminal affair. As Hakan Nordquist,
spokesman for Oy Nokia puts it, "It looks like the largest order ever for electronics in Finland."
Oy Nokia, the country's largest electronics producer,
already has afoot in the NFB vault. The bank's central
computer is a Honeywell 6000, and Nokia represents
Honeywell Information Systems in Finland. Angling for
the business, along with IBM, are Philips of Holland,
Nixdorf of West Germany, and DataSaab of Sweden.
Whoever gets it almost surely will set up aplant inside
Finland to produce terminals.
Computer terminals of another sort will add a fillip
next year to the sales of 011ituote Oy, the country's top
producer of medical electronics equipment. The com-
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Europe report
pany has a contract with Sitra, the Bank of Finland
fund for research and development, to develop and produce five computer-compatible electrocardiogram
transmitters. They'll be linked by the end of 1973 to a
central computer through data-communications gear
developed at the University of Kuropio. Eventually,
there'll be EKG terminals spotted at some 350 regional
health centers and linked to some three to 10 main centers with computers for EKG analysis.
Industrial markets up and away
Strength in industrial electronics sets Finland apart
from other West European electronics markets. The survey points to anear 25% rise to $ 12.7 million next year,
up from $ 10.7 million this year. Nokia will pick up a
share, so will Oy Strómberg-Engineering, and so will
Outokumpu Oy, the state-owned mining outfit.
All three are strong in process controls for such industries as papermalcing and ore-refining, and all three
have scored strong successes in exports. Nokia, in fact,
aims to have half its electronics business coming from
outside Finland by 1975. Outokumpu's Metor metal-detection hardware has been in service as an anti-hijacking aid at West European airports for two years already,
and is now going into U.S. international airports.
Consumer electronics markets won't grow as heftily
as other sectors, according to Electronics' survey. The
forecast is arise to $ 33.5 million next year from the esti-

Finnish Electronics Markets Forecasts
(in millions of dollars)

Assembled equipment, total
Consumer products
Computers
Communications
Industrial electronics
Test and measuring equipment
Medical electronics
Components

1972
96.1

1973
112.3

31.8
18.3

33.5
22.1

20.0
10.7

26.2
12.7

5.3
10.0
30.7

5.9
11.9
35.7

Exchange rate: Si = 4.20 marks

mated 1972 market of $31.8 million. Nonetheless, " We
are supremely hopeful for the coming year," says Pentti
Immonen, spokesman for Sabra Oy, the largest Finnish
entertainment-electronics producer. Sabra sees astrong
year ahead for color Tv at home. And it's looking for a
lift in stereo equipment, in part due to its new Trisonic
system, which will go on sale in the spring of 1973. So
far, the company hasn't said much about it except that
the system combines a speaker for a summed channel
with apair of single-channel speakers.
No matter how predictions turn out for the home
market, Sabra has it made for 1973. The company has
an order from a British Tv-rental outfit to supply some
80,000 sets worth $ 50 million, and it's doing well in
neighboring Sweden. All this, Sabra says, makes it the
fastest-growing electronics company in Finland.
Reprints will be available at $ 2.00 each. Write to Electronics Reprint Dept., P. 0. Box 669,
Hightstown, N. J. Copyright 1972 Electronics, aMcGraw-Hill publication.

Link. Finland's fast-growing communications network is one of the reasons that Oy Nokia, maker of this 24- channel radio link equipment, is
the country's largest electronics producer, with 60% of the Finnish telecommunications- hardware business.
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European 1973
eq uipment markets
Factory priCûs in
millions of dollars.
Note Estimates in
this chart are based
on market data
supplied by more
than 180 companies,
government agencies,
and trade associations.
The estimates are for
equipment consumed
in acountry whether
manufactured there
or not. Imports are
valued at cost insurance- freight
(CIF).
Some categories and
all currency rates in
this chart are different
from those of previous
years. Both these
factors should be
considered when
making comparisons.
The conversion rates
used for this chart
(for U.S.S1) are:
Belgium 45.0 francs
Denmark 6.90 kroner
Finland 4.20 marks
France 5.01 francs
Italy 580 lire
Netherlands 3.23 florins
Norway 6.60 kroner
Spain 62.5 pesetas
Sweden 4.71 kroner
Swit7arland 3.84 francs
United Kingdom
41.5 pence
(11: = S2.40)
West Germany
3.22 marks
'Includes " stand-alone"
minicomputers but not
computers that are integral
parts of navigation, process
control, and like systems.
•Less than $75,000
op ngh.
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1972

1973

1972

1973

16.5
19.5
3.7
9.5
11.0
31.0
91.2

18.3
20.5
3.5
10.5
8.5
40.0
101.3

5.0
3.6
0.5
4.8
13.1
4.8
31.8

5.5
4.8
0.6
4.8
11.8
6.0
33,5

40.5
23.0
40.7
101.8
145.7
177.6
529.3

48.0
28.5
45.0
113.5
140.0
229.5
604.5

19.0
6.0
20.5
44.0
130.1)
1.3
220.8

20.5
6.5
22.0
45.0
141.0
1.5
236.5

20.8
21.5
22.5
26.5
23.5
22.5
28.0
30.0
29.3
24.5
88.5 103.0
212.6 228.0

3.9
3.5
2.4
5.6
6.0
15.1
36.5

4.0
4.5
2.6
5.6
5.3
21.0
43.0

11.0
6.2
9.5
18.5
102.0
147.2

11.5
7.0
9.0
18.5
103.0
2.0
151.0

16.5
17.5
27.0
34.5
14.0
14.0
20.5
21.0
17.0
13.0
151.5 170.0
746.5 270.0

28.2
18.0
6.0
2.1
0.3
0.1
1.5
56.2

34.0
20.5
7.5
2.6
0.3
0.1
2.0
67.0

10.7
0.5
3.1
2.4
0.1
0.5
1.0
18.3

10.7
1.2
4.1
3.6
0.1
0.5
1.9
22.1

284.2
159.4
117.5
34.2
5.9
3.6
32.0
636.8

308.5
183.3
135.1
39.0
6.0
3.9
42.0
717.8

189.5
75.0
42.5
9.5
1.3
2.9
21.0
341.7

232.0
85.0
47.5
12.0
1.8
3.4
23.0
404.7

62.0
38.8
12.5
7.2
1.6
2.6
9.5
134.2

74.0
42.0
15.0
9.0
1.5
3.0
12.5
157.0

25.0
11.0
3.9
2.6
0.9
0.6
1.8
45.8

28.3
12.5
4.6
3.8
0.9
0.6
2.5
53.2

43.7
28.4
17.5
11.2
0.9
0.8
7.5
110.0

50.2
33.1
19.3
12.6
1.0
0.9
8.8
125.9

45.5
23.0
12.7
13.7
1.1
0.5
7.0
103.5

53.5
26.5
15.0
16.0
1.2
0.6
8.0
120.8

45.1
30.0
8.0
7.5
4.2
4.5
10.5
109.8

53.0
35.0
9.0
9.5
4.5
5.0
11.5
127.5

242.0
74.0
67.4
24.0
2.4
1.5
39.0
450.3

3.2
0.8
2.7
3.8
11.5
5.5
7.7
0.1
6.5
5.2
47.0

3.4
0.8
2.9
4.0
12.0
5.5
8.5
0.1
7.3
5.8
50.3

4.0
0.2
0.5
2.4
1.2
2.0
3.3
1.4
3.6
1.4
20.0

4.8
0.2
0.6
3.6
1.4
2.4
3.8
2.4
5.2
1.8
26.2

35.0
9.5
26.0
50.0
29.0
90.0
55.0
11.5
155.7
60.9
522.6

30.0
10.5
29.0
55 0
30.5
95.0
60.5
14.0
193.5
79.5
597.5

6.0
8.8
4.1
19.0
38.5
20.0
13.0
1.4
75.0
36.0
221.8

4.0
9.7
4.5
23.0
41.0
19.0
14.5
1.7
81.5
40.0
238.9

3.2
2.1
6.5
2.0
8.8
15.0
21.5
1.0
10.0
4.5
74.6

3.2
2.1
7.0
4.0
10.0
17.0
23.5
2.5
10.5
4.8
84.6

6.1
0.5
2.0
37
10.8
9.7
5.5
1.2
8.5
3.2
51.2

5.0
0.7
2.1
41
11.0
10.0
5.5
1.3
9.5
3.3
52.5

14.8
1.7
1.2
8.5
16.0
8.3
30.0

15.6
2.5
1.6
9.5
18.5
10.5
32.0

53.0
5.5
139.0

58.0
7.2
155.4

2.0
0.5
1.5
7.0
6.0
4.0
16.5
1.1
13.6
6.4
58.6

2.0
0.5
1.6
5.0
5.5
4.2
17.5
1.1
13.0
7.4
57.8

5.0
1.5
3.5
1.5
15.0
10.5
7.5
0.4
9.0
5.0
58.9

5.0
1.9
3.5
1.6
15.0
10fl
9.5
0.4
10.0
5.0
61.9

16.0
4.3
10.0
4.0
80.0
102.5
115.0
30.5
89.5
45.0
496.8

1.2
1.0
1.0
2.8
0.3
0.4
18.2
0.1
0.3
25.3

1.3
1.1
1.2
2.9
0.4
0.5
19.5
0.1
0.3
27.3

1.3
0.2
0.4
1.2
0.2
3.6
2.9
02
0.7
10.7

1.4
0.2
0.6
1.4
0.2
4.3
3.6
02
0.8
12.7

7.2
9.0
7.0
5.0
2.4
6.8
75.0
30
5.8
121.2

7.9
9.7
7.7
5.5
2.6
7.8
82.5
32
6.5
133.4

2.5
6.0
5.5
5.2
1.2
4.5
68.0
116
1.8
95.3

2.6
6.5
6.2
5.6
1.3
4.8
72.0
07
1.9
101.6

2.3
3.3
1.1
6.5
0.7
2.0
36.4
26
1.5
56.4

2.5
3.5
1.2
6.5
0.8
2.5
38.5
2.7
1.6
59.8

0.7
1.2
0.8
1.9
1.1
0.3
16.5
03
0.3
23.1

0.7
1.2
1.0
2.0
1.2
0.4
18.0
03
0.4
25.2

0.8
1.1
1.5
3.9
0.6
1.4
21.3
04
3.0
34,0

0.9
1.2
2.0
4.2
0.7
1.7
25.6
05
3.5
40.3

2.2
0.9
1.7
5.3
1.0
2.1
40.5

54.7

2.4
0.9
2.0
5.5
1.1
2.2
44.0
0.3
0.9
59.3

0.8
1.6
4.2
4.6
1.8
1.3
25.2
Os
0.7
40.5

0.9
1.6
4.4
5.1
2.0
1.4
27.0
03
0.8
43.5

6.1
13.8
8.8
12.0
4.5
4.2
82.0
L2
6.2
138.8

0.1
0.2
1.0
1.0
0.6
1.1
1.0

0.1
0.2
1.1
1.0
0.6
1.2
1.3

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.6

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.3
0.5
0.7

2.2
3.2
6.5
4.9
3.5
4.7
2.8

2.4
3.5
7.5
5.2
3.4
5.5
2.8

0.6
1.7
2.1
2.7
1.1
1.2
2.0

0.6
1.9
2.5
3.0
1.1
1.5
2.5

0.8
3.3
4.2
3.2
2.2
1.8
0.6

0.9
3.3
4.5
3.6
2.1
2.0
0.8

0.1
0.5
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.2
0.6

0.1
0.5
0.9
0.6
0.5
0.3
08

0.1
0.3
0.4
0.6
0.3
0.3

0.1
0.4
0.5
0.7
0.3
0.4

0.3
0.4
2.4
2.0
0.6
1.0
1.8

0.3
0.3
2.4
2.3
0.7
1.0
2.0

0.5
0.8
0.5
0.9
0.3
0.8
1.2

0.6
0.8
0.6
1.0
0.3
0.9
1.3

1.1
3.1
1.7
6.3
4.0
5./
3.5

1.7
3.3
1.9
6.5
4.2
5.9
3.3

2.1
3.1
3.3
7.5
2.8
4.8
5.0

2.0
3.5
3.8
8.1
2.9
5.3
5.5

8.2
17.4
24.5
33.4
18.0
24.0
191

8.6
18.5
27.4
36.1
18.2
26.8
21 0

1.2

1.3

0.5

0.5

7.0

8.0

2.4

2.6

3.6

4.1

0.5

0.6

1.0

1.1

3.2

3.2

1.6

1.7

4.3

4.9

6.8

7.4

33.7

37.0

1.0
0.2
1.7
0.4
1.8
0.2
11.5

1.1
0.2
1.9
0.4
1.8
0.2
12.4

0.4

0.4

1.1
0.1
1.1
0.2
5,3

1.2
0.2
1.2
0.2
5,9

6.5
5.4
19.0
5.0
10.5
2.1
83.3

7.2
5.9
20.0
5.5
12.0
2.3
91.2

3.5
2.6
7.0
1.4
3.2
0.6
31.8

4.0
2.6
8.2
1.5
3.3
0.7
36.0

7.3
1.5
7.0
L4
6.5
2.1
45.5

9.0
1.5
7.2
1.4
6.6
2.6
49.6

1.8
0.2
1.2
0.4
1.2
0.8
9.3

1.9
0.3
1.3
0.5
1.3
0.9
10.5

0.6
0.4
1.1
0.4
1.2
0.5
7.2

0.7
0.4
1.3
0.5
1.3
0.6
8.3

0.8
0.2
3.4
1.1
0.9
1.0
19 1

0.9
0.3
3.6
1.2
1.1
1.1
20.4

0.4
0.6
2.6
0.8
3.5
0.8
15.3

0.6
0.G
2.9
0.9
3.8
0.9
16.9

5.8
24
16.7
3.4
5.2
3.6
66 8

6.3
2.6
17.0
3.8
6.0
4.0
70.9

10.0
4.5
19.1
6.0
24.0
1.4
100.4

10.5
4.7
21.3
6.3
25.4
1.5
108.2

38.2
19.1
83.4
24.0
61.7
14.0
418.1

42.8
20.2
89.6
25.8
66.6
16.2
454.8

2.0
0.4
0.3
2.5
5.2

2.2
0.5

3.6
2.1
1.9
4.3
11.9

12.0
5.4
3.4
45.0
65.8

14.0
7.0
3.3
47.0
71.3

6.7
4.4
1.6
20.5
33.2

7.5
4.8
1.8
22.0
36.1

3.3
2.5
1.0
80
14.8

3.4
3.0
1.3
9.0
16.7

1.4
0.5
0.6
1.7
4.2

1.9
0.6
0.6
1.8
4.9

2.8
1.7
0.7
9.3
14.5

3.9
1.9
0.0
10.6
17.3

4.5
2.0
1.5
1/.0
25.0

4.5
2.5
1.0
17.5
26.3

2.0
0.7
0.5
6.5
9.7

2.1
0.8
0.7
7.3
10.9

0.6
0.4
18.2
21.6

2.7
0.9
0.7
19.1
23.4

11.7
12.0
1
0..
96.5
128.3

13.0
13.7

5.7

2.9
1.4
1.7
4.0
10.0

107.0
142.7

53.1
32.5
20.6
235.3
341.5

60.6
38.8
23.3
255.3
378.0

387 9 236.4

264.0

96.1

112 3 1,959.0 2,215.7

944.6

1,053.8

538.1

595.7

1 / 0.1

189.3

451.9

498.2

50i.4

554.6

323.2

361.8

2,140 3 7,395.0 3,361.8

3,679.4

1972 1973
Consumer products
Audio tape recorders and players
4.0
4.6
Hi-fi equipment
4.5
5.0
Phonographs and combinations
4.1
3.9
Radios ( including car radios)
6.5
7.0
TV sets, black- and- white
25.0
22.0
TV sets, color
25.0
37 0
Total
69.1
79.5
Computers and related equipment
Digital computers, central processors 1
45.0
52.5
Mass memories
23.0
25.5
Read- in and read-out equipment
13.5
16.0
Remote terminal equipment
8.0
10.0
1.2
1.3
Analog and hybrid computers
Converters, analog-digital and digital- analog
0.9
1.0
Electronic desk calculators
5.0
6.0
Total
96.6 112.3
Communications equipment
3.5
3.0
Broadcast equipment
2.7
3.0
Closed-circuit TV
5.5
5.9
Intercoms and intercom systems
1.2
15
Microwave relay systems
15.0
14.7
Navigation aids, except radar
9.5
9.0
Radar
6.0
6.6
Radio communications, except broadcast
Telephone switching, electronic/semielectronic 36.5
44.0
15.0
15.0
Telephone and telegraph carrier equipment
6.5
Wire message equipment
1.1
95.2 110.0
Total
Industrial equipment
Industrial X-ray gauging and inspection
0.8
0.8
3.2
3.2
Infrared gauging and inspection
1.1
1.3
Machine-tool controls
4.8
4.9
Motor speed controls
0.2
0.3
Photoelectric controls
1.5
1.7
Power electronics equipment
35.0
38.0
Process- control equipment
0.2
0.2
Ultrasonic cleaning and inspection
0.4
0.4
Welding equipment
47.2
50.8
Total
Test and measuring instrument
Amplifiers, laboratory type
0.2
0.2
Calibrators and standards, active and passive
0.7
0.7
1.5
1.6
Components testers
3.4
3.7
Counters and timers
Electronic meters, analog
1.8
1.8
2.1
2.3
Electronic meters, digital
Electronics meters. all panel types
Generators and synthesizers ( pulse, signal,
1.6
1.6
sweep- to 1GHz)
Microwave test and measuring instruments
0.1
0.2
(above 1GHz)
1.1
1.1
Oscillators
3.5
3.7
Oscilloscopes and accessories
3.6
3.6
Power supplies, laboratory type
2.6
2.8
Recorders
1.0
1.2
Spectrum analyzers ( audio to 1GHz)
23.2
24.5
Total
Medical electronics equipment
1.4
1.8
Diagnostic equipment, except X-ray
1.0
Patient- monitoring equipment
0.9
1.0
Therapeutic equipment, except X-ray
0.8
7.0
X-ray equipment, diagnostic and therapeutic
6.1
10.8
Total
9.2
Total equipment consumption

340.5

9.7

1972

1973

A-

1972

0.7
0.3

1973

Nett

1912

1973

11.5
13.5
7.5
9.0
5.5
6.3
13.0
14.5
11 5
9.8
40.0
48.0
89.0 101.1

1972

1973

1972

1973

33.0
173.5
33.0
70.0
74.0
95.0
45.0
45.0
45.5
240.0
75.5
80.0
240.0
162 5
135 0
580.0
710.0
495.5
966. 0 1,098.5 1,268,0

185.0
82.5
45.0
245.0
210.0
570.0
1,337,5

355.2
267.3
214.4
567.7
893.1
1,610.3
3,908.0

382.9
324.3
219.9
595.4
823
1,938.0
4,284.4

267.5
89.0
82.5
31.0
2.6
1.9
42.5
517.0

440.0
210.5
149.0
29.5
9.8
3.5
105.0
947.3

497.5
233.5
176.0
35.0
10.9
3.5
120.0
1,076.4

1,460.9
691.6
453.6
151.9
29.7
22.0
240.8
3,050.5

1,661.7
787.1
531.6
184.1
32.1
24.4
280.7
3,501.7

16.0
4.8
10.5
/1.0
85M
110.0
125.5
38.5
91.2
50.0
535.5

12.0
12.0
15.5
41.0
75.0
130.0
105.0
2.0
168.0
51.0
611.5

14.0
13.5
17.0
43.5
82.0
148.0
115.0
2.0
195.0
55.0
685.0

6.5
14.2
10.3
13.0
4.8
4.5
88.5
1i
6.6
149.7

14.8
31.5
15.0
18.0
8.2
10.0
193.0
28
13.0
306.3

16.5
33.0
16.0
19.5
8.5
11.0
208.0
31
14.0
329.6

197?

1973

n• 11
n
J

110.8
44.6
79.0
144 1
306.5
406.5
386.0
87.1
607.4
225.2
2,397.2
40.7
72.8
48.1
71.2
22.2
38.1
614.0
ill
34.4
953.5

106.0
50.2
86.2
158 8
326.9
441.1
422.4
108.0
689.7
266.3
2,655.6
44.4
76.3
53.9
76.1
23.9
42.8
665.2
12 L1
37.7
1,033.2

11,069.4 12,307.7

European 1973
components markets

4>

1972

1973

1972

1973

1972

1973

1972

1973

1972

1973

1972

1973

1972 ' 973

Passive and electromechanical, total
Antennas and antenna hardware
Capacitors, fixed
Capacitors, variable
Connectors, plugs, and sockets
Crystals and crystal filters
Delay lines
Displays ( except solid state devices)
Ferrite devices ( except TV yokes and flybacks)
Filters and networks ( except crystal)
Loudspeakers ( OEM type)
Microphones ( OEM type) for
incorporation into equipment
Potentiometers, composition
Potentiometers, wirewound
PowPr supplies ( OEM type)
for assembly into equipment
Printed circuits
Relays
Resistors, fixed and wirewound
Servos, synchros, and resolvers
Solenoids and FH Pmotors
Switches ( for communications and electronics)
Transformers, chokes, and coils
(includes TV yokes and flybacks)

69.0
2.1
9.0
2.0
2.9
1.3
1.3
0.3
2.3
0.9
3.7

76.4
2.2
10.5
2.3
3.4
1.5
1.5
0.3
2.6
1.1
4.3

41.3
4.5
8.0
0.7
2.3
0.8
1.1
0.2
0.7
1.0
1.8

45.0
5.0
8.8
0.8
2.5
0.9
1.2
0.2
0.8
1.1
1.9

16.2
1.7
3.6
0.5
1.7
0.5
0.2
0.1
0.6
0.1
1.2

20.0
1.9
3.8
0.5
2.1
0.6
0.3
0.2
0.7
0.1
1.4

437.6
28.8
63.0
3.0
46.5
5.6
3.2
4.7
5.0
6.0
7.5

4/2.2
31.5
65.5
3.2
51.5
6.2
3.5
5.2
5.6
6.5
7.8

151.0
6.0
28.4
4.6
11.0
2.1
1.6
0.5
6.1
2.0
6.6

164.7
6.6
30.1
4.8
12.2
2.3
1.7
0.6
7.0
2.1
7.3

99.5
3.8
15.0
1.6
5.8
1.6
1.8
0.6
3.5
1.1
5.5

108.6
4.0
16.0
1.5
6.3
1.7
1.8
0.8
4.0
1.3
6.0

24.6
1.4
3.4
0.3
2.1
0.4
0.4

0.9
2.4
0.6

1.0
2.8
0.7

0.4
1.8
0.3

0.4
2.0
0.4

0.1
0.8
0.2

0.1
1.2
0.2

1.9
9.3
7.6

2.0
9.8
8.3

0.4
5.5
1.5

0.4
6.0
1.7

1.2
3.8
1.2

3.3
8.7
5.5
5.5
0.8
4.0
4.0

3.7
9.5
5.5
6.5
0.8
4.0
4.0

1.8
2.0
2.7
2.8
0.3
1.5
1.7

1.9
2.2
2.9
2.9
0.3
1.5
1.9

3.1
0.6
0.9
0.1
0.1
0.6

0.1
3.8
0.7
1.2
0.1
0.1
0.7

23.5
22.4
38.5
32.0
7.1
80.0
11.5

26.0
24.8
41.9
34.5
6.9
86.5
12.5

7.7
15.0
11.5
9.5
2.3
11.0
3.7

8.5
16.5
12.6
10.3
2.4
11.5
4.1

7.5

8.2

4.9

5.4

0.1

0.2

30.5

32.5

14.0

Semiconductors, discrete, total
Microwave diodes, all types
Rectifiers ( including diodes rated more
than 100 mA)
Signal diodes ( rated less than 100 mA,
including arrays)
Thyristors ( SCRs, fourloyer diodes, etc.)
Transistors, power ( more than 1-W dissipation)
Transistors, small signal
(including FFTs and duals)
Zenei diodes

12.4
0.3

14.3
0.3

9.1
0.2

10.1
0.2

5.0
u

5.4

851
1.9

91.4
2.1

1.2

1.4

1.5

1.9

1.7

1.8

14.5

2.2
1.3
2.2

2.4
1.5
2.6

0.8
0.8
1.6

0.9
0.9
1.8

0.1
1.0
1.0

0.2
1.0
1.1

4.6
0.6

5.5
0.6

3.6
0.6

3.8
0.6

1.1
0.1

Semiconductors, integrated circuits, total
Hybrid I
Cs, all types
Digital bipolar, small ( less than 12 gates)
Digital bipolar, MSI ( 12 - 100 gates)
Digital bipolar, LSI ( more than 100 gates)
Digital MOS, small and MSI
Digital MOS, LSI
Linear ICs, except op amps
Op amps, monolithir only

5.9
0.5
2.2
0.7
0.2
0.5
0.4
0.9
0.5

8.0
0.7
2.4
1.0
0.3
0.7
1.0
1.2
0.7

Semiconductors, ontuelectronic devices

0.7
30.8
0.1
3.2
3.5
8.0
16.0

Tubes, total
Tubes, cathode ray ( except for TV)
Tubes, power types ( including microwave)
Tubes, receiving types
TV picture tubes, black- and white
TV picture tubes, color
Total components consumption

1972

1973

1972

1973

1972

1973

1972

1973

1972

1973

1972

1973

84.9
3.4
18.5
1.5
5.5
2.2
0.7
0.1
1.1
3.0
4.9

89.2
3.8
19.4
1.6
5.8
2.3
0.8
0.3
1.2
3.2
5.2

61.6
3.4
9.7
0.5
4.4
1.8
0.3
0.2
3.0
0.5
1.2

68.6
3.7
10.5
0.6
5.8
2.0
0.4
0.3
3.2
0.6
1.3

502.0
3.6
81.5
5.7
61.7
9.8
3.2
4.6
8.4
3.2
16.7

543.3
3.8
88.1
5.9
66.4
10.8
3.4
5.0
8.5
4.1
17.3

714.1
42.0
127.5
10.0
25.5
7.6
5.0
6.5
24.0
5.5
16.5

840.2
45.0
139.3
11.0
28.0
8.5
5.2
6.7
27.5
6.2
17.0

2,314.7
104.8
380.6
33.8
173.1
34.3
18.9
18.0
57.2
24.8
69.0

2,511.8
113.3
410.0
36.0
190.1
38.0
20.4
19.9
63.7
28.0
73.1

0.9
0.8
1.3

26.8
1.5
3.8
0.3
2.3
0.5
0.4
0.1
0.9
0.9
1.5

52.3
4.1
13.0
3.4
3.7
0.6
0.1
0.2
1.6
0.7
2.1

56.8
4.3
14.2
3.5
3.8
0.7
0.2
0.2
17
0.8
2.1

1.3
4.0
1.2

0.1
0.7
0.3

0.1
0.8
0.3

0.2
2.1
0.5

0.3
2.9
0.6

1.2
2.5
1.2

1.3
2.6
1.3

0.3
1.8
0.6

0.3
2.0
0.5

4.0
14.4
11.0

4.5
15.5
12.0

12.0
44.0
13.5

12.3
50.0
15.0

22.7
89.7
38.5

24.0
99.6
42.2

4.7
9.5
8.8
7.2
1.5
7.5
3.8

5.0
11.0
9.5
8.0
1.7
8.5
4.0

1.5
2.0
2.4
1.4
0.1
0.4
1.6

1.6
2.2
2.5
1.5
0.1
0.5
1.7

1.7
1.4
4.5
2.7
0.8
3.5
1.4

1.9
1.5
4.7
2.9
0.9
4.5
1.2

2.9
4.8
6.4
6.1
1.0
5.3
2.6

3.1
5.0
6.5
6.2
1.0
5.3
2.8

2.0
5.0
4.5
3.9
1.8
8.0
2.2

2.1
5.5
4.9
4.3
2.0
8.6
2.5

26.0
25.0
46.8
36.1
13.6
74.5
16.0

28.0
30.0
50.5
40.0
15.5
78.0
17.0

23.0
40.0
53.0
48.5
19.0
175.0
26.0

25.5
45.0
56.0
51.0
21.0
185.0
29.5

98.1
138.9
185.2
156.6
48.6
370.8
75.1

107.4
157.0
198.2
169.3
52.7
394.0
81.9

16.0

10.0

11.0

3.1

3.3

3.4

3.9

10.0

10.5

6.5

7.5

36.0

39.0

50.0

55.5

176.0

193.0

33.2
0.9

37.8
1.2

18.3
0.5

19.6
0.5

5.1
0.1

5.8
0.1

14.1
0.2

15.4
0.2

10.3
0.2

11.5
0.3

11.3
0.3

12.5
0.4

108.7
2.4

114.1
2.6

163.5
2.0

178.5
2.5

476.1
9.0

616.4
10.4

16.5

5.5

6.0

2.0

2.2

0.9

0.9

3.3

3.6

1.4

1.6

1.0

1.1

15.5

17.0

28.0

30.5

76.5

84.5

7.0
6.9
13.0

7.0
7.6
14.0

2.3
2.3
5.5

2.3
3.2
6.5

2.9
1.7
3.7

2.9
1.9
4.3

0.5
0.4
0.9

0.6
0.5
1.1

1.9
0.9
1.3

2.1
1.1
1.5

1.4
1.2
2.1

1.5
1.3
2.2

1.8
1.0
2.5

2.0
1.2
3.3

11.8
8.5
17.0

11.5
10.5
18.0

17.0
19.0
25.5

19.0
23.0
29.5

49.7
45.0
76.3

52.4
53.7
85.9

1.2
0.1

36.8
5.0

38.5
5.7

15.0
1.7

16.2
2.4

6.5
1.0

6.8
1.0

2.1
0.2

2.3
0.3

5.8
0.7

6.0
0.9

3.5
0.5

4.0
0.6

4.2
0.5

3.9
0.6

48.0
5.5

49.0
5.5

63.0
9.0

65.0
9.0

194.2
25.4

202.2
27.3

2.5
0.3
05
0.4
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.2

3.7
0.7
1.1
0.5 .
0.1
0.6
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.2
0.3
0.2 . .
0.4 .. ..
0.9 *
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2

37.3
6.0
9.5
5.5
3.0
1.5
3.8
4.5
3.5

44.3
6.5
10.0
6.5
3.5
1.8
5.0
7.2
3.8

13.9
1.0
6.0
2.3
0.2
0.5
0.6
2.3
10

18.4
1.1
5.5
3.0
0.5
1.0
2.3
3.5
1.5

9.1
1.5
3.5
1.2
0.4
0.3
0.7
1.1
04

2.4
0.6
0.5
0.2
,
0.2
0.7
0.2

5.5
0.4
1.0
1.3
0.6
0.3
0.7
0.8
0.4

7.5
0.5
1.2
1.9
0.8
0.4
1.2
1.0
0.5

5.3
0.8
1.9
0.7
0.4
0.2
0.5
0.5
0.3

7.2
1.0
22
0.9
0.6
0.2
0.8
0.9
0.6

52.3
6.3
140
9.0
6.0
3.5
3.5
6.0
4.0

69.0
7.0
15.0
11.0
9.0
5.0
7.0
8.5
6.5

58.5
6.0
18.0
9.0
5.5
1.5
7.0
8.0
3.5

74.5
6.5
17.5
12.5
7.0
3.5
8.5
15.0
4.0

194.7
23.4
57.7
30.6
16.4
8.8
17.7
25.6
14,5

250.2
26.9
59.8
39.3
22.7
13.7
28.1
40.5
19.2

0.9

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

3.5

4.5

1.0

2.0

0.6

1.2

0.1

0.3

0.4

0.8

1.2

7.0

9.5

5.5

9.0

20.1

29.7

36.6
0.1
3.5
3.0
7.5
22.5

11.0
0.3
2.6
1.8
0.7
5.6

10.9
0.3
2.8
1.6
0.6
5.6

7.8
0.3
0.3
1.1
1.4
4.7

8.7
0.3
0.4
0.9
1.2
5.9

129.3
8.8
30.5
20.5
20.5
49.0

147.0
9.5
32.5
20.5
21.0
63.5

49.6
1.2
9.5
10.1
75.0
3.8

50.3
1.3
10.6
8.5
26.0
4.0

38.7
2.0
6.8
5.7
7.2
17.0

40.4
2.1
7.7
5.1
7.0
18.5

6.6
0.1
1.1
1.2
0.9
3.3

20.4
0.5
5.4
1.8
1.2
11.5

22.0
0.6
5,5
1.8
1.1
13.0

8.1
0.3
2.6
2.0
0.8

2.4

8.6
0.4
30
2.0
0.5
2.7

223.7 238.7
9.7
10.7
31.0
33.0
28.0
24.0
30.0
26.0
125 0 145.0

220.8
7.5
20.0
21.0
19.8
152.5

227.5
7.5
21.0
16.0
18.0
165.0

767.1
31.1
115.5
102.7
127.0
390.8

820.7
33.3
123.8
89.9
121.0
452.7

118.8 136.2

64.1

70.0

30.7

35.7

692.8

759.4

248.7

273.2

166.2

180.9

38.6

121.4 130.6

87.1

98.1

3,772.7

4,128.8

11.1
2.2
2.0
0.2
41
0.6
1.2
0.2
0.6
.
0.5
0.1
1.0
0.1
1.2
0.6
0.5
0.4

3.0
1.5
0.4
0.4
0.7
04
0.3
0.1
0.2 ,0.2
0.1
0.7
0.5
0.4
01
0.2
10.2
20.3
0.1
0.3
1.2
25
1.0
6.0
0.9
11.5
7.0 *

19.8
0.4
2.7
5.5
11.2

16.0

94.4

88.2

893.7

974.6

1,222.4 1,329.7

Factory prices in millions
of dollars.
Note: Estimates in this chart
are based on market data
supplied to Electronics by
mnre than 1811 rnmpanies,
government agencies, and
trade associations. The
figures show consensus
forecasts for consumption
of components to make
equipment destined for
both home and export
markets.
Participants were asked to
base their estimates on
factory prices for domestic
components and at cost insurance- freight ( CIF) for
imported components.
Figures in this chart
should be compared with
those published in
previous years only after
making adjustments to
reflect changes in
categories and in rates
of exchange. The
estimates in this chart
were converted into
U.S. dollars at the
following rate ( fúr Si):
Beluilim 45 0francs
Denmark 6.90 kroner
Finland 4.20 marks
France 5.01 francs
Italy 580 lire
Netherlands 3.23 florins
Norway 6.60 kroner
Spain 62.5 pesetas
Sweden 4.71 kroner
Switlerland 3.84 francs
United Kingdom
41.5 pence ( 11.:, = $2.40)
West Germany 3.22 marks
*Less than $75,000
Covpright 19/2
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Press here
to save on lighted
pushbutton switches.

$125

buys all
the switch
you need.

Oak's Series 300 gives you good looks and a
small price- tag in lighted pushbutton switches.
Plenty of switching performance for most jobs,
without paying a premium. Even the Series
300 Split-Legend/4 Lamp Switch is less than
$1.60 ( normal latch, 2P2T, glass alkyd insulation, no engraving, less lamps.)

Modular design.
Built to take it.
Series 300 is built for reliable performance and long life. Applications galore
—bank terminals, calculators, and copy
equipment.

Single-legend/single-lamp, split- legend
/4- lamp, and single-legend/redundant
lamp switches have snap- on lamp holders. Plus replaceable legend plates, lens
caps, and butt-on assemblies. Frontpanel relamping, too, without special
tools on all types.

Gang them up
by the dozen.
Three versions
with switching up to 4P2T.
Choose from single, dual, or four lamp display as well as non- lighted type. One to twelve
station, momentary, interlock, alternate action,
or any combination available on the same
switch bank. Lockout feature available for all
types. Power Module 3A125VAC. Lighted indicators are identical in size and appearance,
but without switching.

Order up to 12 switching
stations on asingle
channel, any switching
mix, with convenient
panel- mounting studs. Color
selection: white, kmar white,
yellow, amber, orange, red, green, blue.
Choose silk-screened, hot- stamped, or
engraved- and- filled legends. Spinlegend switches can be specified with
any two, three, or four colors on insertable legend plates.

Write for our Series 300 Brochure

1111AIC luldulNlrieN Inc.
SWITCH DIVISION/CRYSTAL

TELEPHONE: 815 • 459 • 5000 •
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LAKE, ILLINOIS 60014

TWX: 910 • 634•3353 •

TELEX: 72 • 2447
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11!1
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OW
Our new Poly- planar
technology did it.
Produced the
densest PROM on
the market today,
with twice the
memory capacity
of 1024's on the
same size chip.
Poly-planar. What is it?
Poly- planar is aHarris developed
technology designed to eliminate
the area consumed by conventional
isolation techniques by replacing

the P • diffusion with polycrystalline
silicon.
As aresult, " P-type" isolation
and depletion region-spread are
eliminated, permitting apacking
density of up to 4/1 over chips
utilizing conventional isolation
diffusion. In addition, the Polyplanar process provides alevel
surface structure, which is
highly desirable for multi- level
interconnections. Poly- planar is
flexible, too; it can be utilized with
either Bipolar or MOS technology
and can be used for fabricating
digital or linear circuits. End result:
high-density, high-yield, low-cost
devices, providing improved
speed/power performance and
high reliability.

Conventional

Poly-planar makes it denser. Compare the two diagrams shown here. The one at the top represents across-section of
achip fabricated through use of the conventional isolation diffusion process. The diagram above represents achip
manufactured with our Poly-planar process, demonstrating apacking density twice as great as in the conventional
device.
90
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2040 PROM:
HPROM-2048/2048A-512 words/
four bits per word. Easily interchangeable with all other 1024's.
We were first with the PROM concept, first to establish its reliability
and first to deliver in volume. Now
to all this experience, performance

memories. By changing one address
pin on any1024 ROM socket, you
can use the HPROM-2048 to double
your memory system capacity or
reduce power dissipation by one half
on your existing system. In addition
the HPROM-2048 is programmed
in the same manner as the Harris
1024 PROM. Available with either
3-state ( HPROM-2048) or open
collector ( HPROM-2048A) outputs.
For details see your Harris
representative or distributor.
Features:
512 words/4 bits per word

Twice the memory capacity at no increase in chip area.

At left is aphoto blow-up showing the circuit density of
atypical Harris 1024 PROM. At right is our new
HPROM-2048, fabricated through use of our Polyplanar process, demonstrating isolation to isolation
spacings half that of conventional devices and yielding
a4/1 improvement in density.

and dependability we've added the
advantages of our new Poly- planar
process to bring you this significant
addition to the industry's most
complete PROM line. PROM reliability has been documented by
more than 232,000,000 fuseable
link fife test hours data. The
HPROM-2048 is available now for
off-the- shelf delivery.
Because of its capacity ( 512
words/four bits per word) the
HPROM-2048 provided additional
application possibilities for designing and producing economical

Fully decoded
DTL/TTL compatible
5Ons typical access time
Power dissipation of 0.25 mW/bit
Expandable—" Wired-OR" outputs
with chip select input
Available in military and
commercial temperature ranges
HPROM-2048
HPROM-2048A
100-999 units
Bipolar
octo + 75°C — 55°C to + 125°C
512 x4
$ 65.00 $ 98.00

HARRIS
SEMICONDUCTOR

A DIVISION OF HARRIS INTER TYPE CORPORATION

RO. Box 883, Melbourne, Florida 32901
(305)727-5430

WHERE TO BUY THEM: ARIZONA: Phoenix- Liberty. Weatherford; Scor:sdale-HAR (602) 946-3556 CALIFORNIA: Anaheim-Weatherford; B Segundo- Liberty; Glendale-Weatherford; Long Beach - HAR
(213) 4Z6-7687, Mountain View-Elmar; Palo Alto-Weatherford, MAR ( 45)321-2280; Pomona -Weatherford; San Diego-Weatherford. Western COLORADO: Denver - Elmar. Weatherford WASHINGTON, D.C.:
HAR ( 202) 337-3170 FLORID& Hollywood - Schweber; Melbourne- HAP ( 3054727-5430 GEORGIA: Atlanta-Schweber ILUNOIS: Chicag3-Semi-Specs. Schweber: Palos Heights- HAP ( 312) 597-7510
INDIANk. Indianapolis- Semi- Specs MARYLAND: Rockville-Schweber MASSACBUSETTS: Lexington- R&D; Waltham-Schweber; We)lesley-HAP ( 617) 237-5430 MICHIGAN: Detroit- Semi-Specs
MINNESO1A: Minneapolis- Semi- Specs MISSOURI: Kansas City- Sent- Specs; St Louis-Semi-Specs NEW MEXICO: Albuquerque-Weatherford NEW YORK: Melville- HAP ( 516) 249-4500; Syracuse- HAP
(3'5)4E3-3373; Rochester - Schweber; Westbury-Schweber OHIO: Beichwood-Schweber; Dayton-Semi-Spe,s PENNSYLVANIA: Pittsburgh- Semi- Specs; Wayne-HAR ( 215) 687-8680 TEXAS: DallasWeatherforc. Semi- Specs. HAP ( 214) 231-9031 WASHINGTON: Seattle-Libery. Weatherford WISCONSIN: Wauwatosa- Semi- Specs.
LEGEND FOR HARRIS SALES OFFICES & DISTRIBUTORS: Harris Semiconctictcr ( HAP), Elmar Electronics ( Elmar); Harvey/R&D Electronim ( R&D); Liberty Electronics ( Liberty); Schweber Electron(cs
(Sceweber ).Semiconductor Specialists, Inc. ( Semi-Specs); R. V Weatherford Co. ( Weatherford); Western Radio (Western).
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Think Twice:
What's one of the biggest
measurement problems in the
computer industry today?
Low Duty-Cycle Measurements —
Making timing-pulse adjustments, and
finding noise pulses in, or locating missing bits from low duty-cycle digital
signals. Countless lost hours and eyestrain have resulted from this problem— trying to view low rep-rate signals like those found in disc, tape, or
drum peripheral units. But with your
refresh cycle occurring at such long
intervals, coupled with short phosphor
persistence, it's no wonder that you've
spent an inordinate amount of time
making such measurements. And it's no
wonder that you often came out from
under your scope hood rubbing your
eyes. Well, no more!
•
Storage CRT With Unmatched 400
cm/ pis Writing Speed. Hewlett-Packard
just made it possible for you to throw
away your scope hood by developing a
new bright, burn-resistant, high-speed,
variable-persistence CRT— available in
either 100 cm/vs or 400 cm/ns writing
speeds. Placing these new CRTs into
an all new mainframe that's optimized
for high-writing-speed storage measurements, HP now gives you anew dimension in storage scopes— the HP 184A.
This unique combination offers the
highest writing speed available, and a
display with brightness as great as you
can find anywhere. For the first time you
can find those elusive transients that
before were too fast for your storage
scope to follow— like nanosecond noise
pulses.
Display True Replicas of Your Waveforms. You'll appreciate being able to
adjust persistence down to 0.2 seconds;
that's 75 times lower than amajor competitive unit. For those measurements
that require faster sweep times, you'll
know you are displaying true replicas
of your waveforms when you're using
an HP 184A. Capture low duty-cycle
pulse trains, through repetitive sweeps,
simply by adjusting the persistence to
Electronics/December 18, 1972

"maximum," to build up the intensity of
dim traces. This feature in the new
184A oscilloscope lets you do many
jobs you previously allocated to expensive, single-shot scope/camera systems.
Variable-Persistence Storage and Standard in One Scope. Further, you'll find
that your 184A is atrue general purpose
scope that offers you the capability to
choose, by way of plug-ins, all the functional features of the HP 180 Series of
oscilloscopes, including such items as
selectable-input impedance, and sampling ta 18 GHz. And for simplicity of
operation, we think you're in for a
pleasant surprise when you compare the
184A against the competitive unit.
Superior Technology. HP believes the
most important part of ascope system
is the CRT— the interface between you
and your measurement. As the pioneer
in practical applications of dome-mesh
magnification, HP was first to expand
the size of high-frequency CRT's to
6 x 10 cm; first to 8x 10 cm; and first
to 10.4 x 13 cm — all in high-frequency
mainframes. HP was also the first to use
dome-mesh technology to substantially
lower power requirements for CRT deflection (making possible the only line
of 35 and 75 MHz portable scopes with
built-in battery packs — scopes that
really are portable).
From The Storage Leader. HP was first
with variable-persistence mesh storage
for commercial applications— to give
you astored trace many times brighter
than bi-stable tubes, and without annoying flicker. Variable-persistence, with
its ability to build up waveform brightness, was the first CRT innovation that
gave you a trace bright enough to let
you tackle most single-shot or low reprate measurements problems. All you
do is adjust persistence until the integrating storage effect brings your waveform up to abright, clear display.

Burn-Resistant CRT's.
HP placed
variable-persistence in many of its
scopes including the 181A, 1702A, and
1703A storage units. And now HP has
developed, for its current line of storage instruments, carefree CRT's so
highly burn resistant they require little
more care than conventional CRT's.
The new
184A high-writing-speed
scope also has unprecedented inherent
resistance to burns.
Yes, Scopes Are Changing. How many
times have you wished for ascope that
could display . a low rep-rate digital
signal brightly and clearly, and one that
could also be used for a variety of
general purpose measurements. That
scope is here now in HP's 184A storage
mainframe, $ 2200 (for only $ 500 more,
you can boost your 184A's writing
speed to 400 cm/'is), with plug-in capability to 100 MHz real time, or 18 GHz
sampling. Think twice; put away your
scope viewing hood and call your local
HP field engineer for ademo today. Or
write for our " No Nonsense Guide to
Oscilloscope Selection." It covers the
other members of HP's variablepersistence storage scopes. HewlettPackard, Palo Alto, California 94304.
In Europe: P.O. Box 85, CH- 1217
Meyrin 2, Geneva, Switzerland. In
Japan: YHP, 1-59-1, Yoyogi, ShibuyaKu, Tokyo, 151.

Scopes Are Changing;
Think Twice.

HEWLETT h
OSCILLOSCOPE

PACKARD
SYSTEMS
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NOW
WE MAKE
95K AM)
10K ECI.
Electronics/December 18. 1972

The ECL you want is now made in Fairchild: Voltage-compensated 10K.
Our fully-compensated 95K.And they all cost the same!
10K for today's designs, 95K for tomorrow's designs today. That's our philosophy.
With this in mind we're now making 10K ECL. But 10K ECL with aplus. Ours is voltage-compensated. And fully compatible
with existing 10,000 series ECL. So if you want to upgrade your present 10K system and get rid of some of the noise margin
problems, we've now got the parts to help you.
On the other hand, if you're starting to plan anew ECL system, consider our 95K series. Voltage compensated. And
temperature compensated. And, to complete the system, our high-speed ECL memories, fully compatible with 95K logic.
Some day all ECL will be fully compensated. Our 95K is today. Why wait?
Whether you want production for your present 10K system, or want to launch anew system with tomorrow's ECL logic, or
if you'd just like to talk over your ECL problems, write us. Or call us on our special Hot Line: ( 415) 962-3333. We've got the
ECL parts. And the ECL smarts. Whatever's right.

Temperature & voltage compensated 95K ECL

Voltage-compensated 10K ECL

Propagation Delay of 2Nanoseconds
—
- Broad Range of MSI and SSI Functions
— Unloaded Gates less than 25 mW/Gate
— Voltage and Temperature Compensated over
greater than 3volts and 75°C
— Pinouts compatible with F 10,000 series

—lypical Propagation Delay of 2Nanoseconds
— Broad Range of MSI and SSI Functions
— Unloaded Gates less than 25 mW/Gate
— Voltage Compensated
— Plug in replacement for any 10K series device

Available 1972

Available 1972
F10101 Quad OR/NOR Gate with Common Enable
F10102 Quad 2-Input NOR Gate
F10106 'friple 4-3-3 Input NOR Gate
F10109 Dual 4-5 Input OR/NOR Gate
F10110 Dual 3-Input/3-Output OR Gate
F10111 Dual 3-Input/3-Output NOR Gate
F10115 Quad Line Receiver

F95002 Dual 4-Input OR/NOR Gate
F95003 Thple 2-Input OR/NOR Gate
F95004 Quad 2-Input NOR Gate
F95029 JK Master/Slave FF
F95101 Quad OR/NOR Gate with Common Enable
F95102 Quad 2-Input NOR Gate
F95106 'friple 4-3-3 Input OR Gate
F95109 Dual 4-5 Input OR/NOR Gate
F95110 Dual 3-Input/3-Output OR Gate
F95111 Dual 3-Input/3-Output NOR Gate
F95115 Quad Line Receiver
F95231 High Speed Dual D Flip-Flop
Available 1st Quarter 1973
F95000 Four-Bit Universal Shift Register
F95010 BCD Decade Counter
F95016 Four-Bit Binary Counter
F95105 'friple 2-3-2 Input OR/NOR Gate
F95107
Exclusive OR/NOR Gate
F95116
Differential Line Receiver
F95117 Dual 2-Wide 2-3-Input OR-AND/OR-ANDINVERT Gate
F95118 Dual 2-Wide 3-3-Input OR-AND Gate
F95119 4-Wide 4-3-3-3-Input OR-AND Gate
F95121 4-Wide 3-3-3-3-Input OR-AND/OR-ANDINVERT Gate
F95124 Quad TTL to ECL Level Converter
F95125 Quad ECL to TTL Level Converter
F95130 Dual Latch
F95160 12-Bit Parity Generator/Checker
F95161 1of 8Demultiplexer/Decoder ( low output)
F95162 1of 8Demultiplexer/Decoder ( high output)
F95164 Eight Input Multiplexer
F95170 9+2-Input Parity Circuit
F95179 Look Ahead Carry
F95181 Four-Bit Arithmetic Logic Unit/Function
Generator

Available 1st Quarter 1973
F10105 'friple 2-3-2 Input OR/NOR Gate
F10107 'friple Exclusive OR/NOR Gate
F10116 'friple Differential Line Receiver
F10117 Dual 2-Wide 2-3-Input OR-AND/OR-ANDINVERT Gate
F10118 Dual 2-Wide 3-3-Input OR-AND Gate
F10119 4-Wide 4-3-3-3-Input OR-AND Gate
F10121 4-Wide 3-3-3-3-Input OR-AND/OR-ANDINVERT Gate
F10124 Quad TTL to ECL Level Converter
F10125 Quad ECL to TTL Level Converter
F10130 Dual Latch
F10131 Dual D Flip-Flop
F10160 12-Bit Parity Generator/Checker
F10161 1of 8Demultiplexer/Decoder ( low
output)
F10162 1of 8Demultiplexer/Decoder ( high
output)
F10164 Eight Input Multiplexer
F10170 9+2-Input Parity Circuit
F10179 Look Ahead Carry
F10181 4-Bit Arithmetic Logic Unit/Function
Generator
F10231 High Speed Dual D Flip-Flop

mixoe
VOILViti.D

FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR, A Division of Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp., 464 Ellis St., Mountain View, Ca. 94040. ( 415) 962-5011. TWX: 910-379-6435
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Type EJ, the pot
with rotational life
in excess of
1MILLION CYCLES.

This is the EJ, an extended life version of our famous " J" pot. Same dependable performance. Same power
handling capability. Same quality
throughout, but with a tremendous
difference in rotational life. One good
turn after another for more than
1,000,000 cycles ( under normal use

EC72-1/1

1972 AIlen-Briulley
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within ratings per Publication 5230)
Specify the EJ for electronic organs,
lift trucks. automotive and process
control applications. Hot molded
composition, 2.25 watts. Resistances
from 50 ohms to 5.0 megs. Usable
from — 55°C to -r 120°C. Five standard tapers. Single or dual sections.
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Allen-Bradley Canada Limited, Galt
Ontario. United Kingdom: Jarrow
County Durham NE32 3EN.
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Technical articles

New 4,096- bit MOS chip is heart
of fast, compact computer memory
Process, circuit, and system designers combine to build basic IC,
new storage module, and memory with capacity of 262,144 bytes; array
specifications are even higher than those of present 1,024- bit systems
by John Bayliss, R. Johnston, and John Freeman,

Microsystems International Ltd., Ottawa, Ont., Canada

D Advances in large-scale integration techniques have
made possible larger computer memory capacities in
smaller space with increasing speed of access. These capabilities have brought within the realm of probability
data-processing concepts that have been talked about
for years, but never seriously implemented.
The steadily unfolding state of the art poses a challenge that engineers and their employers can't resist. A
number of companies have built higher-capacity chips
of smaller size. But developing a new memory system
that continues to improve on existing memory capabilities poses achallenge of the first magnitude.
The new products must have flexibility, reliability,
performance, low cost, and volumetric efficiency—all of
which have been repeatedly improved by successive
generations of ferrite-core arrays, the earlier semiconductor buffer memories, and most recently, by the many
digital systems based on a 1,024-bit p-channel metaloxide- semiconductor memory.
This basic mos chip is the 1103, so-called by its originator, Intel Corp. Although it was introduced only a
couple of years ago, the 1103 has been well accepted,
and many suppliers are now manufacturing equivalent
units in large quantities. From this IC, memories of as
many as 8,192 words of 12 bits each can be built on one
printed-circuit board of 8 x 10 1
/ inches. This size and
2
capacity compare favorably to high-density ferrite-core
arrays, and the cost, performance, and reliability are
comparable to or better than core can provide.
The 1103 is therefore ahard act to follow. Improving
on it calls for the talents of an engineering team with
expertise in process, circuit, and memory-system designs. Microsystems International Ltd. formed such a
team.
Its resulting system is based on a4,096-bit n-channel
array, called the MF7112. The memory is designed
into 4-kilobyte modules, consisting of eight to 10 of the
new chips and a few other standard components
mounted on aboard only 5inches square.
From these modules, amemory system ( Fig. 1) with a
capacity of 262,144 bytes has been built to mount in a
standard rack 10 1
/ inches high and 8inches deep. The
2
system has afull cycle time of 600 nanoseconds. Its read
access time is 400 ns, read cycle time is 500 ns, and write
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cycle time is 600 ns. Read/modify/write time is also 600
ns, plus the length of the pause taken for modification.
The system dissipates 330 watts- 150 microwatts per
bit— from four power supplies of + 15, + 10, + 5and -2
volts, all with ±
5% tolerances. These four power supplies fit in another rack space equal to that occupied by
the memory.
A design modification for the 4-kilobit component is
expected to improve the read access time to 300 ns in
the 262-kilobyte system, with corresponding improvement in other speeds.
The first determination of the Microsystems International team was the optimum size for amemory system building block, or basic storage module ( Bsm). The

1. Memory system. This small rack- mounted chassis, 10 1
2 inches
/
high, stores 262,144 bytes on 64 basic modules using a 4,096- bit
MOS integrated circuit. Its access time is 400 nanoseconds.
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READ/WRITE
DATA, 451

With that choice made, the next decision was the capacity and organization of the ICs from which the BSM
would be assembled. A module of 4kilobytes (9bits per
byte) could be assembled from 36 of the standard 1103s,
arranged so that asingle access could address nine chips
at once for a9-bit parallel readout. But amore compact
package was considered desirable.
Quadruple size

WRITE 03

02

READ

MEMORY CELL
2. Storage cell. Capacitance stores binary digit in memory cell of
new 4- kilobit array. Unlike cell of familiar 1- kilobit array, it can be
used in read-only mode, but data inverts on every cycle. Bit identity
is in terms of phase relative to separate status cell.

is analogous to a core mat with drivers and sense
amplifiers; it can operate by itself without any external
equipment, other than apower supply and the principal
timing pulses.
A major requirement of aBSM is flexibility, so that it
can be used in many applications without substantial
redesign. This capability permits a reasonable volume
of production over along enough time that design and
engineering costs are negligible in comparison to the
costs of parts, assembly, and testing.
In the past, particularly with other technologies, Bsms
have tended to become larger and larger with successive
designs. But as medium- and large-scale integrated circuits become more cost-effective, they point in the opposite direction— toward smaller Bsms.
These, in turn, can be made simpler and more reliable if they are used on amultiplexed bus that carries
both address and data on the sanie lines. This reduces
the number of lines in the bus, and the number of pins
in the connectors, reducing the cost and improving the
reliability of the connectors. However, if multiplexing
requires asubstantial increase in the number of components on the BSM, it defeats its own purpose.
Therefore, the cost and complexity of amemory system is lowest if the bus is multiplexed and the necessary
multiplexing and demultiplexing circuits in the BSM are
designed right into the LSI memory circuits, This permits large numbers of Bsms to be used in parallel for a
large memory, and it permits interleaved and multiport
organizations with only asmall amount of added complexity.
These considerations led the engineering team to
choose a BSM design 1byte wide ( 8 bits plus parity),
with options of 4,096, 8,192, or 16,384 bytes per module,
depending on the size and speed of the memory to be
built from the module.
BSM
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A sensible projection from the 1,024 or so bits of the
1103 seemed to be 4,096 bits, based on the semiconductor industry's history of quadrupling packing density every two years. But the conventional p-channel
silicon-gate mos technology used in the 1103 isn't practical for such ahigh density because it would lose speed
in the larger array. N-channel enhancement-mode mos,
on the other hand, besides achieving the necessary
speed and packing density, permits compatibility with
transistor-transistor logic circuits because of its low
threshold.
In establishing design goals for the memory, the development team built extensively on experience with
the 1103 and other arrays. For example, every read
cycle of the 1103 is followed by awrite cycle, internally
controlled on the chip, and abatch of 32 refresh cycles
must be taken after every several thousand normal
cycles to ensure that stored data hasn't leaked away.
The "rewrite" is itself actually a refresh cycle, except
when new data is being stored, because the readout
doesn't affect the stored data per se.
But the 32 separate refresh cycles are necessary anyhow because there is no way of knowing which cells
have been accessed and which ones haven't. And time
has been wasted on most of the accesses between refresh cycles because in most memory applications,
about 85% of the cycles are readouts, while only 15% involve storing new data.
In contrast, in the 4- kilobit array. successive read
cycles are possible without intervening write cycles, and
the separate refresh operation can be completed in only
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precharges data line ( Fig. 3),

conditionally discharges line through cell. For read-

ing, only these pulses are required. For writing, third pulse 03 transfers state of data line to storage capacitance, inverting the data.
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16 cycles because the columns of cells are refreshed two
at a time. Furthermore, permitting successive read
cycles in the larger array turned out to have another advantage—it eases some of the timing requirements that
are quite critical in the 1103. Two of the 1103's input
signals are aprecharge and achip-enable; the first "sets
up" the chip at the start of a cycle, while the address
lines stabilize, and the second actually selects one of the
32 rows of cells for readout. These signals must overlap
by aprescribed amount whose maximum and minimum
values differ by only 30 ns or so. This critical timing is
not required in the 4-kilobit memory.
Compatibility with rrL's 3-v signal levels for data
and control lines, as previously mentioned, is another
design goal. But clock inputs are permitted ahigh level
of 15 V. The extra wallop gives the circuit extra speed,
but does not itself present a disadvantage in terms of
speed because any practical clock driver has arelatively
limited fan-out and can produce the high-amplitude
clock pulse with avery short rise time.
Three-transistor cell

4. 4,096 bits. Chip measures 204 by 168 mils, contains 32 columns
of 128 storage cells. Left-and- right halving expedites refreshing; four
segments top to bottom are an aid to row- address decoding.

The storage cell in the MF7112 4-kilobit memory
chip contains three transistors ( Fig. 2). Superficially, it
resembles the familiar 1103 storage cell. The principal
difference is that in the 1103, the source of transistor Q3
is connected to a separate write-data line, instead
of to the common-data line shown, while the line

12- BIT ADDRESS

COLUMN DECODER

READ
WRITE

BUFFER

SELECT GATES

16 x128
STORAGE
ARRAY

COLuMN DECODER

SELECT GATES

ROW
DECODER

STATUS CELLS

READ
WRITE

18 x128
STORAGE
ARRAY

STATUS CELLS

--1Do-

DATA IN

1D0

•

DATA OUT

. Chip layout. Buffer at top holds address, permits multiplexing of address and data on one bus. Storage array cells repeatedly invert stored
data; status cells follow the inversions to define the binary state of each storage cell. Exclusive- NOR gates complement incoming data being
written and outgoing data being read, as required, lo permit external system to work with conventional dc levels and pulses.
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external data can be stored in the status cell, but the
state of its storage capacitance Cs changes with every refresh cycle, as do the real cells. Its data line, which is not
Output data
Status cell
Memory cell
shared with any other cell, is connected to one input of
capacitance
capacitance
an exclusive-NOR; the main data line is connected to the
other input, and the NOR is strobed by 4>2.
Discharged
Discharged
Since all real data cells are either in phase or out of
Charged
Discharged
phase with the status cell, the output of the exclusiveNOR is aconsistent 1or 0level for any addressed cell at
Discharged
Charged
any time (see Table 1). Another exclusive-NOR, driven
Charged
Charged
by an input-data line and the status cell and strobed by
4)3,generates the proper level for writing.
Discharged capacitance presents ground level to data line;
The chip itself, measuring 204 by 168 mils, contains
charged capacitance presents 3-volt level.
32 columns of 129 cells (Fig. 4), counting the status cell.
This array, however, is divided into two groups of 16
serving the source of Q2 is termed the read-data line. columns each ( Fig. 5). Each half has its own data input
To read the cell, clock pulse 4) 1 initially precharges and output lines. However, the two inputs are condata line capacitance C2,which is quite large because nected on the chip, as are the two outputs, so that only
the line is connected across the chip to 32 cells. Then 4
,2 one pair is accessible externally.
Even though the refresh cycles are only rarely reconditionally discharges this capacitance through Q2
and Qi to ground. The condition is established by the quired, they do take time; the halving of the array alcapacitance Cs, which turns on Qi if it is charged. In lows two rows to be refreshed at once—one in each half.
this way, after 4)2,the data line carries the complement During refresh cycles, the operation of the address
decoders is modified to make this possible, effectively
of the charge on Cs.
This read cycle of 4)1, 4.2, lasting 500 ns (Fig. 3), can
be repeated as many times as desired on asingle cell or
on various cells at random without affecting the charge
BIT 0
1
:1Z>
on Cs.But to store new data in any given cell, athird
,
OUT
clock pulse 4)3 turns on transistor Q3,which connects the
(
8, 9,
CIO LIE
10
data line to C. Since the data-line capacitance is at
least 20 times as great as Cs,its level is affected only
UZI 1311
slightly by this action. The read/write cycle lasts 600 ns.
11111
A pause can be inserted between 4)2 and 03 to permit a
read/modify/write cycle.
—0.1
I--r•
L
L___
As in any dynamic- memory cell, the charge on Cs,
representing the stored data, is subject to leakage.
104k
1--r.
Therefore, to assure its continued integrity, it must be
refreshed from time to time— approximately every 2ms.
Refreshing, like writing, constitutes asequence of three
—1>
clock pulses; the third pulse transfers the charged state
of the data-line capacitance to Cs.However, since the
8 ,
II
readout by the first two pulses puts the complement of
the originally stored charge on the data line, the absoiiii 1 8 ,
lute value of the stored data is inverted with every refresh cycle.
TABLE 1. OUTPUT PHASE RELATIONSHIP
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Data equals charge
All dynamic mos arrays store data in the form of a
charge on aparasitic capacitance, and reading that data
amounts to checking the capacitance to find out
whether it is charged or not. In conventional arrays, if
the capacitance is charged, the storage cell addressed
contains a 1; if the capacitance is discharged, the cell
contains a0. These arbitrary designations for the data
can be reversed at the designer's whim, provided he is
consistent throughout agiven design. But the MF7112
binary designations change, not at anybody's whim, but
with every refresh cycle. For this reason, the state of
stored charge cannot be assigned any arbitrary identity.
Nevertheless, the external appearance of continuously
stored data must be preserved.
To do this, every column of 128 memory cells also includes an extra dummy location called astatus cell. No
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6. Basic storage module. Eight to 10 memory chips can fit on one

card 5 inches square. The one data- input line on each chip is connected to adifferent address- input line on each chip, thus multiplexing addresses and data. Output buffers gate read data onto the
same bus. Decoders and chip- enable line select one of many cards.
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Canada's major leaguer
Beating out such heavy hitters as Texas Instruments, Intel,
and other MOS leaders, quantity production of the new
4,096- bit n- channel RAM at the heart of the Microsystems International Ltd. memory system has moved that
company into the semi-conductor big leagues. Moreover, the success of MIL, which has been in business
only since the summer of 1969, is also a triumph for a
Canada determined to develop a semiconductor capability of its own that can bring with it acertain independence
from U.S. firms.
In the past, Canada has relied on a policy of attracting
multinational companies and encouraging them to " rationalize" their product lines. Under this arrangement, a
company chooses a particular product that it will develop
and manufacture in Canada and market worldwide, providing jobs both for engineers and blue-collar workers
while helping to offset Canada's unfavorable balance of
trade, which is currently totaling about $900 million
yearly in electronics.
With ICs regarded as the " building blocks of the future," says T.C. Jones, director of industry and trade development within the Electrical/Electronics branch of
Canada's Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce,
"we couldn't see any way that companies like Texas Instruments, Fairchild, or Motorola could do a rationalization job in Canada."
The only way, then, to support its electronics industries
was to develop " a viable microelectronics business of
our own," asserts MIL's president, A. Olaf Wolff. To both
the Canadian government and Bell Telephone of Canada,
the nation's largest user of semiconductors, the venture
seems to be doing admirably.
By the end of 1972, Wolff expects his company, which
is the only commercial manufacturer of semiconductor
ICs in Canada, to be operating profitably at a $20 million
annual rate. Sales for the fiscal year ending Dec. 31
should hit $ 14 million, with roughly half going to the
United States, estimates Joseph L. Chenail, director of
marketing and sales. And he predicts that sales, working
off a $ 16 million January backlog, will double in 1973.
At MIL's nucleus back in 1969 were some 400 people
in what had been the $ 25 million Advanced Devices Center of Northern Electric Co., the manufacturing arm of
Bell Telephone of Canada. In addition, there were about
60 people from a branch laboratory of the telephone
company's top-level research facility, Bell- Northern Research.
MIL now has some 1,100 employees occupying a
340,000- square-foot research, development, and manufacturing facility in Ottawa, a headquarters office in Montreal, and a small assembly facility recently established in
Penang, Malaysia. Included also are seven sales offices
in the U.S., operated by Microsystems International Inc.,
Palo Alto, Calif., and either offices or sales representatives in various countries of Europe, and in Japan, Hong
Kong, Australia, Israel, and New Zealand.
To the initial complement from Northern Electric— it
owns 60% of MIL, the rest is publicly held— were added
sizeable gobs of cash. The largest amount comes from
the Canadian government, which has made available $ 48
million in loans and conditional grants. But unlike awards
made to private industry in the U.S. by agencies such as
NASA and the Defense Department, $ 12 million of this
sum is loaned interest- free and must be repaid. The re-
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maining funds are conditional grants in that they must be
repaid only if MIL shows a certain level of cumulative
profit— set fairly high at 10% of sales— during its first five
years. So far, MIL has used only about half of the available government funds— which it has had to match with
its own money— for capital equipment, product development, and engineering. Thus, Northern Electric has made
$20 million available over a period of years, $20 mill > r,
has been raised through a public stock issue, and a $ 1C
million bank line of credit has been opened.
MIL's products are aimed at the broad target of telecommunications, with emphasis on both " microsystems"
and " international," Wolff asserts. An important objective
was to get production lines operating as quickly as possible, which was done through licensing agreements. MIL
bought its silicon-gate MOS and bipolar memory expertise. Concurrently, the company developed its own
n- channel technology which, when ready, was phased
into an on-going, experienced production operation,
Chenail points out. The n- channel 4,096- bit memory chip
and system described here are probably the most technologically significant of MIL's products thus far.
Initially, the company started in early 1970 to build a
broad line of bipolar linear products, fundamentally
copying such devices as 709 and 741 operational amplifiers and introducing improvements and new products of
its own, Chenail says. At the same time, MIL was supplying all of Northern Electric's semiconductors, either by
buying or building them itself. In addition, it embarked on
the production of hybrid thin- and thick-film circuits, including a thin-film tantalum process, and produces such
electronic telephone components as tone generators, receivers, ringers, frequency-shift keyers, and twowire/four-wire networks. These it markets internationally,
as it does all products, to all telecommunications companies, even those competing with Northern Electric.
In February 1971, MIL, under license from Intel Corp.,
Mountain View, Calif., began shipping p-channel MOS
RAMs and shift registers, and by June of that year, the
popular 1103 RAM began coming off its production lines.
Chenail says MIL is now the world's largest MOS memory
supplier, surpassing even Intel itself in 1103 output.
Early this year, MIL began shipping its own n-channel
products- 1- kilobit static RAMs and 2- kilobit shift registers. A few months ago, it was up to volume production of
bipolar standard and programable ROMs licensed by Monolithic Memories Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif. Added to these
is MIL's own line of gallium- phosphide light-emitting
diodes. Last month, the company announced a licensing
agreement with Nortec Electronics Corp., Santa Clara,
Calif., to manufacture asingle-chip MOS device for eightdigit, four-function calculators. At the same time, it announced a $5 million contract to supply the chips to calculator maker Rapid Data Systems & Equipment Ltd.,
Rexdale, Ont., Canada.
As for the future, MIL spokesmen predict that their
company will be in the thick of things, concentrating its
own research on the more advanced technologies, rather
than on price-eroded standard logic families. And with an
open-door information- exchange policy apparently existing between it and Bell- Northern Research, MIL could exploit, should it choose, virtually any of the " hot" technologies, including bucket- brigade and charge- coupled
devices and bubble memories. —Alfred Rosenblatt
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latch the address lines. Therefore, the same bus can
carry addresses as well as data. To address 4,096 positions, a 12- bit address is required, so the bus to which
the BSM is connected contains 12 lines ( Fig. 6). These
are connected on the BSM to the 12 pins on each 4-kilobit memory component.
In addition, nine of the 12 lines are connected to the
data-input lines on the nine chips—a different line for
each chip. The nine data-output lines go to nine buffer
gates with open collectors, available in standard fourgate packages. From these gates, the data is strobed
onto the same bus that carries addresses and input data.
The open collectors permit the use of several Bsms on
one bus; aset of common-collector loads is required for
the system, one on each line in the bus.
Small board

7. Mutt and Jeff. Large card, built with 1103-type 1,024- bit chips,
contains about tw:ce as many bits as small card, which uses the new
4,096- bit chips. In addition, the former is much more than twice as
large and is more complex in other ways as well.

turning the 32-by- 128 array into a16-by-256 one.
Because of the addressing technique, when the full
array is to be refreshed, only 16 cycles are required, instead of the 32 that would be needed if the array were
not halved. These refresh cycles constitute only 0.43% of
the total number of available read-only cycles.
But, should even this refresh cycle take up an unacceptably large proportion of time, the memory can be
refreshed during normal operation if every row of 128
cells is exercised by an external source at least once every 2 ms. If at the end of the 2-ms interval some rows
have not been accessed, operation must be interrupted
to refresh these inactive locations. This approach requires 32 cycles to refresh the entire array. but if all
rows are active, the routine consists of normal
read/write or read/modify/write cycles, and no time is
lost.

This combination of the 4-kilobit memory with its internal address latches and the external output buffer
performs the multiplexing and demultiplexing function,
with no additional components on the BSM. Because
multiplexing sharply reduces the number of connections
to the outside world, the BSM can be packaged on a
5-inch-square printed-circuit board with only 28 contacts along one edge, all on the same side of the board,
afeature that reduces plating costs and connector costs
and increases system reliability. Furthermore, it permits
all the BSM cards and the associated control card, described later, to be interconnected by abus on asimple
one-sided motherboard, onto which the cards are
plugged.
In general, the BSM will be used in multiples, rather
BUSY.
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Module design
From these 4-kilobit memory components mounted
in standard 22-pin dual in-line packages, the basic storage module is assembled. Nine memory components
can be considered the standard, for the 4,096 bytes each
contain 8 data bits and 1parity bit. If nonredundant
storage is required, without the parity, only eight 4- kilobit chips would be necessary.
For a more complex error-detection or correction
scheme on longer words, packaged with data and check
bits on each of several cards, or for storing two binarycoded decimal digits with independent parities in each
digit, 10 chips can be used.
In addition to the memory components, the BSM also
contains clock drivers, bus drivers, and select logic so
that the system containing the BSM can drive many
similar modules and so that the BSM itself can communicate with the larger system without restraints imposed
by the memory components' driving capabilities.
An important feature of the MF7112 is its ability to
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8. Control board. This logic, packaged on a single printed- circuit
card, forms the interface between a central processor and the
memory built around the 4,096- bit chip. The latter, with these controls and asource of power, is completely self-sufficient.
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than singly. For example, a memory of 262,144 bytes
can be assembled from 64 BSMs plugged into acommon
bus. However, these 64 BSMs require additional addressing capability. It's available through the chip-enable
line, an input that blocks all the decoders on the chip,
except when it is at ground.
In the occasional one-chip or one-BSM application,
the chip-enable line, which is common to all the
memory components on the BSM, is permanently
grounded. For the 262-kilobyte system, it can be connected to a positive-OR gate driven by two 1-out-of-8
decoders with true low outputs. Jumpers at the decoder
outputs give each BSM a unique address. When both
decoder outputs are low, the output of the OR is down.
The two decoders are driven by six extra address lines
that identify one of the 64 BSMs. On this BSM, the decoders ground the chip-enable line, latching the 12
chip-address lines and starting acycle. On the other 63
BSMs, the chip-enable line remains positive, and the
chip-address lines are ignored.
The BSM card itself is adouble-sided board with undemanding tolerances. Lines on the card are 15 mils
wide, with 15- mil spaces between them. No more than
one line passes between any two of the holes, spaced
100 mils apart, through which package pins are
mounted. The board contains no ground plane as such,
but the conductors carrying the various power-supply
voltages to the mounted packages form a grid that
serves as avirtual ground plane.
When two BSMs of equal capacity are compared, one
built with 4-kilobit arrays, such as the MF 7112, shows
amarked improvement over one built with 1-kilobit arrays such as the 1103, as shown in Table 2 and in the
photograph ( Fig. 7).
Memory controller
Control signals for amemory system, such as the 262kilobyte memory mentioned previously, are generated
by acontrol board ( Fig. 8). This board accepts requests
from the central processor, translates them into signals
useful to the BSMs, and relays data both ways. The
cycle-control-logic block is the direct interface with the
processor, accepting and acknowledging requests and
signaling "busy" during the course of any memory
cycle, including a refresh cycle; when "busy" is up, no
processor requests can be honored.
The timing circuits generate data strobe and refresh
signals to the BSMs and the memory- bus multiplexer;
they also provide clock signals for the BSM and precharge, read, and write signals for the multiplexer, with
rn. amplitude. These two groups of signals are nearly
identical in timing and waveshape. Those signals driven
to the BSMs are there shifted to the 15-v level.
Refresh logic provides the 4-bit addresses for the 16
refresh cycles that are required every 2ms. During these
cycles, the timing circuits signal " refresh" to the BSMs,
and the signal locks out the chip-enable line. However.
the 16 cycles are interspersed among read and write operations at a rate of one cycle approximately e,ery
125 is and rotated so that the entire array has been refreshed within the required time interval. This staggering of refresh cycles has less impact on time-sensitive
computations that may be in process, and also smooths
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TABLE 2. COMPARING TWO 4-KI IIXTE BY- 9 BSMs

'
11.1111

Built with
1- kb RAMs

Built with
4-kb RAMs

Storage ICs

36

9

Other ICs

23

Resistors

20

Capacitors
Total components
Connector type
Connector contacts
Module failures per 10 6 hours
MTBF at 55°C, hours

24
103
Double
64
12.87
7.8 x 10 4

8
14
8
39
Single
36
3.95
25.5 x 10 4

Read access time, ns

400

350

Read cycle time, ns

700

500

Write cycle time, ns

700

600

32

16

Refresh cycles
Refresh interval, ms

2

2

Refresh time, % available time

1.28

0.43

Power dissipation, watts

15

5

out the power requirements of the memory system.
During aread cycle, the control board acknowledges
the request and signals " busy," clears the memory-bus
lines and puts an I
8- bit address on the bus. As described previously, the 6 high-order bits select one of
the 64 BSMs, and the other 12 are strobed into the address buffers on that BSM at the end of the precharge
signal (01). At this time, the bus is cleared again and
prepared to receive the data (on nine lines) taken from
the addressed memory; this data is strobed into the data
registers at the end of the read signal (02).
During awrite cycle., operation is similar, except that
no data strobe is issued at the end of 4. Data coming
out of the addressed location thus dies at the output
buffer gates on the BSM, while new data to be written
waits in the data registers on the control card. This is
gated to the bus during the write phase ( 4)3)and then to
the data input lines in the BSM.
A read/modify/write cycle combines these two operations, with apause if necessary between (>., and 4i53 for
the processor to modify the contents of the data register
in the control card.
The entire system consists of the 64 BSMs and one
control card in astandard rack- mount module containing 68 connectors in two rows. Each row contains 32
single-sided connectors and two double-sided connectors. The BSMs plug into the 64 single-sided connectors,
the control card into one of the double-sided ones, and
cables between the memory system and the processor
into the other three double-sided connectors.
This new system makes distributed memories suddenly look very practical. These memories are small
units packaged adjacent to those portions of the system
that use them, sharply reducing transmission-line derays
along interconnecting wires and thus reducing effective
access time. Distributed memories can also be used with
special addressing means to implement special logic
features, such as stack or pushdown stores.
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If TRW can produce
precision attenuator switches
in volume
...think what TRW can do for you
in fixed and variable resistors,
low cross-talk cable and
film capacitors.

441%,

materials. Advanced
manufacturing
techniques such as
these have helped
make Cinch a leading world
producer of connectors, sockets, and other
electromechanical devices. ( For further information,
circle 71 on the reader service card.)

TRW metallized film capacitors are available to fit
almost any design requirement.Typical are the
tape-wrapped X663 ( ideal for telecommunications use) and the precision-dimensioned
X440 for high- density circuits.TRW
makes by far the broadest range
fe ` e
of film capacitors— both
metallized and foil — in
terms of dielectrics,
case styles, shapes,
capacitances, and
voltages. ( For further
information, circle 74
on the reader service card.)

TRW/IRC resistive products cover the spectrum— from
20-year life Metal GlazeTM resistors
with superior stability and relia-

What else do we make? Just about every type of
electronic component in the books from actuators to
zeners. Plus amplifiers, chokes, connectors, diodes,

bility to Circuitrime potentiometers in every conceivable
size and style.TRW/IRC is

filters, inductors, miniature motors, oscillators, printed
circuits, rectifiers, RF modules, transformers, transistors,
tuners, color convergence yokes... and more.

TRW/Cinch ceramic substrate attenuator assemblies
illustrate Cinch's abilities to control
the contact spring forces precisely during fabrication,
and to weld tiny gold
dots to the spring

your complete source for
all types of fixed resistors
(carbon composition, thick or
thin film, and wirewound), variable --..

4e

..........,,,..
. - . ., 4
,....,,

resistors and resistive networks. ( For
further information, circle 72 on the reader service card.)
TRW/Holyoke wire, cable, and cable assemblies are
produced in unlimited variety to meet critical requirements. These include
such demands as lowest

l

One source— your local TRW representative— offers
you all of these product lines and can supply almost
all of your needs. With a direct pipeline to all of
our plants, he can assure you fast delivery, applications
assistance, custom designs, and special engineering
help whenever you want it.
Think what TRW can do for you. Then call or write
TRW Electronic Components,10880 Wilshire Blvd., Suite
1700, Los Angeles, CA 90024. Phone ( 213) 475-6777.

cross-talk for telecommunications, minimum
impedance discontinuities for RF, and
enhanced flame
retardancy for home
entertainment wiring.
Shown is a52- pair
telephone cable, an example of a longlife, high- reliability requirement. ( For further
information, circle 73 on the reader service card.)
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(in 0.5 to 0.7 millisecond) and triggers the monostable.
The current through R1 keeps Qi on and prevents CI
from charging until the points close. If the points
bounce upon closure, they will not be open long enough
to allow CIto charge and fire Qi again.
For every point opening, the monostable produces a
pulse having a fixed width and amplitude. Normally,
the output stage of the operational amplifier produces a
negative saturation voltage. But when apositive trigger
from the relaxation oscillator is applied through diode
D1,the op-amp's output switches to a positive saturation voltage, causing capacitor C2 to charge positively
through resistor It). Capacitor C,stores the charge until
e- is greater than e+, and the op amp switches back to
its stable state.
Diode D2 clamps the voltage across C2 to about
-0.6 v, while diode D3 provides temperature compensation for changes in D2's junction-voltage drop. Both of
these diodes should be kept in thermal contact with
each other. Since the op amp is left floating so that it
can be operated from a car's single supply voltage, it
has asmall positive output voltage when in its untriggered state, making capacitor C3 necessary to decouple
the meter.
Zener diode D4 and resistor R3 regulate the output
against supply voltage variations, and the thermistor
compensates for temperature variations in the baseemitter voltage of transitor Q2. If a meter with a fullscale current rating of less than 5milliamperes is used,
the thermistor, as well as transistor Q2 and resistor R4,
can be omitted.

Precision auto tachometer
squelches point bounce
by James B. Young
Canadian General Electric Ltd. Peterborough. Ont.. Canada

A tachometer circuit for automobiles with capacitivedischarge ignition systems suppresses point bounce
while measuring motor rpm accurately to within 1%.
The circuit, which has an operating temperature range
of - 20°F to 150°F, can also be used as a temperaturecompensated ratemeter or to eliminate relay-contact
bounce.
Many automobile tachometers do not work properly
with acapacitive-discharge ignition because this type of
system employs the breaker points only for triggering
an SCR. The voltage waveform across the breaker
points, therefore, consists of a series of 14-volt pulses,
rather than the 200-v spikes that exist in the usual kettering ignition system.
The tachometer circuit shown is composed of three
sections: a relaxation oscillator at the input for point
bounce suppression, a monostable multivibrator for
pulse generation, and abuffer for driving ameter.
Unijunction transistor Qi is operated with an emitter
current that is larger than its valley current so that it
will not turn off after triggering. When the points open,
capacitor C1 charges through resistor R1 until Qi fires

Measuring rpm. Intended primarily for automobiles with capacitive- discharge ignitions, tachometer circuit accurate within 1% is immune to
breaker- point contact bounce. When points open, capacitor C, charges until unijunction transistor Qj fires and triggers one-shot formed by
op amp. Point bounce is suppressed because C, takes 0.7 millisecond to charge before Ch can fire. Circuit can operate from -20°F to 150°F.
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being desensitized at high signal levels and permits lowlevel targets to be detected even in the proximity of
heavy clutter.
With the threshold power level (typically 0to 5 (Ism)
applied at the detector's rf input, the input voltages of
the operational amplifier are equalized so that there is
no output voltage. For signal levels below the threshold,
the op amp's inverting input swings positive, relative to
the noninverting input, and the op-amp output is
clamped by diode DI near the quiescent bias voltage set
by potentiometer R1.This clamp prevents the output of
the op amp from swinging to the negative supply voltage and enhances the recovery time of the detector at its
threshold level.
As soon as the rf input develops 3millivolts of rectified bias voltage across capacitor Ci, the detector's output goes positive to 1V, thereby activating the agc loop
in which it is installed. Only the differential offset voltage between the dual Schottky diodes, D2 and D3,is impressed across the op amp's differential input. The op
amp provides 50 decibels of gain, while Schottky diode
D3 provides automatic temperature stabilization for the
detector. Diodes Dg and D5 are temperature-stabilized
reference diodes that desensitize the detector to power
supply variations.
The rf section of the receiver is gated by switching the
voltage at the detector's gate input from its normal

Ago rf threshold detector
provides fast slewing
by Roland J. Turner
American Electronics Communications Corp , Lansdale, Pa.

In both radar and communication systems, an automatic-gain-control loop is commonly employed to keep
signal level constant for enhanced signal detection. As
systems become more adaptive, the agc loop must be
more sophisticated, frequently forcing simple circuits to
perform multiple functions.
Meeting this demand is an rf threshold detector for
the agc loop in an rf receiver. The detector can process
signals of 1megahertz to 1gigahertz with aslew rate of
several volts amicrosecond. It also permits delayed agc
operation and can perform over a wide range of temperature and supply-voltage variations.
Furthermore, below the detection threshold, the signal can be processed linearly in the rf section of the receiver. Above the detection threshold, the output of the
rf section is rapidly leveled so that such detrimental effects as limiting and hangup cannot occur in subsequent
i
fstages. This fast action prevents the receiver from

Closing the loop. Threshold detector for agc loop in rf receiver can handle broadband signals with frequencies of 1 megahertz to 1
gigahertz at slew rates as fast as 1 volt/microsecond. Dual Schottky diodes and high- slew- rate op amp account for circuit's speed. Temperature compensation, from OC to 60C, s provided by diodes D2 and D3, while diodes D4 and D5 compensate for supply

variations of ± 6%.
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-10-v bias level to 10 V. This overrides any signal condition, forcing the detector's output to go to 8 vdc and
forcing the associated attenuator in the agc loop to its
maximum attentuation state.
For power levels above the detection threshold, the
detector produces 4.2 V at its output per decibel of input
power over the operating temperature range of 0°C to
60°C. Less than 0.5 dB of loop dynamic range is con-

Phase comparator
for servo loops
by Francis E. Adams
San Bernadino Microwave Society, Corona, Calif.

An easy-to-build phase comparator offers anumber of
advantages for use with dc servo motors and in voltagecontrolled-oscillator loops. The output of the comparator is zero for inputs that are in phase, and, unlike the
output of discriminators, it remains real, even for extreme differences in the two input-pulse frequencies.
Moreover, the circuit, which is composed of low-cost,
readily available ics, can operate at afrequency that is
limited only by the type of devices employed.
Both J-K flip-flops, FF 1 and FF2,are preset so that
their Q outputs are at logic 1. After an input pulse at
frequency f
1 clocks FF 1 and causes its Q output to be-

sumed by the static offset voltage of the transfer function over the same temperature range.
Moreover, the transfer function remains constant and
unaffected by ±6% variations in the supply voltages.
Less than 0.3 dB of loop dynamic range is consumed by
static offsets in the transfer function for the same supply
variations. For signals greater than 2 dB above threshold, the detector slew rate exceeds 1v/p.s.

come logic 0, and an input pulse at frequency f
2 clocks
FF2 and produces a logic 0 at its Q output, the preset
delay containing three NAND gates resets the flip-flops.
The propagation delay time of these NAND gates assures
that both flip-flops are preset
The time lapse between FF1 being clocked and FF2
being clocked determines the duty cycle of the pulse
train seen by the algebraic adder. As input pulse frequencies f
1 and f
2 approach each other, this duty cycle
becomes smaller. When the two inputs are in phase
(fi = f2), the duty cycle is zero, except for anarrow contribution due to the preset time of the NAND gates,
which is usually less than 1microsecond.
If f
1 is greater than f2, there is apositive output current that is proportional to the phase error. If f
2 is
greater than f
1,then there is a negative output current,
which is also proportional to the phase error. For
fi = f2, the output current is zero.
Designer's casebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly the circuit's operating principle and purpose. We'll pay $50 for each item published.
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and negative when f
l is less than f
2.
Duty cycle of signal driving algebraic adder depends on when flip-flops FF 1 and FF 2 are clocked. Inphase inputs result in zero output because duty cycle is zero.
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Here's aversatile new IC for
portable or battery-powered instrumentation

150 ”Watts powers
Triple Op Amp
The Siliconix L144 is alow-power

Other features:

monolithic IC with three complete

• Internal compensation provides

op amps and acommon bias network

stable operation for any feedback

on the same substrate. The circuit

circuit—including capacitive

operates over apower supply range

loads > 1000 pF

of -± 1.5 to -± 15 V, with asupply cur-

• 80 dB gain with 201(n, load

rent set by an external bias resistor.

• Typical slew rate 0.4 V/µsec

With a ± 1.5 V battery, only 50 µA

• Military or commercial versions

is required for all three op amps!

available

SO(11

::.

Instrumentation amplifier for
high input impedance with
differential operation.

Precision phase splitter with
good gain, high input impedance,
low output impedance.

Active filter with high Q
and excellent stability.

Applications? Above are three suggestions.
There are more: Low-drift sample-and-hold,
inverting amplifiers, voltage comparators, and so on.
Call us if you have aspecific design problem.

write for data
Applications Engineering: ( 408) 246-8905

S

Eiliconix incorporated
2201 Laurelwood Road, Santa Clara, California 95054
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The inside story
on Spectrol trimmers...
(pas. they're a bargain!)

Don't let the high quality of our Spectrol trimmers
fool you . .. check our prices — they're competitive!

authorized outlets in the United States and
Canada, and we have factories in England
and Europe as well.

Broad line/all types

Get aSpectrol quote before you buy!

High quality/low prices

Break that careless habit of sole-sourcing your
trimmer buys — or that dangerous habit of buying
on price alone ... demand high quality as well as
low prices — get aSpectrol quote before you buy!
Contact our local distributor or call us directly.
(The reader service card will get you our Short
Form Catalog.)

Rectangular, square, round, cubic, or TO- 9
packages, wirewound or cement elements,
industrial or MIL-Approved models — we've got
them all!
Local stock/off-the-shelf
Looking for products in ahurry? Try your local
Spectrol distributor. .. there are over 75

Model 43, 3
4 " cermet trimmer
/
Cut- away drawing shows Spectrol's improved slider
block design, illustrating typical high quality built
in to even the low-cost industrial Spectrol trimmers.

_
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SPECTROL ELECTRONICS GROUP
UNITED STATES Spectrol Electronics Corporation
UNITED KINGDOM

Spectrol Reliance Ltd.

ITALY SP Elettronica spa
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17070 E. Gale Avenue, City of Industry, Calif. 91745, U.S.A. • ( 213)
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Estimating substrate area and
density for hybrid microcircuits
by Lyle F. Pittroff
Helipot Division, Beckman Instruments Inc., Fullerton, Calif.

When converting discrete circuits to their hybrid counterparts, the engineer usually must face either of two
basic questions: how much substrate area will be
needed to accommodate the circuits, or will it fit when
the package and circuit designs have been finalized before the inquiry or layout-design phase? What's needed
is a shortcut technique for easily estimating substrate
area and determining component density so that at least
you know you're in the right ball park. A technique that
Beckman Instruments calls the unit system not only answers these questions, but, in addition, provides ayardstick for estimating yield factors in high-density applications.
The unit system consists of assigning a number of
units of area to each circuit component and then adding
up the total number of units to determine the required
area. One unit is defined as the substrate area required
for one general-purpose, thick-film resistor, rated at 100
milliwatts after trimming to ±2% tolerance. The table
shows the number of units normally allocated for other
types of conventional circuit elements. In each case, the
number of units specified includes whatever additional
area is required for terminations, resistor trimming,
wire-bonding pads, and spacing between adjacent components.
If the circuit has been defined, but the package has
not been chosen, the substrate area can be estimated.
Start with an optimum one-unit resistor area of 0.015
square inches. Assign the proper number of units to
each component in the circuit, according to the table,
and total the number of units for the circuit. Determine
the substrate area required as follows:
As = (0.015 in. 2)UT
where As is the required substrate area, and UT is the
total number of units. A potential package choice,
based on available substrate area, can then be made
from the many different styles available.
When the circuit and package designs are both firm,
the component density in square inches per unit can be
estimated. Add up the total number of units for the circuit, according to the table. Determine the available
substrate area in the package size you intend to use.
Calculate the component density as follows:
D = As/UT
A component density of 0.015 in. 2/unit is considered
a moderate density level if the supplier of your final
package has the freedom to make pin assignments. Us-
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ing more specialized fine-line screening techniques,
densities to 0.006 in. 2/unit have been achieved. Note
that component density is appraised in area per unit, instead of units per area. Area per unit is more directly
correlated to layout dimensioning.
Some components require special consideration because of their large size or an unusually large number of
leads. Since the unit system is strictly ashortcut method,
aconsiderable amount of good judgment and common
sense must be applied. The following general guidelines
should be considered:
• It may be easier to deduct the area required for large
capacitor chips before applying the unit system.
• High component densities are easier to achieve in
smaller packages because of proximity to pins.
• Some circuits naturally flow from input to output
without complex feedback interconnections.
• Packaging efficiency is usually greater in larger hybrid packages, hut yield and testing help set the limit. D
_
TYPICAL UNIT SYSTEM
COMPONENT AREAS

Units per
component

Component type

RESISTORS (CERMET, THICK FILM)
General purpose ( up to

100 mliV)

1.0 units

Precision, ratio tracking
aspect ratio < 4:1, , • 10

2.0 units

CAPACITORS
Screened ( cermet)

270 pF/unit

Chip capacitors 0.1" x0.1"

2.0 units

DIODES, PASSIVATED CHIP
Signal/switching

0.5 units

Zener/reference

0.5 units

Schottky/hot carrier

0.5 units

TRANSISTORS, PASSIVATED CHIP
Bipolar small signal

0.5 units

Bipolar low/medium power

1.0 units

JFET

0.5 units

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, PASSIVATED
Linear ( 741, 710, 107, etc.)

2.0 units

Digital ( 935, 946, 7400, etc.)

4.0 units

MOS arrays ( 3101, etc.)

0.5 units/lead

MSI devices ( 74145, etc.)

0.5 units/lead

For metric-system applications, the unit system can be used
as shown, except that the one- unit resistor area becomes
9,677 square millimeters.
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Make your own small
switches for pc boards
by Ralph Wilbur
West Engineering Co., Santa Monica, Calif.

Testing and troubleshooting both breadboard and production circuit boards can often be simplified by permanently installing good-quality switches on the boards
at strategic locations. Such switches, inexpensive and
simple to make, take up little room on the boards. To
build them, you'll need only a few standard terminals
and apiece of spring wire.
A single-pole double- throw switch is constructed on
prepunched or drilled circuit board by using five standard hollow gold-plated staked terminals and asection
of spring wire. Four of the terminals are arranged in a
square (say, 0.042-inch centers) and staked to aboard.
A piece of spring wire is then bent into an appropriate
loop (see Fig. 1). A fifth terminal is trimmed to the base,
as shown in Fig. 2, and sleeved over the short end of the
spring wire. The long end of the wire is then inserted
into one of the staked terminals and soldered into

place. This becomes the shorting slug.
The result of all this is a movable shorting slug
spring-loaded against two other adjacent terminal
bases. Twisting or pushing the wire loop causes the
shorting slug to snap into the detent formed by the
other adjacent terminal base (Fig. 3). Connections can
be made from either side of the board to wire or etched
connectors.
fl

CUT OFF
FORKS OR
TURRET

SHORTING SLUG

2. Shorting slug. Any type of hollow terminal will do, Since only the
bottom is used; gold plating stands up quite well.

CKT A
TERMINAL

COMMON
TERMINAL

SPRING ---

\
/k
V
/\

SHORTING

SLUG

BOARD
THICKNESS

TERMINAL1
hg-SPACING...

lTERMINAL
h4-SPACING

CKT B
TERMINAL
0.1 IN.

1. Shaping up. The shape of the spring wire is less important than

3. Small switch. Pushing the spring-loaded wire loop moves the

the terminal- spacing and board-thickness dimensions.

shorting slug from one set of terminals to the other set.

BI iilding timing circuits

current to false triggering from external noise. This type
of circuit is susceptible to false triggering because of its
high gain and use of positive feedback. However, two

for noisy environments

extensively used circuits have an inherent noise immunity—the capacitor dump timer and the digital mono-

stable.
The capacitor dump circuit ( Fig. 1) is useful where
low cost and moderate accuracy is important, but where
external- frequency or clocking sources are not availIt's true that it's easy to use pre-packaged one-shot cirable. Noise immunity is achieved by discharging the
cuits for timing and time-delay tasks, but be prepared to
energy stored by the timing capacitor through the input
cope with problems ranging from excessive charging
transistor. This makes the input requirements depend
by T.C. Matty

Transportation Division, Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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on the energy stored in the capacitor, as well as the input-transistor characteristics. Moreover, the RC timing
circuit forms an inherent low-pass filter that further rejects noise signals.
Timing of up to 1minute is possible with this circuit.
Timing accuracy depends on several factors: the RC
product, the relative variations of the reference voltage
and supply voltage, and the level-sensing transistor Qi.
But since the sense transistor is reverse-biased during
the timing period, its effect is negligible. Of course, a
small amount of leakage current (about 10 nanoamperes) flows, but that in most cases can be neglected.
However, when a zener diode is used for the reference voltage, aresistor should be inserted in either the
base or emitter circuit of the sense transistor to prevent
excessive zener current from affecting the timing accuracy.
This circuit can be improved by eliminating the zener
and using a resistive divider network as the reference
voltage. This now establishes the decision point as the
ratio between the timing RC and the resistor network.
And adding adiode in the base or emitter circuit of the
sense amplifier will compensate the circuit for most
temperature effects. With these additions, the timing
function becomes independent of the supply voltages.
The timing accuracy depends only on the difference between the base-emitter turn-on voltage of Qi and the
diode voltage drop. It's therefore important that the
diode be chosen so that its characteristics match the
base-emitter characteristics of the sense transistor. And,
if the accuracy must be maintained over a wide temperature range, these characteristics also should track
over that range.
This type of circuit has been tested over a 100°C
change in temperature with less than a 2.5% total
change in timing. For the diode-compensated case, the
output time is equal to 0.7 RC; when no diode compenMAIN
SUPPLY
VOLTAGE
DIGITAL
SUPPLY
VOLTAGE

OUTPUT
INPUT

MAIN
SUPPLY
VOLTAGE

sation is used, the base-emitter voltage of 0.5 vis added,
and the output time will increase by the ratio of the
base-emitter voltage drop to supply voltage.
Another approach that provides high noise immunity
and accurate timing, if clocking frequencies are available, is the digital monostable circuit. The circuit ( Fig.
2) can provide an output pulse duration of one clock period for every low- to-high input transition. Another feature of this circuit is that its output will have awidth of
a full clock pulse or no output at all. This feature virtually eliminates outputs caused by noise of false inputs
because an output is generated only when an input is
coincident with the transition of the clock line. Thus, if
the clock input frequency is selected to be the lowest
available or allowed by the system, the probability of
coincidence between aclock-line transition and input is
reduced (assuming that false inputs are random).
For example, if aPoisson distribution is assumed for
noise inputs of sufficient amplitude and width to enable
an input, then the average rate of coincidence is:
P = ATexp(-Ar)
As the clock-pulse width ris reduced, the probability is
also reduced and in the limiting case goes to zero. If ris
taken as 100 ns ( the rise time of the clock) and A as
unity (the average rate of noise inputs), then P can be
calculated.
P = 10 -7 exp(-1 X 10-7 )
= 10 -7 x 0.999999
= l0 The calculated value for P is for the probability of
coincidence between the random input and the edge of
the clock input. There are, however, fedges per second
(equal to the clock frequency), and this gives fchances
per second for coincidence to occur. Therefore, the improvement in noise immunity is found by multiplying
the probability of occurrence and the rate at which it
might occur to give true probability, or rate R.
R = fp
If, for instance, an enabling noise pulse occurs once per
second, then a standard monostable will generate a
false output once per second. Using a digital monostable with the same noise input, a clock input of 1
kilohertz and arise time of 100 ns, a false output will
occur at the following rate:
R = 103 x 10 -7
= 10 -4 false outputs/s
This is an improvement of 104,or an 80-dB improvement in signal-to-noise ratio.
El
Engineer's Notebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
design, applications, and measurement ideas. Well pay $50 for each item published.
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1. Good noise immunity. Capacitor dump circuit gives moderate
accuracy without external clocking; improved version uses divider.
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.Improved accuracy. Digital monostable timer offers high noise
immunity with improved accuracy, but needs clocking frequencies.
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First semiconductor
fuse handbook
published

Incorrect fuse specifications can mean damage to semiconductors or
equipment and lead to excessive costs. To help avoid such woes, International Rectifier Corp. has published what it says is the first semiconductor-fuse applications handbook. The company's applications engineers put together the 100- page book because they spend agreat deal
of time testing and researching fuses and talking to customers about
fuse spec problems.
The four chapters cover fast- acting fuses, fuse characteristics, coordinating fuses with semiconductors, and applications. An appendix includes definitions and examples of fuse protection for external and internal faults. For acopy of the handbook, designated HB-50, write on
your company letterhead to International Rectifier Corp., Semiconductor division, 233 Kansas St., El Segundo, Calif. 90245.

H- P shows how
system can plot
time-share results

Inselek offers
do-it-yourself
SOS kit

Addenda

Users of time-share programs who have been forced to plot results
manually can now have an easier time of it. An HPPLOT User's Manual
from Hewlett-Packard shows how easily a time-share system can be
commanded to plot point or line graphs, or even step or bar charts.
HPPLOT itself is asoftware program available to users of General Electric and Hewlett-Packard 2000 time-sharing systems.
The 22- page booklet is written for the terminal that's equipped with
an XY plotter, but should be interesting to anyone who plots computer
output manually. It lists commands, instructions, and sample plots. The
publication is available from Hewlett-Packard at 1501 Page Mill Rd.,
Palo Alto, Calif. 94304.

If you are curious enough about silicon-on-sapphire ICs to wish to
build your own, then the Inselek Co. of Princeton, N.J., has just the
thing for you. It's a novel do-it-yourself kit called the Instant SOS Kit
that costs only $ 1,950— the estimated cost of one man- month's effort,
says David Dumin, manager of the company's Materials division.
The kit is designed to give engineers hands-on experience in designing and manufacturing sOs circuits without redirecting amajor portion
of their development effort, says Dumin. It includes a set of photomasks, instructions, and enough p- type and n- type SOs wafers to build
p-channel, n-channel, deep-depletion, and complementary circuits
right on present production lines. Dumin points out that " the instructions are sufficiently detailed to enable engineers to use the process
directly as described, or to modify it to fit their existing equipment so
as to produce SOS devices right in their own wafer- fabrication line."
Information on the kit is available from Dumin at Inselek, 743 Alexander Rd., Princeton, N.J. 08540.

Motorola Semiconductor has issued its new MECL handbook and design
guide. The 466-page volume is available for $ 2from Box 20924, Phoenix, Ariz. 85036. . . . Signetics Memory Systems, 740 Kifer Rd., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086, has issued a leaflet setting out the economic advantages of microprograming. Signetics maintains that a single 4,096bit ROM can potentially save 2.5 cents per bit.
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Cynthia Jose is working on your software.On our payroll.
Cynthia Jose works on Operating Systems— the systems you
use to develop your applications
programs on our Nova computers.
The better they are, the faster
and cheaper you're going to get
your system up and running.
That's why we have our best
peop.e working on them.
That's why we've just announced
three major extensions that make
our powerful Real-time Disc Operating System even more effective.
First, we've made ADOS aforeground/backgrcund system, so

you can work on new applications
without interrupting on- going jobs.
Second, we've made it a multipartitioning system, to let you use
memory resources very flexibly.
Third, we've made it so that two
processors can share adisc, for
backup and acommon data base.
The new ADOS still supports
all our system software ( including
Macro Assembler, Extended FORTRAN IV, and Extended ALGOL)
and our peripherals ( including
discs, mag tapes, cassettes, and
communications interfaces and
terminals).

If you don't need RDOS now,
we have compatible Operating
Systems for smaller configurations.
The one that runs in your Nova
computer is available for that
system. Free.
For more information on the
Operating Systems, contact Data
General, Southboro, Mass. 01772,
(617) 485-9100.

DATA GENERAL
Southboro, Massachusetts 01772
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Would the engineer who asked us to design amarking system
to imprint electronic anti-hazard golf balls please call
(603) 352-1130.
It's ready.
If for some strange reason you're not making electronic golf
balls, how about your semiconductors, switches, bulbs, circuit
breakers, motors, generators, connectors, circuit boards or
whatever? Markem can handle those, too. We've got the
marking systems, printing elements, foils, inks, supplies and
services to mark whatever you make, and mark it right.
Plus do-it-yourself pressure-sensitive labelmakers.
If you want abetter way to solve your marking problems,
write to us now. Markem Corp., 305 Congress St., Keene, N.H.
03431. We'd like to help you avoid afew hazards.

Sales Offices:

Chicago

New York

Cleveland
Kitchener, Ontario
Circle 116 on reader service card

Boston

Los Angeles

Dorval, Quebec

Charlotte

Rugby, England

Dallas
Schipol Oost, Holland

New products

Word generator is fast and flexible
As core of semiconductor test system, microprogramable unit
can exercise memories with cycle times as fast as 10 nanoseconds
by James Brinton, Boston

bureau manager

"There's no prepackaged answer to
the semiconductor memory test
problem— it's different for every customer. That's why we are concentrating on boxes that will make it
possible to solve the divergent problems users have, rather than going
all out for systems."
The speaker is John Connolly,
president of Tau-tron Inc., Lowell,
Mass. The company's newest " box"
is a word generator, a microprogramable device capable of exercising memories that have cycle
times as fast as 10 to 12 nanoseconds. System makers, either endusers or OEMs, could use the WG304A as the core of a sophisticated
system, either with or without computer control, but with none of the
speed penalties so often found in
computer-controlled systems.
The WG-304A runs in a variety
of modes. At its simplest, it puts out
repeated strings of 64 binary words
16 bits wide. At its most complex, it
either can repeat, through microprogram control, a specified test
series as often as the user desires, or
it can generate data at an effective
word rate of about 150 megahertz.
The WG-304A is more than a
"building block." It is designed
around two large read/write ECL
memories to supply test-data, address, and microprogram storage.
The system also contains acomplex
of control logic, clock generation
and control, and other electronics.
Core of system. To build a test
system around the WG-304A, it is
necessary only to add appropriate
format- conversion circuitry ( although output is already rrucompatible) and atest jig. However, because of its speed, it is almost sure to
find its way into computer-con-
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trolled applications. Computer control will not only enable the device
to live up to its throughput potential, but also speed up the process of
loading data test words and microprogram instructions when necessary. But, as opposed to other computerized systems, there will be no
slowdown with acomputer because
the WG-304A uses its own ECL
memory to store and generate test
routines, rather than having to depend upon the generally slower
CPU/memory combinations often
employed in such applications.
At liberty. Thus, while the user
has complete freedom to structure
the test sequence and the words
within it. using either the WG304A's front- panel toggles or acomputer to load this information into
the machine, the only speed limit is
imposed by the fast ECL RAMS.
These RAms, the heart of the system, have a total capacity of 2,176

bits. Divided into two storage
matrixes, they are organized as 18
by 64 bits for the so-called A matrix
and 16 by 64 bits for the B matrix.
Both store 16-bit data-test words,
but in the A matrix, two of the 18bit locations are reserved for microcoded instructions.
The A matrix runs in either a
"normal" or "subroutine" mode. In
the normal mode, it cycles through
its 64 data-test words over and over.
But in the subroutine-controlled
mode, it cycles selected words or
strings of words as tagged by the
control bits and the contents of a
start-address register.
In its normal mode, the B matrix
follows the output of the A matrix
and is controlled by its address register, thus potentially yielding 128
test words in sequence. The progression of addresses is similar to the A
matrix's normal mode of operation.
But in "sequential" operation, the B

Memory exerciser. Under microprogram control, high-speed word generator can perform a
variety of checkout procedures as the heart of asystem for testing semiconductor memories.

HIGH SPEED MICRO PROGRAM/AAR/I
WORD GENERATOR

PIG JOE

1:L1,R ON
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New products

Good
Listeners maintain
alow profile
Even in the solitude of the forest depths, from rooftops,
arctic tundra, swamps to sweltering tropics, ' neath snow,
sand or ice,
the Hermes Loop antenna keeps an ear to the sky.
The amazing aperiodic antenna does away with vast log
periodic and rhombic arrays - those towering antenna
farms.
In rosette configuration, the Hermes loop antenna provides
an omnidirectional broadband receiving array in space
merely 1/100th that of the traditional antenna farm.
More than 53 government agencies around the world have
pressed the loop antenna into service.
2-32M H:
A new, even more compact version is available.
BROADBAND
Only Hermes Electronics makes it.

ASK US

Send for our Brochure

Hermes Elen'onios Limited
Suite 315
2020 FStreet NW
Washington, DC 2C006 USA
202-296 2978
TWX 710 822 110E
118
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matrix cycles from its first to its 64th
word at a rate controlled by the A
matrix's stored commands.
Stop and return. The microprograming in the A matrix's storage locations is simple, with one of
the two control bits acting as astop
call, halting the progression of output words and causing the matrix to
return to a preprogramed start address. The second control bit acts as
an increment command to the address controller of the B matrix.
And by adding this, Tau-tron engineers have made it possible not
only to use the contents of the B
matrix as part of the test routine,
but also to use the B matrix as a
storage location for the various addresses to be selected in the device
under test.
In still another mode of operation, the basic system clock is delayed, superimposed upon itself to
form a two-phase signal, and used
to control a multiplexing operation
in which the outputs of the two registers are interleaved—one from A,
one from B, and so on. In this multiplexed mode, the highest outputs
are possible: normal clock range is
from 1to 80 MHz.
Get set. The starting place in any
given test routine is set by loading
the start-address register ( eight bits)
and the sync-position register ( 12
bits) either from the front-panel
controls or by remote binary computer input. Changing the content
of the address register changes the
test-start address and allows the
user a wide variety of test sequences, alterable in real time.
Some users may wish to repeat an
event several thousand times in succession. This is accomplished by
loading the desired data word(s),
address register content, and microinstruction. To simplify high-speed
data collection, the WG-304A has a
front- panel output that can arm a
sampling scope or other instrument.
Again, there's no speed penalty.
There will be variations of the
WG-304A with larger, and perhaps
smaller, data-storage matrixes. The
line should span aprice range from
$12,000 to S25,000.
Tau-tron Inc., 685 Lawrence St., Lowell,
Mass. 01852 [ 338]
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put ei ht
IE
nine ion
Generators
aboata
this
747.
Tagged for
Pans, France,
with.
one-way tickets.
IF YOU'D LIKE TO FIND OCT WHY,
CALL JOHN NORBURG AT 714-772-2811 COLLECT

It's nothing unusual. Our various agents
overseas, including Tekelec Airtronic
of France, represent avery interesting
line of Function Generators. The IEC
Series 30. Four of the most advancedconcept test instruments available in
the Free World. Designed to fit the
exact needs of our customers, whether
here or abroad. And priced from $ 295
to $495 to provide the most for the
money. Take the IEC F34 ( illustrated)
for example. At $ 495, it does everythin
an oscillator can do and then some!
Square waves and triangles, voltage
offset, sweep, trigger, gate and pulse.
Plus better sine wave purity than
comparably- priced oscillators. The F34,
like all Series 30 models, provides
extra- special features that make it a

[CC

bargain. Together with such inherent
quality that we boast one of the industry's lowest " returned for repair" rates.
It may not require a 747 delivery to
fulfill your need, but you can depend on
IEC to deliver your new Series 30
Function Generator on time. Our John
Norburg is ready to answer your
questions. Contact him now. Get comlete technical data by same- day mail.

to 10 v pp into 500.
IEC F34 Function Generator

INTERSTATE ELECTRONICS CORPCIRAT1ON
1
,
4
72 InCertae

SERIES 30 HIGHLIGHTS F34: ($495) —
Frequency Range: 0.03 Hz to 3 MHz.
Waveforms. Sine, square, triangle, dc, pulse.
Output Amplitude: 10 my pp to 10 v pp into 500.
Sine Distortion: < 0.3% up to 30 kHz, < 0.5%
to 300 kHz, < 2% to 3 MHz. Rise/Fat Times:
<60 ns. Offset: -+- 5 y into 500. VCG Range:
>1000:1. Operating Modes: Continuous,
Triggered, Gated, Tone Burst, Contiruous
Sweep, Triggered Sweep. Sweep Width: up to
1000:1. Set width directly on tuning dial. Sweep
Time: lOpseo to 100 sec. Other Features:
Voltage Analog of Frequency, Sync Input,
Output Limit Indicator, plug-in IC's. F33: ($395)
— Same as F34, but without Sweep, Tone Burst
and Voltage Analog of Frequency. F32: ($345)
— Same as F33, but without Pulse, Trigger and
Gate Modes and Sync Input. F31: ($295) —
Same as F32, but without VCG and Output
Limit Indicator. Output Amplitude is 100 my pp

A su
bsi di
a"°
IA- T..° Inc.
Dept. 7000, Bcx 3117, Anaheim, Cal. 92803
(714) 772-2811
TWX 714-776-0280 TELEX 655443 & 655419
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Our $90000
Applicon graphic ssteni
could save uou
$90000 asear.

This is Applicon, the modern, computerized system that processes graphic
data much the same way acomputer system processes business data.
Applicon costs about $90,000 installed.
Yet you can realize savings equal to or exceeding the cost of the machine
in amatter of months— thanks to Appl icon's unique ability to speed drafting
procedures and reduce turnaround times. Here's why:
Applicon data processing graphic systems handle input, storage, manipulation and output of drawn lines fed into its computer. They come with afull
range of ready-to-use hardware and software. Fully compatible with conventional operations, they accept drawings and permit productive interaction by
the designer or draftsman. Applicon produces drawings consistent with
normal drafting conventions and is compatible with work flow methods.
Graphics are produced faster, more accurately and at less cost!
To discover how much Applicon can save your company, write for the
Management Guide to New Graphic
Processing Methods to Applicon Inc.,
Third Avenue, Burlington, Mass. 01803.
Or, call this number:

22
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Licon
(
617)272-7070. aPINCORPORATED

New products

Subassemblies

Standard uses
rubidium cell
Atomic frequency reference
built for communications,
navigation, ranging systems
Regardless of its sophistication, a
frequency standard, doppler radar
system, or navigation aid is only as
good as its own basic frequency reference. Now the prices of atomic
frequency standards have fallen far
enough, and their size has grown
small enough for them to be able to
compete with the less accurate crystal standards in military and industrial applications.
Frequency & Time Systems Inc.,
Danvers, Mass., is marketing arubidium atomic frequency standard,
the model FRK, that is packaged as
acube about 4inches on aside and
is priced at $ 5,500. Its 10-megahertz
output is accurate to less than one
part in 10 -19 per month, long-term,
and to less than five parts in 10 -11
short-term. It maintains accuracy to
within one part in 10 -9 over an operating temperature range of -25°C
to + 65°C.
The FRK is designed for direct
installation as a subassembly in
time standards, high-performance
communications systems, time-interval generators, radio navigation
systems like Loran or Omega, and
precise ranging systems. Radar applications hold promise, since in
some systems the FRK could replace and improve upon the performance of stable local oscillators,
complex arrangements of crystals,
tuned cavity mounts, and ovens.
A rubidium vapor cell in the
FRK helps to generate a servo signal, which in turn controls acrystal
oscillator's output. Rf energy derived from the crystal is applied to
the rubidium vapor, and light from
a rubidium spectral lamp also
passes through the cell, hitting a
photodetector. This light is absorbed when the oscillator fre-
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quency matches the atomic resonant
frequency of the rubidium. Thus,
the photodetector generates an error
signal to keep the crystal on the
beam automatically. The standard
weighs only 2.9 pounds and consumes only about 25 watts. A
benchtop standard, the FRT, offers
four frequencies- 10, 5, 1, and 0.1
megahertz—with accuracy, stability,
and spectral purity equal to or better than that of the FRK. It sells for
$6,750.
Frequency Time Systems Inc, 182 Conant
St., Danvers, Mass. 01923 [ 381]

Power transformers aimed at
printed-circuit applications

tion 50 Hz from the cutoff frequency. The series VSA-100 covers
1.1 kHz to 3kHz at the 3.0-dB cutoff
point with 50-dB attenuation 100 Hz
from the cutoff frequency. Impedance is 600 ohms in and out, and it
can be supplied as balanced or unbalanced. Price is $ 160 in 100-lots.
Conolog Corp., 5 Columbia Rd., Somerville,
N.J. 08876 [ 390]

Digital-to-analog converter
settles in 50 nanoseconds
The DAC395-12A high-speed digital- to- analog converter is aimed at
uses in CRT and graphic display sys-

Miniature plug-in power transformers, available in sizes from 1to
24 vik,'aîe. specifically designed for
printed-circuit applications and are
available in open- frame or epoxymolded versions. The units are offered with either asingle 115-v primary or dual 115- v/230-v primary.
Signal Transformer Co. Inc., 1 Junius St.,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11212 [ 389]

Gas- discharge displays
interface with MOS LSI
Eight seven-segment planar gas-discharge displays are designed to interface with MOS LS! circuitry. The
units are suited for de or multiplexed applications with or without
blanked zeros. Models in the SP-330
series are 1
/2
inch versions, and in
the SP-350 series they measure /
2
1
inch. Both series reduce anode voltage, cathode current, and blanking
requirements.

tems. The current-output unit settles
in less than 50 nanoseconds and has
12-bit resolution. To assure that the
speed is realized, the output current
is 5 mA and directly drives coaxial
cables. By terminating the cable, an
output voltage of up to + 1.25 V can
be achieved, minimizing the effects
of stray capacitance and noise. Linearity is to within half the least significant bit (± 0.0125%).
Hybrid Systems Corp.. 95 Terrace Hail Ave.,
Burlington, Mass. [ 383]

Detector-preamplifier
is also avideo amplifier

Sperry Information Displays, P.O. Box 3579,
Scottsdale, Ariz. 85257 [ 339]

Audio low-pass filters
provide sharp attenuation
A series of passive low-pass filters
called the VSA-50 covers 300 to
1,000 Hz at the 3.0-dB attenuation
point. Cutoff permits 50-dB attenua-

Packaged in a dual in-line configuration, an integral photodetector,
low-noise preamplifier, and video
amplifier is designated the model
DDV325. The unit is designed for
applications where only avalanche
photodiode modules have been previously used. Radiant power of 10
nw at 905 nm incident on a 118- by59-mil silicon photodetector results
in an output signal of 10 mv over a
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Beautiful
New Babies

BOTH TRULY
REMARKABLE

CDI's New Baby: Series SL, Linear Slide Switch (Pat. Pending)

REMARKABLE BECAUSE:

4 Single or multiple position
selectors.

1 Up to 100 or more positions
(unique).

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
200 megohms min. insulation.

5 Over 1,000,000 detents life.
APPLICATIONS:
CATV channel selections.
Column measuring.
As an adjustable high & low limit
switch, etc.

2 Available with solder lugs or dip
solder termination for p.c. use.
3 Mounts EITHER left/right OR
up/down (versatile).

1000 volts min. dielectric strength.
2amps @ 115 VAC current
carrying capability.
125 ma @ 115 VAC current
breaking capability.

CM earns its reputation every day for Consistently High Quality, Consistently Good Delivery, Designing to Your Needs.

CHICAGO DYNAMIC INDUSTRIES, INC.
PRECISION PRODUCTS DIVISION
1725 Diversey Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 60614, Phone ( 312) 935-4600 TELEX 25-4689
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flameless
1000°
heat

Instant, precise heat for

For 291e
How Good
Can This New Reed Relay Be?
.Quanf,ty of ! mdhon

1001 uses — shrink tubing,
soldering-desoldering,

forming, bonding, deburring,
drying,

setting

adhesives.

World's most complete line.
Models from 200-1000'F.
Send for new free Catalog 75.

you can hold
in your hand

DAMN GOOD!
Our new lA Series offers Mil Q 9858A specs at the
lowest commercial prices: Hermetically sealed coils
—Magnetically shielded for high density packing—
Switches 1amp or 250V n 20 watts — Coil voltages
of 1, 3, 5, 6, 10, 12, & 24 volts— Contact resistance
less than 100 milliohms — Micro size . 275" OD x
.950" long.
How do we do it at that price? Our secret is patent
pending.

FREE SAMPLES
to letterhead or phone requests.

r"1

111:1-it1;

1:
1745 FLETT AVE

122

Electronic Applications Co.

U•
L listed

Circle

2213 Edwards Ave.
So. El Monte, Calif. 91 733
213) 442-3212
Known for quality

1 r_
RACINE, WI

155 on reader servce card
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New products
10-mHz bandwidth. Rms noise voltage is less than 5millivolts over the
bandwidth of the device. Price is

$190 for one to nine units.
Meret Inc., 1815 24th St., Santa Monica,
Calif. 90404 [ 384]

Integrating a-dconverter
offers high resolution
The ADC100 a-d converter is designed for use in industrial process
control, data logging, and high-accuracy instrument applications.
Maximum linearity error is 0.005%,
and maximum drift is as low as 5
ppm/°C. The unit is available with

MOTOR

SPLOTTING S

If you could save up to 30%
without losing anything by using
this new lOmm ceramic trimmer capacitor,
wouldn't you want to know it?
That's exactly what we can promise you for many applications.
A: the performance N
iou need for about a third less than
ycu've been spending_

BCD or binary coding and unipolar
or bipolar inputs. The binary units
have user-selectable resolutions of
12, 14, or 16 bits, and the BCD units
are available with four-digit or fourdigit-plus-sign coding. Price is $225
in quantities of one to nine.
Burr- Brown Research Corp., International
Airport, Industrial Park, Tucson, Ariz. [ 385]

These new trimmers have five capacity ranges from 3.0pF min.
to 30.0pF max. Their operating temperature range is —30° C.
to + 125° C. And they mount interchangeably with other ceramic
trimmers for PC applications. Four dielectric types available.
But check them out -or yourself.
Ge the coupon in the mail today.

r--,

Actual Size

E. F JOHNSON COMPANY/Waseca, Minnesota 56093. Dept. 3012
You bet I'd like literature and a free test sample of your new low cost
trimmer capacitor if it ,
:•, an do what you say!
Cheok capacitance ( pF; ra-ige needed:
3.0 to 8.0

L_ 5.0 to 20.0

30 to 12.0

5.0 to 13.0

' 50 to 30.0

Please send ihem directly.
Please call ne at:

Power supplies designed
in card-cage configuration
Designed to provide engineers with
flexibility in determining power requirements in prototype work, the
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eE. F. JOHNSON COMPANY
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2,000,000,000 DISCRIMINATORS
Stored operating instructions

You can't fool it ... it

always displayed

flags bad instructions

Program from front panel
or

computer: or override
computer

«NOTE

De

9

410

UNI

ERSAL

TUNABLE

Select any center frequency;
200 Hz - 2 MHz

9

9

DISCRIMINATOR

Select any deviation;
±1% -

40%

Select any data cutoff;
1 Hz - 400 kHz, CA/CD

...IN JUST ONE UNIT!
EMR's new UTD ( Universal Tunable Discriminator)
can be tuned by computer or front panel control to
demodulate virtually any FM data signal. With over
2 billion different settings, the UTD can accommodate all standard IRIG channels, multiples thereof
and just about any " odd ball" channel you can name.
Find out how the UTD combines this flexibility with
top performance and ease of maintenance in our
EMR 410 UTD Brochure. Or, better yet, call us and
ask for your own demonstration. The odds are
2,000,000,000 to 1that we can handle your FM data.

EMR

Schlumberger
124

EMR-TELEMETRY
WESTON INSTRUMENTS, INC.
BOX 3041 SARASOTA, FL. 33578
813/958-0811
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New products
series 3127 power supplies slip into
a card cage alongside the circuit
boards. This eliminates problems
associated with cable routing, installation, and noise. Input voltage is

105 to 130 vac, 50 to 60 Hz, and output voltage is adjustable and floating from 4.4 to 28.6 vdc. Eleven
models are available, and price is
$86.
Mohawk Industries Inc.

73 N. Second St.,

Easton, Pa. 18042 [ 3861

Audio power amplifiers
put out 15-100 watts cw
A family of hybrid audio power amplifiers ranges from 15 watts to 100
w of continuous output power for
audio servo drive and low- frequency ( less than 50 kilohertz) apFor optoelectronics, what's your choice? Clears or transparent colors...
liquid casting formulations... or transfer molding compounds? Hysol
offers you achoice of them all. Epoxy encapsulating materials that exactly
meet the requirements of your opto devices.
Hysol transfer molding compounds offer you elevated temperature color
stability. Resistance to moisture and temperature cycling. Non- yellowing
of clears, non- distortion of colors. Low ionic and foreign particle contamination. Excellent moldability in automated production. Available in
sparkling clears and reds.
If your choice is liquid encapsulants, Hysol has low viscosity formulations
in clears and five bright transparent colors. Hysol casting formulations
have elevated temperature stability, moisture resistance, temperature
cycling resistance, high purity and long pot life. And no color distortion.

plications. The 15-w unit operates
from a single 30-v supply while the
30-, 60-, and 100-w amplifiers run
on split supplies ranging from 1
-15 v
to ±50 V. All drive output loads
carry from 3to 8ohms at full power
with distortion of less than 0.1% typical.
Electronic

Associates

Inc.,

West

Branch. N.J. 07764 [ 387]
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Long

Liquid encapsulation of transfer molding, clear or colored, HYSOL is the
right choice.
For more information, write Hysol Division, The Dexter Corporation
Olean, New York

=ID

HYSOL DIVISION

THE DEXTER CORPORATION

OLEAN, N.Y/ LOS ANGELES and PITTSBURG, CALIF
TORONTO / LONDON / MUNICH / TOKYO / MEXICO CITY
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New products

Instruments

Generator runs
off cell 10 hours
Starvation current levels
conserve battery power in
portable function generator
With portable test equipment becoming increasingly popular, the
stress placed on efficient design to
conserve battery power has also intensified. The latest, and agood example of engineering for efficiency,
is the Krohn- Hite model 5600 function generator. The generator emits
sine, square, or triangular waves
into full-rated loads for seven to 10
hours. Its nickel-cadmium battery
pack recharges overnight.
The designer of the generator and
company president, George Hite,
emphasized efficiency throughout
design. He stayed with class B amplification wherever possible, using
emitter- follower outputs. Wherever

4K,

sine-wave output is only 0.5%, and
more typically is 0.25%. Square
waves show total aberration of less
than 5%, while triangular waves are
linear to 99% up to 200 kHz, and
more than 95% to 2 wiz. Nor does
frequency response suffer. It is flat
to within ±0.1 decibel to 200 kHz
and to within ±0.5 dB to 2MHz.
While it offers a 50-ohm unbalanced output, the 5600 also has a
600-ohm balanced output, which
enables the generator to fit applications in telephonics, analog and
digital communications testing, and
professional audio testing.
Elimination of the ac line during
most applications not only pays off
in portability, but also in reducing
radio frequency interference and removing grounding and ground-loop
problems. This, in turn, makes possible applications in vans or aboard
ships, where only relatively "dirty"
motor-generator power is available.
Since the generator is isolated from
its chassis, it can be used in lownoise applications like geophysics.
A specification that Hite is especially proud of is the 0°C to + 50°C
operating temperature range.
Price of the model 5600 is $ 395,
and delivery takes about six weeks.
The battery pack costs $70.
The Krohn- Hite Corp., 580 Massachusetts
Ave., Cambridge, Mass 02139 [351]

toggle switches located on the front.
panel. Price is $ 3,700.
Natel Engineering Co., 8944 Mason Ave.,
Canoga Park. Calif. [ 354]

Distortion meter is aimed
at communications uses
The model 65 nonlinear distortion
meter displays amplitude nonlinearity by the measurement of intermodulation distortion. The unit has
applications in the communications
industry. The model 65 detects and
logarithmically displays second- and
third-order intermodulation distortion products generated by a dualfrequency, narrow-band psuedo-

0
•eee
-• • so.
noise signal. Operating over an input range of 0to 40 dBm, it provides
direct distortion readings to better
than 50 dB below the input signal
level.
Hekimian Laboratories Inc., 322 N. Stonestreet Ave., Rockville, Md. [355]

Position indicator offers
angular offset capability
A synchro angle-position indicator,
designated the model 2X4060, is a
display system offering angular offset capability. The five-digit LED

possible, he ran subsystems at what
were called starvation levels in the
days of tube design. The squarewave generator was an exception.
He used peak-to-peak swings of 15
volts to achieve rise times of less
than 50 nanoseconds over the generator's range of 0.002 hertz to 2
megahertz.
But the starvation current levels
don't translate into sloppy performance. Maximum distortion of the
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readout displays the synchro angle
with an error of ±-0.01°, and adigital
output is provided for computer or
digital recorder use. The system includes power supplies, and angular
offset is accomplished by means of

Distortion analyzer is
fully programable
A distortion analyzer-ac voltmeter is
designated the model 334A-H25
and offers complete programability
on all functions, ranges, and settings. Remote control is by parallel
BCD TTL logic. A dc output and an
interrogation circuit are included so
that an external controller can de-

ICI
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There is no competition for
Piher trimmer pots. They really
are ahead of the field.
When you
need low-cost,
quality encapsulated trimmer
potentiometers, you need Piher.
Fully enclosed construction
protects the carbon track and
wiper against dust, dirt, humidity, moisture and mechanical
damage—factors which shorten
components life, create open
circuits and increase noise. The
housing will withstand soldering temperatures up to 320 C,
and advanced dual wiper design
reduces contact resistance to
<1%.
Piiher trimmer pots are manufactured with metric or other

standard terminals in acomprehensive range which can meet
every application. They can be
ordered for either horizontal or
vertical mounting on P.C.B.'s.
These 10mm and 15nnm dia.
products ( PT.10 and
PT.15
Series)
are
insulated
for
screwdriver adjustment and are
fully interchangeable with those
from other manufacturers.
They are flammability test
approved to UL- 94 standard.

Use the magazine's reader
card— or contact Piher—for detailed technical data.
Find out more about us, it
pays.

Where the need arises, Piher
will also develop and build to
your specific requirement.

PIHER

USA 1239, Rand Road, De! Plaines - Illinois, 60016.
Tel: (312)297-1560. Telex: 0292514.
GERMANY
85 Nuremberc, W'esttorgraben, 5.
Tel: (0911)260469. Telex: 62 .
3354.
GREAT BRITAIN RomarHouse, The Causeway,
Staines, Middlesex. Tel: 56 57. Telex: 934167.
FRANCE
83 Rue Etienne Dolet, 44230 Cachan.
France. Tel: 6562607. Telex::271 )7.
ITALY
Via Soldati, 16, 20' 54 Milano.
Tal: 314.532/316.213.

Head Office - SPAIN
Riera Canado, s/n. Apartaco de Correos, 53 Badalona
(Barcelona), Spain. Tel: 38W 03 ao. Telex: 59521.
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SEEkiNg low cosTs,
good liviNg?
Look AT CORTEZ,

New products
termine the status of the instrument
during measurements. The unit can
be manually controlled with backlit
front-panel pushbuttons. As a distortion analyzer, the instrument
measures total harmonic distortion
from 0.1% to 100% full scale in
seven ranges. As an rms calibrated
voltmeter, it measures input levels
from 0.3 v rms to 300 v rms full
scale in 13 meter ranges. Price is
$3,600.

COLOR AdO.
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Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501

Page Mill Rd,

Palo Alto, Calif. [ 359]

Digital device tester is
MOS/ bipolar- compatible
Look at the 80-acre, cityowned industrial park with
gas, water and electricity. Or
look at numerous private
sites, many with ready-tooccupy buildings. Land and
construction costs are a
fraction of those in big cities
and suburbs. A number of
long term, low interest loans
are available. And educated,
skilled workers will be
anxious to join you.
Cortez has the unique
distinction of being located
just afew miles Northeast of
the only point in the United
States where four states join.
Her other features aren't
unique in Colorado. There's
transportation to all national
markets. And there's an
invigorating, fresh air outdoor
life 365 days per year.
Learn about 127 Colorado
communities—including
Cortez—that have prime
industrial sites to suit your
business. Send for our free,
83- page Executive Portfolio.
Write William C. Hacker,
Colorado Division of
Commerce and Development,
1331 State Capitol Annex,
Denver, Colorado 80203.

COLORADO
where there's room to live and breathe

Circle

A digital device tester comes in either a rack-mounted or a desktop
version, and will test and debug any
digital device from DIPS to modules
and cards. The unit performs pass-

e
$3,700. Delivery time is 60 days after
receipt of order.
Telemet Co., Amityville, N.Y. 11701 [ 356]

Scope has 2- millivolt
sensitivity across 10 MHz
A sensitivity of 2mv/cm across the
full 10-tnHz bandwidth plus dualbeam operation are features of the
model PM3232 general-purpose oscilloscope. Applications are in telecommunications, television, education, computers and peripherals,
and electronic maintenance. The
unit also offers universal triggering
facilities including automatic level,
dc coupling, and automatic TVline/frame selection. Price is $900.
Test &

Measuring Instruments

Inc., 224

Duffy Ave., Hicksville, N.Y. 11802 [ 357]

Strip-chart recorder is
accurate to within ±0.5%
fail tests and also has fault-isolation
capability. Other features include
MOs/bipolar compatibility, and provisions for attaching loads to the
item under test at both input and
output.

A portable strip- chart recorder,
model 714, measures 5 by 6 by 10
inches and uses 4-inch calibrated
grid chart paper in 24-foot rolls. The
recorder is accurate to within 0.5%

Adar Associates Inc., 85 Bolton St., Cambridge, Mass. 02140 [ 358]

Delay-measuring system
operates from 0.1 to 10 MHz
An envelope delay-measuring system operates in the range of 0.1 to
10 wiz for video signals, and 25 to
250 wiz for rf signals. The unit contains everything in one package, including a low- harmonic-content
sweep generator. Delays are ±-30 ns
to ±1,000 ns, measured in four
ranges, and resolution is 2ns. Price
of the delay-measuring system is

128 on reader service card

of full scale and features 12 chart
speeds. Input resistance is 10 megohms on all ranges, and the pen has
aresponse time of 30-in./s.
Precision Standards Corp., 1701 Reynolds,
Santa Ana, Calif. 92705 [360]
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with Integrated Voltage Regulators from SGSOATES
Both these DC power supplies are short circuit grotected and
will give you twelve volts at half an ampere.
The one on the right, built with the L036 integrated power
voltage regulator, saves you only 10% in component cost,
but 40% in printed circuit space and 75% in component
assembly time.
And, cs an added advantage, you get better noise
immunity.
SOS/ATES has a full range of high performance integrated
voltage regulators.
What's more, they are ayClable at very competitive
prices.
However, if you still prefer the solution with esciete
components, we shall be pleased to supply you with cll the
transistors and diodes necessary.

5G5

Type

Output
Voltage
(V)

L 123

Regulated
Max.
Output
Input
Current
Voltage
(mA) (V)

Package

2-37

150

40

TO - 100/DIP

L 005/TBA 325 A

5

850

20

TO - 3

L 036/TBA 325 B

12

720

27

TO - 3

L037/TBA 325 C

15

600

27

TO - 3

TBA 435 A

8,5

130

20

TO - 39

TBA 625 A

5

130

20

TO - 39

TBA 625 B

12

130

27

TO - 39

TBA 625 C

15

130

27

TO - 39

Italy, Via C. Olivetti 1, 20041 Agrate Br., tel.. (139-65341
USA: 435 Newzonville Ave., Newtonville, Moss. 021E0, tel.: 617-9691610
UK: Planar House, Walton Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, tel.: 0296-5S77
France: 58, rue du Dessous des Berges, Paris 13e, tel.: 589522:3
Germany: 809 Wasserburg/Inn, Post Box 1269, tel.: OW71-721
Sweden: Postbox, 19501 Mársta, tel.: 0760 40120
Singapore: Lorong 4 and 6, Toa Payoh, Singapore 12, tel.: 531411
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A $500 message for the
engineer who buys digital IC's
but not in sufficient number to
warrant the investment of
thousands of dollars in
automatic testing gear.

That's it. The Model 1248 IC
Functional Tester from
Electro Scientific Industries.
This little $500 box will tell
you exactly what you want
to know most about your incoming ICs — all those in
TTL, DTL, and CMOS families in DIP, TO- 5, and flat
configurations — which is
whether or not their inputs
and outputs are functioning
in the expected manner.
And it will give you this information in absolute terms,
right now, before you install
them on a PC board. ( The
Model 1248 makes more
than 1million tests on adevice in afew seconds at the
touch of abutton.) No comparisons with a " good" IC
are necessary.

130
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or an output malfunction.
And this it does, every time,
and we guarantee it.

THE MESSAGE
What it won't do, and you
shouldn't care less at the
price, is make measurements of propagation delays, threshold voltages, the
effects of output loading, or
the magnitudes of input currents under various logic or
temperature conditions. It
isn't meant to. It is meant to
test one IC at atime and tell
you immediately if that device has developed an input

Write or call us for the complete story on this ingenious
little IC tester, and ask
about out free trial program.

Electro Scientific Industries
13900 N.W. Science Park Dr.
Portland, Oregon 97229
Telephone: ( 503) 646-4141
Telex: 36-0273

es
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New products

Data handling

Printer built for
CRT terminals
Unit provides alphanumeric
hard copy on electrosensitive
paper; sells for under $ 500
Obtaining hard copy for low-cost
terminals has been asticky problem
and one that must be solved before
computers move into many areas. A
novel solution is offered by ElecTrol Inc. The company's new
printer provides hard copy for less
than $ 500, including electronics,
says president Raymond S. Freed,
compared to $ 3,000 to $4,000 for
other line printers with similar
speed and capacity.
The new Elec-Trol PR1011 prints
blocks of 80 columns by 16 lines in
12 seconds, equivalent to 100 characters per second, 10 times the
speed of astandard teleprinter, but
with a new twist: amodified calculator mechanism prints the block on
its side on a21
/4
inch tape. An external ROM character generator, such
as the Mostek MK 2408P, provides
a standard 5-by-7 dot matrix that
prints any numeral or symbol.
Product manager Anthony W.
Muoio says a major use of the
printer will be to provide hard
copies of selected data from CRT terminals having 64 and 80 characters
by 16 lines. The company is also
working on aprinter for 25 lines by
80 characters, but any line length is
possible.
The printer was derived from the

Ikuno/Elec-Trol PR1001 alphanumeric printing mechanism used
in calculators by replacing the conventional 9-track head (which provides a 5- or 7- by-9 matrix) with a
split 10-track head. A mechanical
locked- timing mechanism assures
even column spacing.
The paper is electrosensitive; it's
covered with thin carbon and aluminum layers, and an 80-volt pulse vaporizes the aluminum, leaving the
desired characters. The paper comes
with avariety of colored backings so
that red, blue, or black characters
are printed when the aluminum is
vaporized. The paper costs slightly
more than thermally sensitive paper.
The printer is priced at $ 220 in
quantities of 1,000, or $ 389 in singles, and the electronics, which ElecTrol doesn't supply at present, depends on the application. Two 16character buffers are required for a
CRT-terminal or computer application, for example, and refresh
storage is already available, whereas
for a communications serial- bycharacter terminal, 16 80-character
registers are needed; the Signetics
2529 480-bit static shift register at
about $4 can store one 80-character
line, so 16 would be required to
store an entire message. Other control electronics would cost about
$50, Muoio says.
The printer, which is 61
/ inches
2
wide by 6 in. deep by 3 in. high,
weighs 41
/ lbs.
2
Elec-Trol Inc., 26477 N. Golden Valley Rd.,
Saugus, Calif. 91350 [361]

LSI modem card

Novation Inc., 18664 Oxnard St., Tarzana,
Calif. 91356 [ 365]

Graphic transmission system
designed for large documents
The GX-100 graphic transmission
system is geared for use with large
documents. The unit transmits black
and white information at a resolution of either 100 or 200 lines per
inch over telephone lines. Drawings

of about 11 by 17 inches can be
transmitted in typically one minute,
10 seconds; letter-size documents
take 30 seconds or less. The all-digital system is configured around a
16- bit high-speed minicomputer
and uses amodel GC-3A automatic
graphic-data digitizer for its document input. Price is about $ 100,000
and lease cost per month is $3,000.
Visicon Inc, Box 1008, State College, Pa.
16801 [ 366]

aimed at end users
Combining a crystal- stabilized
transmitter and receiver with MOS
LSI technology, the
1,200/1,800baud plug-in-card modem is designated the 202 series. The unit allows
a single 45-cubic- inch printed-circuit board to accommodate all Bell
202 C/D/E options and many customer-specified
features.
The
quartz-crystal oscillator, along with
active- filter elements, eliminates jitter, frequency shift and noise ef-
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fects. Price of the modem is $ 366;
the pc card sells for $256.

Multiplexer is built for
use with Nova- line compute -s
An eight-channel multiplexer called
the model EDS-8 is designed for use
with Nova computers. It occupies
one slot in the computer chassis and
may be expanded to handle up to
128 ports by the addition of an expansion chassis holding additional
port cards. Data rate for each port is

131
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unit provides the capability to halt
PDP-8E programs at selected
memory locations ( breakpoints).
The unit consists of a switch-panel
assembly, cable- connected to a
printed-circuit board that plugs

individually selectable under program control to any speed from 110
to 9,600 baud, and the multiplexer
can accommodate any combination
of teletypewriters, typewriters, CRT
terminals, modems and other Rs232-c-compatible devices. Price is
$3,500 and acomplete 128-port system costs $ 120 per port.

4

Educational Data Systems, 2415 Windward
Lane, Newport Beach, Calif. 92660 [ 367]

HDC announces a magnetic recording head
with extended life— and 44
no compromise of any
other aspect of performance. The long- life head
is a replica of the industry- endorsed HDC
dual- gap head. For long
life, contact areas are
chrome plated by head
makers using the latest
advances in plating.
Specify the long- life
heads from HDC: the
pioneer and innovator
in shieldless heads.

5:1 LIFE
INCREASE
DUAL GAP
NO EXTERNAL
CROSSFEED
SHIELD
mew
inc.

HAMILTON DIGITAL CONTROLS,

2118 Beechgrove Place, Utica; N.Y. 13501

132

Programing simulator is
also a microcontroller

directly into any unused Omnibus
slot. No modifications to the computer are required. Price is $485,
and delivery time is 30 days.
Computer Interface Systems Inc., Box 58,
Piscataway, N.J. 08854 [369]

The model CBC-4 is primarily designed to function as aprogramingprototyping simulation tool for the

Disk drive stores from
0.5 to 8 million bits

incorporation of LSI microcomputers in new and existing
equipment. In itself, the unit is also
a programable microcontroller that
can replace minicomputers in many
applications. The CBC-4 allows immediate start-up on adesign project
using microcomputer chips, and
with the exception of special i/o
boards, the unit with a teletypewriter is astand-alone development system.

The model 914 fixed-head-per-track
disk cartridge drive measures 7 by
19 by 22 inches, and weighs 46
pounds. Storage capacities range
from 0.5 to 8 million bits using a
plug-in module containing 16 tracks
per module. Rotation speeds of

Applied Computing Technology Inc., 17815
Sky Park Circle, Irvine, Calif. 92664 [ 368]

Hardware breakpoint module
is aprogram- debugging aid
Program debugging is available to
the PDP-8E user in the model 110A
hardware breakpoint module. The

Circle 132 on reader service card

1,800, 2,400, and 3,600 revolutions
per minute result in average access
times of 17, 12.5, and 8.5 ms respectively. The number of sectors per
track is variable from 1 to 2,400.
OEM quantity price is from $ 1,200 to
$2,500 depending on storage requirements.
Dataflux, 1195 E. Argues Ave., Sunnyvale,
Calif. 94086 [ 370]
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New products
Semiconductors

IC d-aconverter
resolves 8 bits
Monolithic device for S5.95,
designed as building block,
requires external circuitry
Monolithic digital-to-analog converters aren't new—both Motorola
and Precision Monolithics Inc. have
6-bit models, and PMI has a 10-bit
version. Motorola now has a monolithic d-a converter that it claims is
the most practical in the most popular range. The new 8-bit MC1408
requires some external circuitry, unlike the PMI 10-bit converter, but
sells for only $ 5.95 in the 100-piece
commercial temperature range compared to $ 35-$45 for the PMI unit.
The external circuitry required with
the Motorola part can be as simple
as asingle $ 1type 723 voltage regulator, which contains the required
voltage reference, an op amp, and a
few passive parts.
Ronald A. Campo, Motorola's
linear IC product planning manager,
says the company went to 8 bits
rather than 10, and to separate reference and op amp, because "it's
practical and manufacturable. The
old 6-bit version ( MC 1406) opened
up new types of applications, but
most current demand is for 8, 10 or
12 bits." Campo says that the 1408
is well within the classic 8-bit accuracy to ± 1
/ bit, but lower-cost ver
2
sions meet 6- and 7- bit requirements. The new 6- bit version ( MC
1408-6) is priced at $4.95, the same
as the 1406, but the 1408 differs
from the earlier part in offering the
more popular positive logic: maximum output occurs with all inputs
high.
Aside from the low cost that results from its producibility, Campo
says Motorola's building-block approach provides versatility: the
parts permit multiplying and highspeed current output, hence are easier to use in analog-to-digital applications. Motorola will offer in Janu-
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ary acompanion a-d control circuit
incorporating a dual comparator
and high-speed op amp. A conventional mos or TTL up-down converter is also needed. "This application is dependent on the fact that
our d- a converter puts out current
rather than voltage," Campo points
out.
"The d-awill become the op amp
of the next few years. If the price is
right, there'll be lots more applications, and that's why we're trying
to keep the d-a and a-d interface
inexpensive," Campo adds. The
MC1408 operates on ±-5volts, and is
packaged in a ceramic dual in-line
case. A full-temperature-range version sells for $ 8.50.
Technical

Information

Semiconductor

Center,

Products

Inc.,

with various seven- segment displays. Price is $26.75 each.
General Instrument Corp., 600 West John
St., Hicksville, N.Y. 11802 [415]

Linear hybrid microcircuits
are accurate to within 0.5%
A line of four quadrant analog multipliers is designated the 4100 series
and composed of linear hybrid microcircuits with accuracies to within

Motorola
P.O.

Box

20924, Phoenix, Ariz. 85036 [ 411]

Pnp-npn complementary
pairs achieve 10 amperes
Pnp-npn complementary- pair
power transistors offer identical gain
characteristics over awide collectorcurrent range. Current gain matching is uniform from less than 100MA to 10-A collector current. In addition, input voltages are identical
over the same collector- current
range. Saturation voltages are low,
and collector-to-emitter voltage rating is 140 V. The KSP series is
priced from $ 7.50 to $ 37.
Kertron Inc., 7516 Central Industrial Dr., Riviera Beach, Fla. 33404 [ 413]

MOS chip is designed for

0.5%. Full-power response is 800
kHz and bandwidth is 1 MHz. The
units offer a slew rate of 45 v/its.
Applications are in multipliers and
in control and instrumentation systems. Price starts at $ 15.
GPS

Corp., 14 Burr St., Framingham, Mass

01701 [ 414]

High- threshold logic circuits
aimed at control jobs
Four high-threshold logic circuits
are aimed at demanding applications, including machine tool and
process controllers, computer peripherals, appliances, and measuring equipment. The units are the
s . . Mills & Factorie

8-digit personal calculator
The C-500 mos chip is designed for
use in 8-digit personal calculators,
and can handle numbers in excess
of 20 digits. The unit features four
function operations, constant in all
four modes, chain operations, and
power calculations. Entries are
made in algebraic form with floating-point entry and results. A minus
sign is used to indicate negative
numbers. The unit is contained in a
24-lead DIP and can be interfaced

Control G.
ore!
(1.1 ¡ 09f'Ni

MC686 4- bit shift register, the
MC684 decade counter, the MC685
binary counter, and the MC688
dual J-K flip-flop in a 16-pin package. Operating temperature range
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for all the devices is from -30° to
+75°C. Price ranges from $ 1.70 to
$6.30, depending on model and
quantity.

ElectroHydraulic
Servo Controls

Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P.O.
Box 20912, Phoenix, Ariz. 85036 [416]

Aunique, immediate opportunity for an engineer with imagination and ambition: ayoung,
medium-sized leader in the precision controls
industry is adding agrowth-oriented position
to its innovative systems engineering team.

LED digits are priced at
$3.95 in quantities of 100

COMPONENTS BENDING TOOL
Bending Length: min. mm. 12 max mm. 50

CUT AND BEND TOOL

The responsibilities of this important new post
will include proposal, design, construction,
and installation of electro hydraulic servo systems. This position will interpret customer requirements and translate them into meaningful servo system performance requirements.

A line of light-emitting-diode digits
is said to halve the cost of LED displays. The FND-70 1
4/
inch-high
digits cost $ 3.95 per unit in 100-lots
and are suited for applications in
computer-terminal readouts, digital
panel meters, and desk calculators.
Cost reductions are aresult partly of

1
-1

The ideal candidate will have aBSEE or BSME
and at least 3years experience in design and
application of digital circuits and closed- loop
servo control systems.
Our location is an attractive village community
in western New York State. Our atmosphere is
creative: we encourage personal achievement
we encourage personal achievement: and results are well rewarded. Top competitive salaries and liberal fringes ( including profit sharing, extended vacations, and life insurance options) are just part of the deal.

I :1 :1 1_1
11 —1 1
-1 0
S
_I 1 _ I 1_1 . I I1 _I

If this opportunity fits your career plans, send
a resume ( including salary requirements) to:

111•111111111MMing

Cuts lead wires
from Ø 0,3 to 1,5 mm.

Corporate Personnel Administrator

reducing the amount of gallium arsenide phosphide used in each digit,
and partly of an assembly method
that uliminates hand operations required to align light- emitting
sources.

P-1434

ELECTRONICS, Class. Adv. Dept.
P.O. Box 900, New York, N.Y. 10020
An equal opportunity employer

SEARCHLIGHT

Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp., Semi-

Radiation

conductor Components Group, Microwave
& Optoelectronics Division, 464 Ellis St.,
Mountain View, Calif. 94040 [417]
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Inverter SCR guarantees
turnoff time of 20 its

HOLDER FOR PRINTED CIRCUITS
PCS ,2N1 for printed circuits 200x250 mm.
PCS 3G for printed circuits 200x450 mm.

El M EC

SASSO

MARCONI - Maly/

P.O. BOX N. 1250
40100

BOLOGNA

AGENTS AND DEALERS REQUIRED.

A 125-ampere rms inverter SCR is
designated the model 81RM and
features a maximum guaranteed
turnoff time of 20 its, permitting the
use of smaller commutating components. The device also has asoft recovery characteristic that reduces
the generation of transients that can
endanger control circuitry. Voltage
rating is 1,000 V, and the thyristor is
insensitive to reverse voltage. Full
data is provided for high-frequency
applications, up to 10 kHz with
some current derating. A 100-volt
version is priced at $24 for 10 to 99

1.3

1.2

TES

BROADBAND AMPLIFIERS
Our Economical Line of Broadband RF Amplifiers Covers The
Frequency Region Frorn 3 WU. to 800 MHz. With Noise Figures
As Low As 3.0 dB. Remotely Powered Versions Are Available.
Brochures and Application Notes Are Aveilable Upon Your
Request.
RADIATION DEVICES CO.. BOX 8450. SALTO.. MD. 21234
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RADAR SYSTEMS GROUND AND AIRBORNE AUTOMATIC
TRACKING ANTENNA SYSTEMS. NIKE AJAX NIKE HERCULES M-33 MS0-1A MPS- I9. MPS- 9 Sc. 584 TPS-ID
IPS-28

FAA- ASR- 2 AIRBORNE SYSTEMS

APS-20
IBM 650

APS-27

e

IBM

APS-45,

DPN•I9

APN-84

DIGITAL

LARGEST

INVENTORY

OF

RADAR
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AND

MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT IN THE WORLD

RADIO RESEARCH INSTRUMENT CO.

3 QUINCY ST, NORWALK, CONN 06850

12031 857-2600
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Mini/it/id DISPENSER
r

tor miniature potting
and encapsulating
Available in 3sizes
ace

I2cc

30cc

aPHILIP

AIR OPERATED
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r
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FISHMAN COMPANY

7CAMERON ST.. \VELLUM . TE ESSACNUSETTS 021E1
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3M introduces
laboratory recorder uality
without the cos
We built the Series 120 Recorder/
Reproducer with one objective in mind:
to provide laboratory instrument
features without laboratory instrument
cost. It's acompact, 4-channel recorder
that uses 1/4" tape with any combination of direct or FM signal electronics.
Its features are exceptional:
•
All DC tape transport drive
•Five tape speeds from 15/16 to 15 ips
•Phase-locked capstan drive
•Direct — 70 Hz to 64 KHz at 15 ips
•FM — DC to 5KHz at 15 ips
•Up to 10 seconds repeat scan
•4to 60 ips forward search speed
• ± 50% to — 30% vernier variable
playback speed
•10-1/2" reels
for up to 12
hours of
recording

We placed special emphasis on the
recorder's design for ease of operation
and maintainability. Controls are
located for accessibility and quick
viewing. The rear panel of the recorder
is used as one large inter-connecting
panel with all boards plugged in
directly. Assembly is extremely simple
allowing rapid and easy access to
any component.
The Series 120 Recorder/Reproducer can be the most useful research
tool you have, as well as the easiest to
use. That's what we had in mind. For
more information, contact 3M Mincom
Division, 300 South Lewis Road,
Camarillo,
California
--«4
93010.
(805)
40)
482-1911.

INSTRUMENTATION PRODUCTS

3m

Mincom Division
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PUSH
BUTTON

I' II, /J II; 1

Lighted snap- action
DPDT models handle 6A @ 125VAC
& feature separate
connections to T-1 3
4

pieces. Delivery is from stock.
Semiconductor Division, International Rectifier Corp., 233 Kansas St., El Segundo,
Calif. 90245 [ 419]

lamp. 1/2", 5/8", 3/4"
round or square lens/
buttons in transparent
or translucent colors.
Optional guards
available.

Driver is suitable

4 1)4

for party- line operation

ALCDSIIUITCH®

ILLUMINATED

SNAP

A three-level line driver is pin-compatible with the National Semiconductor model 78/8831. The type
Am78/8831 can be operated as either a quad single-ended or a dual
differential driver, and it is suitable
for party-line operation where several drivers are connected to the
same bus. The devices are available
in both military and commercial
temperature ranges. Price ranges
from $ 5.95 to $ 16 in 100-lots, depending on packaging and temperature specification.

IN AND

Advanced Micro Devices Inc., 901 Thomp-

OUT!

son Place, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 [418]

AL GO ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC NORTH ANDOVER, MASS 01845

Circle 156 on reader service card

New brilliance in a
miniature
rocker
featuring front panel
lamp replacement.
Entire switch simply
snaps into . 655" x
.728" hole. Choice
of 3 doublepole
switching actions; 4
lens colors & 4 voltages.
Replaceable
lamp. Rated 6A @
125 VAC.

SWITCH
ILLUMINATED

MSLN-206
DPDT

ALCO5INITCH®

DIV.

OF

ALCO

New products

WISPN SERIES

ELECTRONIC

MINIATURE SIZE

PRODUCTS,

INC.,

LAWRENCE,
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MASS.

Opto isolators use
cadmium sulphide detectors

Presenting
in your
corner:

Two LED optoisolators with cadmium sulphide photodetector cells
are designated the Photomod series
CLM 6000 and 8000. The 6000, a
miniature low- power and -resistance
unit, is available in axial-lead packages, and provides noiseless switching in addition to complete isolation

THE
ELECTRONICS
BOXER!
Why mess around when you
can have the ELECTRONICS
BOXER clean up your
copies— keep them in top
condition.
And, it's easy and
inexpensive to keep the
ELECTRONICS BOXER in
your corner. Just complete
the coupon and mail. Your
order will be processed
immediately, postpaid.

pia

ELECTRONICS BOXER
Jesse Jones Box Corporation

in "Fri- toTri, interfaces. The 8000 is
ahermetically sealed axial-lead version that operates with photocell
voltages up to 220 vdc or peak ac,
and is designed to drive SCRs and
Triacs from line voltage.

2250 E. Butler St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19137
Please send me: D boxes @ $4.25 each;
D 3boxes @ $ 12.00; D 6boxes @ $22.00
My check or money order is enclosed.
Name

Clairex Corp., 560 S. 3rd Ave., Mount Ver-

Address
1
2ity

136

non, N.Y. 10550 [ 420]
State

Zip
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Everything you need
to know about power
supplies is right here
in this little box.

Only $94.00
complete
The equivalent of 25 cubic feet of
catalogs sits right on your desk
in this little 4" x6" box.
The most complete Power Supply
Catalog File available anywhere...
6667 current catalog pages have
been collected and organized on
microfiche cards — 98 pages per
card. Every major source of power
is listed, indexed and easy to find.

standard reader and there is space
in the box for up- dated information
Special introductory offer: If you
don't already have a standard microfiche reader, you can order the
new Kodak Ektalite 120 with your

This little box costs only $94.00
and can save you hundreds of dollars in space, time and effort.
Never before available: This is
the first microfiche series from the
Electronics Catalog Retrieval System. The microfiche cards fit any

purchase of the Power Supply Catalog File at the special low introductory price of $ 85.00 ( delivery
included).
The Ektalite 120 is a desktop
reader weighing less than five
pounds. It's compact, noiseless,
easy- to- use. All you do is feed in
the microfiche from left to right,
and manipulate the control knob to
locate the image you want.

1
1
/
4FA '1 Electronics
I : 11
fe.
!yet*
I..„* _
to,„,ndien

Catalog Retrieval
System

We amp all the way down
on voltage drain, current
drain, and heat emission...
give you asingle-plane
phosphorescent display
you can see across the room.

We clamp down fully
on the disadvantages of other displays.
Our digital readouts,
including the extremely lightweight,
mini- size Multi- Numerical Indicator
with 8, 10, and 12 digit readout,
offer low- voltage,
low-current drain,
and stability advantages over
conventional displays.
All have eye- easy phosphorescent
segments with digits on a single- plane
for optimal visibility
under ambient light.
It's anatural green glow,
so soft and clear you can see
it across the room.
But the best comes last:
They're competively priced
lor all modern applications
in calculators,
digital clocks, voltmeters and counters,
and a host of others.
Count on us.
138
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The Brighter

.R19.8.8.8.8.s.s.s.S. a49.!

Side of Electronics

Cr
1
010
ISE ELECTRONICS CORP.
P0 Box -It. Is, City, Mie, Japan Tel: 05963-5-2121

International Div.

ISE INTERNATIONAL CORP.
Shinbashi le.okusai Bldg.
No. 7-7-2, Higashi Shinbashi Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan
433-6618 Cable: Iseworldrep
Telex: J26546 Iseinter
USA Sole Distributor

LEGI ELECTRONICS CORP.
1472 West 178th Street, Gardena California 90248
Tel: 1213) 532-0470, 0471
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New literature
Diodes. Codi Semiconductor, Division of Computer Diode Corp., Pollit Dr., Fairlawn, N.J. A four-page
specification sheet describes 300
voltage-variable capacitor diodes.
Circle 421 on reader service card.

You don't have to
cross the Pacific
for Hitachi magnets.
,

Tape reader. A line of photoelectric
punched- tape readers for commercial, industrial and ruggedized military applications is described in a
56- page catalog available from
Electronic Engineering Company of
California, 1601 East Chestnut Ave.,
Santa Ana, Calif. 92701 [422]

,c.(D
.,,,

Displays. A short- form catalog from
Analogic, Audubon Rd., Wakefield,
Mass., describes the company's
data-conversion and display products, and includes pricing information. [423]
Encoder. Trump- Ross Industrial
Controls Inc., 265 Boston Rd., N.
Billerica, Mass. 01862. A six- page
catalog lists the company's incremental encoder products and accessories. [424]
A-d conversion system. An eightpage brochure published by Data
Technology Corp., 2700 S. Fairview
St., Santa Ana, Calif. 92704, provides details of the Multiverter II,
an analog- to-digital data conversion
system. [ 425]
Capacitors. General Instrument,
The Capacitor Division, 165 Front
St., Chicopee, Mass. 01014. An allline catalog is divided into three sections covering dipped silver- mica,
aluminum electrolytic, and Mylar
film capacitors. [426]
Disk storage system. A single- sheet
data bulletin is being offered by
Pacific Micronetics Inc., 5037 Ruffner St., San Diego, Calif. 92111, describing the Fastrack 010 series
head- per-track disk storage systems.
[427]

You don't even have to cross town.

We'll send one
of our sales engineers from Los Angeles, Houston,
Atlanta, Detroit, Chicago, New York or Toronto right
to your office. He'll see that your magnet requirements are completely satisfied.
Hitachi Metals offers afull line of quality magnets,
the fruit of modern R&D at our Magnetic & Electronic
Materials Research Center. Our experts are hard at
work developing new magnetic materials — one of
their latest achievements is HICOREX (cobalt- rare
earth magnet) — and finding new uses for magnets.
Devotion to improvement, added to integrated
production and decades of experience, is behind the
quality of Hitachi magnets. Quality magnets featuring
high coercive force, big energy product, magnetic
field uniformity and stability.
Here are some typical examples:
Residual
Induction
(Br) gauss

Type
111 MAC ( ALNICO- 5-7)
YCM-8D ( ALNICO- 8)
YCM-8E ( ALNICO- 8)
YCM-9B ( ALNICO- 9)
NICOREX ( SmCos)

13,000-14,500
7,500- 8,300
7,500- 8,500
10,000-11,000
7,700- 9,200

Coercive
Force
(HO oersteds
700- 800
1,700-1,850
2,000-2,150
1,350-1,500
7,700-9,000

Energy
Product ( 8X11)
max. X 10 -6
6.8- 8.2
5.5- 6.5
5.5- 7.0
9.0-11.0
15.0-21.0

For full details about Hitachi magnets,
call any of our offices.

.... HITACHI
(0)
....

Hitachi Metals, Ltd.

LED displays. Opcoa Inc., 330 Talmadge Rd., Edison, N.J. 08817.
Data sheets on the company's SolidLite light- emitting diode numeric
displays cover the specifications on
0.33 and 0.77- inch characters. [429]
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num.-

Head Office: Chiyoda Bldg , Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan

Hitachi Metals America, Ltd.
New York: (
Head Office): 1, Red Oak Lane, White Plains, N.Y.
10604, U.S.A. Tel. 914-694-9200
El Chicago: Tel. 312-299-0031 EDetroit: Tel. 313-557-7142 DLos
Angeles: Tel. 213-553-6649 ClAtlanta: Tel. 404-938-6992 DHouston:
Tel. 713-528-1769 EIToronto: Tel. 416-491-9471
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Higher
Capacitor
Reliability
for

Eir

STOM

ELECTRONICS
MICA CAPACITORS
Your design engineers will instantly
recognize the quality and reliability
of reconstituted mica capacitors
from Custom Electronics ... where all
the mica dielectric is precisely
graded before production and selected
for each application.
Result: Higher capacitor reliability
for LESS
CMR—Wrap and Fill
CER—Epoxy Housed
CEM—Epoxy Molded
If your capacitor needs are
RELIABILITY and RAPID REACTION
(inquiry to quote; order to delivery),
write or call

de

STOM
The QC Fanatics

CUSTOM ELECTRONICS, Inc.
Browne St, Oneonta, N. Y. 13820
PH. 607-432-3880 TWX 510-241-8292

Circle
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Engineers.
Experienced or
Beginning

LESS
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New products/materials

For applications where electrical
shielding gaskets are required, a
new type of electromagnetic-interference "weatherstripping" reportedly overcomes some of the problems of conventional mesh and
finger stock. It's a helical spring
made of thin, flat metal called Spira.
The spiral gasket is available in
stainless steel or tin-plated beryllium copper, either alone or bonded
to a rubber extrusion, and it provides high- frequency contact for
doors and other joints in electrical
equipment.
According to the inventor,
George M. Kunkel of ElectroData
Technology, Burbank, Calif., the
relatively wide material guarantees
a low impedance path for electromagnetic current through the microwave range, and the resilient spring
material insures good contact
throughout the life of the bond. He
says that the spring, like finger-stock
emi shielding, makes good contact
(typically 0.6 milliohm for 1lb per
linear inch) but cannot break off, as
the fingers sometimes do.
The basic shield is available in
sizes from 3/32 to 11/32 inch in
standard, low-contact-resistance and
low-pressure varieties ( the latter
suitable for joining surfaces fastened by 1
/4
turn fasteners). It is provided in lengths or in continuous
endless gaskets.
The spiral gasket is also available
bonded to hard rubber for convenience in positioning, to provide a
"stop" to prevent excessive deflection, and to provide a partial moisture and dust seal. The use as astop
eliminates the need for a torque
wrench in installation. Price is about
45 cents per foot with the attached
rubber in 1,000- ft lengths. Other
versions include adhesive backing,

Opportunity is knocking in the
Pacific Northwest for challenging aerospace positions, such
as ...

Radar Navigation
and Guidance
Recent design and evaluation
experience in missiles and aircraft radar, guidance and navigation systems. Positions involve analytical and experimental work in conjunction
with guidance hardware equipment development of major
avionics systems such as: midcourse, terminal and homing
guidance, area analysis, radar
homing techniques, optical
guidance and I. R. homing
systems.

Crew Station
Designers
With experience in selection,
integration, and installation of
crew station equipment including seats, escape systems, controls, and displays. Knowledge
of electrical and structural installations as well as previous
design experience on crew
stations is necessary.

Antenna/
Communications
Analysis of EMP effects, RF
communications, including
antennas, link analysis, and
equipment design. RF equipment specification preparation,
subcontract monitoring and
avionic system integration.
Please send your resume to
the Employment Office, The
Boeing Company, P.O. Box
3707-AAT, Seattle, Washington 98124.

1740E7441

An Equal Opportuuity Employer

Circle 136
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Our waves
sweep the field
at 20 NH tz
The Systron Donner Model 421 Sweep/Function Generator
brushes competition aside Tie combination of superior frequency response ( 1 dB to 20 MHz), an internal 2C0:1 linear
sweep generator up to 50 KI-z sweep rates and simple, accurate y settable sweep limit dial indicators leaves other 20
MHz function generators eating the 421's dust.
Frequency accuracy specs are in percentage of setting, not
the decepive "% of full scale."
An indicator warns of output distortion due to combined dc
offset and signals in excess of the * 10 volt limits.
Both the sweep ramp output and the sine, square cr triangle
waveform output may be externally triggered or gated to produce a single cycle or signal burst.
Price of the Systron Donner Model 421 Sweep/Function Generator is $ 895. If you don't need the sweep capability, you can
buy the 20 MHz Model 420 Function Generator for 8785.
Call your nearest Scientific Devices Office for detailed specifications or a demonstration, or contact Datapulse Division,
10150 West Jefferson Boulevard, Culver City, California 90230.
Telephone ( 213) 836-6100; TWX 910/340-6766; Telex 67-3219.
!In Europe: Systron-Donner GmbH., Munich W- Germany;
Systron-Donner Ltd., Leamington Spa U.K.

DATAPLI LSE
DIVISION

SYSTRON
The Systron-Donner Instruments Group:
Alpha Scientific Li Computer Systems 1Concord Instruments
Electronics/December 18,1972

DONNER
jDatapulse Li Kruse Electronics El Microwave 11 Trygon Electronics
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How to dream
with your
eyes wide open.

and positive-moisture seals can be
used in place of the flat rubber.
ElectroData Technology, 2808 Naomi St.,
Burbank, Calif. 91504 [476]

Techni-Silver E is a clear, highspeed, silver-plating solution that
produces permanently hard silver
deposits with a mirror finish. The
material will deposit 0.0001 inch in
two minutes in rack-plating or in
eight to 10 minutes in barrel-plating. Tensile strength of the deposit
is 78,000 to 85,000 pounds per
square inch.
Technic Inc., P.O. Box 965, Providence, R.I.
02901 [477]

Everybody likes to dream. But the
chances of seeing a dream become
reality are pretty slim. Unless you're
crafty enough to figure out a smart
way to save. One that's practical and
painless. One that won't eat up your
paycheck but will still give you a
chance to salt something away.
If you're smart, you'll decide on U.S.
Savings Bonds. They're one of the
easiest ways to save. Just sign up for
the Payroll Savings Plan where you
work. Then an amount you specify will
be automatically set aside from your
paycheck and used to buy Bonds.
So, if you're not satisfied with just
dreaming, buy U.S. Savings Bonds.
Then you'll find out there's no such
thing as an impossible dream.

A silicon reacted with tallate and
called Airout eliminates air voids in
resin formulations, as well as craters
in films. No separation appears in
long-term storage, and sweat-out or
greasy surfaces will not result. Airout will not downgrade resin formation or adhesion, or interfere with
electrical or physical properties.
Isochem Resins Co., Cook St., Lincoln, R.I.
02865 [478]

Cermacast 511, a magnesium-oxide
zircon formulation suitable to
2,800°F, is aceramic water- mix material that can be poured, dipped, or
sprayed around components to be
potted or end-sealed. The material
will set up in two hours and after a
bakeout at 200°F is ready for use.
Curing is recommended at up to
2,000°F to develop maximum physical properties and moisture resistance. Dielectric strength is about
265 y per mil at 260°C, and resistivity is 10 X 109 ohms up to 600°C.
Price is $33 per quart and $ 58 for a
gallon.
Aremco

Products

Inc.,

P.O.

Box

145,

Briarcliff Manor, N.Y. 10510 [479]

Now E Bonds pay 5':` ; interest when held to
eelx..
maturity of 5years, It) months , 4'; the first e
t)
••t
- ,
year). Bonds are replaced if lost, stolen, or
destroyed. When needed they can be cashed * *
at your bank. Interest is not subject to state 3
or local income taxes, and federal tax may
lx,deferred until redemption.
ee)itS 13°

e

Take stock in America.

Casting resin, Stycast 35, offers lowloss tangents and low dielectric constants for applications in microwave
cavities, microwave lenses, spacers,
and encapsulation of high- frequency coils and capacitors. There
are six types of material in the
series, all with loss tangents below
0.001 from 60 Hz to 10 GHz
Emerson 8i Cuming Inc., Canton,

Mass.

02021 [480]

Now Bonds mature in less than six years.
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One user of our equipment tells us he adds
any flair he wants to his Series 600 Wang
Calculator, and it does just what he wants it
to do.

DRIVER
AMPLIFIER

CONVERTER

VOLTAGE
MULTIPLIER

BUFFER
AMPLIFIER

DC MONITOR OUT °

And he isn't even adesign engineer.

POWER

COUPLING

AMPLIFIER

TRANSFORMER

o
OUTPUT
-E—C>

Think what you could do with one of our
Series 600's.
If ever there was a do-it-yourself calculator
system ... this is it.

AC

GAIN

VOLTAGE
DIVIDER

SWITCH

With a Series 600 as your cornerstone, you
can expand the system as requirements dictate.

The Series 600 Wang Calculator.

You can program a 600's storage registers to
perform special functions, without giving up

Depending upon the capabilities you'd like to
start with, you can choose the model to suit

storage capacity. You can perform every
arithmetic function directly in each storage

your needs . . . 55 storage registers or 312
program steps . . . 119 registers or 824 steps

register. You can write or execute a program
in algebra. You can add other hardwired

... 247 registers or 1,848 steps.

functions in
from

Add a Wang magnetic tape cassette, and you
have up to 16,000 consecutive steps per side.
Want

more

memory

capacity?

Add

Wang

Memory Extenders. Want formatted alphanumeric output in graph form? Add the Wang
Plotter. Prefer an Analog Plotter which
quietly and quickly provides acontinuous line
plot with alphabetic labeling? We have it. In
fact, you can add an Output Writer, a Paper
Tape Editor, aCard Reader or aMarked Sense
Card Reader, or Microfaces to be hooked
directly on-line to most digital voltmeters,
or . . . you name it.

WANG

radians

many fields. You can convert
to

degrees and vice versa by

pressing a single key. You can execute decisions,
You

branching, looping, and subroutines.
get

a standard

10- key

keyboard, an

electronic slide rule and trig table, plus not
one but two calculators -- one for your main
problem, the other for side calculations.
So go ahead. Show your boss what beautiful
things you can do with a Series 600 Wang
Calculator.
You could end up designing our first spaceship to Arcturus.

LABORATORIES, INC
836 NORTH STREET, TEWKSBURY, MASSACHUSETTS 01876 , TEL ( 617) 851-4111,TWX 710 343-6769, TELEX 94-7421
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Electronics advertisers
• Abbott Transistor Labs., Inc.
Technical Adv. Agency
•Adret
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Hamilton Digital Controls, Inc.
Graystone and Ramsy, Inc.

25E

Advanced Memory Systems
Writing Unlimited

57

Harris Semiconductor
Tucker Wayne & Company

Advanced Micro Devices
Keye/ Donna/ Pearlstein

48

Hermes Electronics Ltd.
Public & Industrial Relations Limited

Agfa Gevaert

145

Aico Electronic Products, Inc.
Marketronics Advertising

136

Allen-Bradley Company
Hoffman, York, Baker & Johnson, Inc.
•AMP Italia
Studio Dolci

•Annitsu Electric Co. Inc.
Diamond Agency Co. Ltd.

46E
120
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Allied Advertising Agency, Inc.
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Studio Dema
• Chicago Dynamic Industries. Inc.
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•Claires Corporation
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*Schneider R. T.
Intermedia

19

2E-3E

• Kepco Incorporated
Weiss Advertising

5E

Secrets of Successful Job Hunting

•ITT Cannon Electric GmbH
Werbeagentur

18-19

• RCA Electronic Components
Al Paul Lefton Company, Inc.

• Rohde & Schwarz

4i
139

•Johnson Company, E. F.
Martin Williams Advertising

12

Schauer Manufacturing Corp.
Nolan, Keelor & Stites

24

• Custom Electronics. Inc.
Laux Advertising, Inc.

• Electronic Navigation Industries
Hart Conway Co. Inc.

17

Hitachi Metals Ltd.
Asia Adv. Agcy. Inc.

• Interstate Electronics Corporation
Chris Art Studio Inc.

54

PROCOND S.p.A.
Ouadragono

92-93

138

148

t Prime Computer, Inc.
Grover and Erickson, Inc.

118

Ise Electronics Corp.
Shinwa International, Inc.

• Colorado Video, Inc.
O'Connell-Colbum. Inc. Creative
Business Commun:cations

Data General Corporation
The Advertising Group

90-91

• Hewlett-Packard
Tallant Yates Advertising, Inc.

•

Appl icon, Inc.
Johnson, Partin & Lingard. Inc.

Burndy Components
Van Leeuwen Advertising, Inc.

• Hewlett-Packard
Tallant Yates Advertising, Inc.

45E
15

Boeing Electronic Products
Cole & Weber

• Hewlett-Packard
Richardson Seigle Rolls & McCoy, Inc.

96

Analogic Corporation
Grover and Erickson, Inc.

Bendix Corporation. Electrical
Components Div.
D'Arcy-MacMani,s-Interrnarco, Inc.

• Hewlett-Packard
Tallant Yates Adv. Inc.

41E

°Portes cap
:, A

132

•La Zincoceiere S.p.A.
Studio Dr. Giuliamo Blei

8-9
148
143
16
22E
43E

Classlfed & Employment Advertising
F J Eberle, Manager 212-971-2551

EQUIPMENT (Used or Surplus New) For Sale
Philip Fishman Co.
.
Radiation Devices Co.
.
..
Radio Research Instruments Co.

134
134
134

54
49E
127
31E,33E

• For more information on complete product line see advertisement in the latest Electronics Buyer's Guide
• Advertisers in Electronics International
Advertisers in Electronics domestic edition
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AGFA-GEVAERT

FYI NORTH vuturr. TETERBOROier
nlIEW J RSEY
••l

we-

7GEVAER___T

SPECIAL PURPOSE
TELEVISION
CAMERAS

Advertising Sales Staff
Pierre J. Braudé .._ 12] 997-3485
Advertising Sales Manager
Atlanta, Ga. 30309: Joseph Lane
00 colony Square, 1175 Peachtree St., N.E.
[404] 892-2868
Boston, Mass. 02116: James R. Pierce
.357 Boylston St. [ 617] 262-1160

1270 SERIES

Chicago, ill. 60611:
615 Noll Michigan Avenue
W Bartlett ( 312) 751-3733
Paul L Reiss ( 312) 751-3738

tee o

Cleveland, Ohio 44113: William J. Boyle
[716] 586-5040
Dallas, Texas 75201: Charles G. Hubbard
2001 Bryant Tower, Suite 1070
[214] 742-1747

11111 _,j
•General Purpose • Low Cost
•800 Line Horizontal Resolution
• Environmental Proofed • Rugged
• Remote Control

Denver, Colo. 80202: Harry B. Doyle. Jr
Tower Bldg.. 1740 Broadway
303] 266-3863
Detroit, MicMgan 48226: Robert W. Bartlett
2600 Penobscot Building
[313] 962-1793

1400 SERIES

Houston, Texas 77002: Charles G Hubbard
2270 Humble Bldg. : 7131 CA 4-3381
Los Angeles, Calif. 90010: Robert J Rielly
Bradey K. Jones, 3200 Wilshire Blvd., South Tower
1213]487-1160
New York, N.Y. 10020
1221 Avenue of the Americas
Warren H Gardner 1212] 997-3617
Michael J Stoller [ 212] 997-3616

•Miniature Size • Low Cost
•800 Line Horizontal Resolution
•Low Power Requirement

1500 SERIES

Philadelphia, Pa. 19103: Warren H. Gardner
ti Penn Center Plaza,
[212] 971-3617
1111

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222: Warren H Gardner
4 Gateway Center, 1212-971-3617
Rochester, N.Y. 14534: William J Boyle
3Greylock Ridge. Pittsford. N Y.
[716] 586-5040

•Subminiature Sze • Extra Rugged
•800 Line Horizontal Resolution
• Battery or Line Operated

2800 SERIES
-ler-e10. 11.88."”

San Francisco, Calif. 94111: Don Farris
Robert J. Rielly. 425 Battery Street,
[4151362-4600
Paris: Alain Off ergeld
17 Rae- Georges Bizet. 75 Paris 16 France
Tel: 720-73-01
Geneva: Alain Off ergeld
1 rue du Temple. Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: 32-35-63
United Kingdom: Keith Mantle
Tel 01-493-1451. 34 Dover Street, London W1
Milan: Robert Saidel
1via Baracchini Phone 86-90-656

•Self-Contained • General Purpose
•800 Line Horizontal Resolution
• RS 170 Synch Generator
• Power line Orte•ation

MODEL V1000

Brussels: Alan Off ergeld
23 Chaussee de Wavre
Brussels 1040, Belgium
Tel 13-65-03
Stockholm: Brian Bowes
Jttice 17, Kontor-Center AB, Hagagarten 29.
113 47 Stockholm Tel 24 72 CZ
Frankfurt/Main: Fritz Krusebecker
Liebigstrasse 27c
Phone 72 01 81
Tokyo: Masaru Wakesraima, McGraw-Hill
Publications Overseas Corporation,
Kasumigaseki Building 2-5, 3-chome.
Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo. Japan
[581] 9811
Osaka: Ryii Kobayashi, McGraw Hill
Pubicatons Overseas Corporation, Kondo
Bldg., 163 Umegae-cho Kita-ku [ 362] 8771

• Ultra High Resolution
(30 MHz bandwidth)
• Photographic Quality • Flat Field
• Multiple Scanning Rates ( 525-1225)

MONITORS • SWITCHERS
PAN & TILTS
VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS
REMOTE CONTROLS
ACCESSORIES

Australasia: Warren E Ball, IPO Box 5106,
Tokyo, Japan

Business Department
Stephen R. Weiss, Manager
[212] 997-2044
Thomas M. Egan.
Production Manager [ 212] 997-3143

Help
college
help
you.
Businesses like yours
gave over $340,000,000 to higher
education last year.
It was good business to do
so. Half of all college graduates
who seek work go into business.
The more graduates there are,
and the better educated they are,
the more college serves the
business community.
Your money was vital to
colleges. It relieved financial
pressures, made planning more
flexible, and contributed to the
kind of basic and applied research
that puts new knowledge and
technology at the service of
industry.
So that colleges can continue to help you, give to the
college of your choice now. For
information on ways to do it,
please write on your letterhead
to Council for Financial Aid to
Education, Inc., 6East 45th
Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.
Ask for the free booklet, "How
Corporations Can Aid Colleges
and Universities!'

Carol Gallagher
, • • duchon Manager 12121997-2045
Dorothy Carter, Contracts and Billings
[212]937-2908
Frances Vallone, Reader Service Manager
[212] 997-6057

Council for Financial Aid to Education, Inc.
Advertising contributed for the public good. •

Electronics Buyers' Guide
George F. Werner, Associate Publisher
212] 997-3139

&heel, CORP.
GENERAL OFFICES: 2845 South 2nd West. Salt Lake City. Utah 84115
(801) 4664411 • Ulu: 318115
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Regina Hera, Directory Manager
[2121997-2544
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Now available to help you:
EfKAREERT MUR DE vuoetiwnT ( MIES

Secrets of
ifl!J) Ut

SUCCESSFUL
JOB HUNTING

I
JfIrri

Looking for abetter job?
Out of ajob?
Over forty and worried?
Compiled from the pages of CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, Secrets of Successful Job Hunting, brings you the combined
wisdom of II job-hunting specialists. In its pages you'll learn how to find and generate job offers ... how to launch
ajob- hunting campaign, either in person or by mail. .. how to negotiate your salary . . . how to prepare for and handle your
interviewer .. . how to evaluate the job offers you get. But most of all you'll learn the real secret of successful job hunting:
How to set/ yourself.

Here's what you get:
• So You're Job Looking
• An Engineered Approach
• Your Portfolio

Your Job- Hunting EQ*

TRUE

• How to Use Your Resume

2. Every resume should have aphoto with it

• How To Get Job Offers

3. List with as many employment agencies as possible

• References Are Checked

4. Your personal interests will bore an interviewer

• Which Job Is for You?

5. Always state your exact salary requirements

• If You're Over Forty

6. A quick thank- you note makes you seem overanxious

• Fringe Benefits?

7. Questions about fringe benefits are " unprofessional"

• How to Negotiate Your Salary

8. Enthusiasm will make you appear overeager

• How Your Wife Can Help
• Who's Interviewing Whom?

FALSE

VARIABLE

for

copies

1. It's bad taste to " sell" your qualifications

9. Ask for a 10-20% salary increase in anew job
10. Type as many carbons as possible of your resume

• Where To Find Help
108 pages, paperback, indexed

•Effectiveness Quotient. Answers will be found in
Secrets of Successful Job Hunting.

$4.95, postpaid

Attention:

Miss

Janice Ruveru

ELECTRONICS
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N. Y. 10020
D Yes, Iwant to know the secrets of successful job hunting. Enclosed is my check ( money order) for $

$4.95 each, postpaid) of Secrets of Successful Job Hunting. Iunderstand that if Iam not completely satisfied with the
book, Ican return it within 10 days and my money will be refunded.
NAME
STREET ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP
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VIDEO

COMPRESSOR

EMI/RFI
CONTROLLER

cvi
•

w

•

,s

FOR LAB AND
COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS
The CVI Model 260 Video Compressor
samples conventional " real time" television signals to achieve a large reduction in bandwidth. The compressor
also digitizes the signals for computer
input and image analysis. A special
260 feature incorporates a " real time"
video output which allows users to
monitor the samplIng process.
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
• Computer data input, linear or
semi- random scanning
• Communications:

transmission of TV

images over voice grade circuits for
conference or data distribution purposes
• Environmental monitoring:

transmission

of TV signals for remote observation and
computer analysis
• Data recording:

utilization of conven-

tional audio cassette or reel-to-reel tape
recorders for image storage

This USCC/Centralab expert can control
your EMI/RFI problems. Call his hot line
collect at (213) 843-3822.
He's a highly qualified applications engineer ready to
suggest one of our broad lines of standard ceramic
or layer- wound filters. He can design a custom unit
for your specific application or even immediately
ship an evaluation sample.

• Biomedical image analysis
• Industrial control
• Computer image enhancement

Video instruments for data acquisition, processing, transmission, and display.

We feel solving EMI/RFI problems should be our
worry, not yours. Call ( 213) 843-3822 now.
Is your requirement not that urgent? Send for USCC's EMI/RFI
Filter catalog containing complete technical data on: Button,
Miniature and Subminiature Ceramic types; the New UL recognized 8000 Series for Data Processing Units and Systems; and
the 9000 Series Ceramic Feed-thru Filter/Capacitors.

•

Colorado Video, Inc. CV
P.O. Box 928

148

Boulder, Colorado

80302 ( 303) 444-3972

Circle 148 on reader service card

USCC/Centralab gLefi
Electronics DIVISI Do • Globe- Union Inc

2151 North Lincoln Street • Burbank, California 91504

Circle 160 on reader service card

Only Lambda offers
5-YEAR GUARANTEED
1-DAY DELIVERY
Laboratory power supplies

0.01% regulation, 250 ¡of ripple
MODEL

VOLTAGE

CURRENT

PRICE

$99

LL- 901-0V

0-10V

0-1 amp.

LL- 902-0V

0-20V

0-0.65 amp.

99

LL- 903-0V

0-40V

0-0.35 amp.

99

LL- 905*

0-120V

0-65 ma

99

•

)1

\ye

'Not available with overvoltage protection

Lambda's LL series of power instruments is a laboratory work bench power supply that operates from 105
to 132 volts ac, 47 to 440 Hz input, and has an adjustable output voltage and automatic current limiting,
adjustable from 0 to 110% of rating. Line regulation
is 0.01% + 1mv and load regulation is 4 mv. Ripple
and noise is 250 p..v rms, mv p- to- p. The LL series is
convection cooled with die cast aluminum construction and will operate standing erect or lying flat.
Lambda is its own distributor. Write, wire, or call
for details, or request our catalog covering our complete list of power components, power systems and
power instruments. For more details on Lambda's
complete power supply line, send for our free catalog.

only

$99

with built-in
overvoltage protection

WHETHER
YOU MAKE
OR BUY...

A LAMBDA
ELECTRONICS CORP.

Lambda Electronics Corp., 515 Broad Hollow Road, Melville, N. Y. 11746 ( 516) 694-4200
Circle 901 on reader service card
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Photoconductors
Because Clairex makes them all, you can get exactly what you need.
Clairex will select the right photoconductive material and package it

properly to give you

exactly the photoconductor you need for your
application. Clairex can provide cells:
1. With spectral response in the UV, visible
spectrum, or near infra-red range.
2. Hermetically or non hermetically sealed.

3. In plastic, metal, or glass packages.

4. With low or high resistance.
5. In large or small diameter configurations.
Clairex can provide
cells specifically for
plete data or special
problems, call ( 914)

cells from stock or design
your application. For comassistance with your "light"
664-6602 or write Clairex

560 Smith Third
New York 10550.

Avenue,

CLAIREX ELECTRONICS
A DIVISION OF CLAIREX CORPORATION
Circle 902 on reader service card

Mount

Vernon,

